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ABSTRACT 

We consider the effect of randomness of hydraulic conductivities K{\)  on 

numerical predictions, without resorting to either Monte Carlo simulation, of transient 

flow in bounded domains driven by random source, initial and boundary terms. Our aim 

is to allow optimum unbiased prediction of hydraulic heads and fluxes q(x,r) by 

means of their respective ensemble moments, <h{x ,r )>^  and <q(x,r) >^, conditioned 

on measurements of K{x). These predictors have been shown by Tartakovsky and 

Neuman (1998) to satisfy exactly a space-time nonlocal (integro-differential) conditional 

mean flow equation in which <q(x,r) is generally non-Darcian. Exact nonlocal 

equations have been obtained for second conditional moments of head and flux that serve 

as measures of predictive uncertainty. The authors developed recursive closure 

approximations for the first and second conditional moment equations through expansion 

in powers of a small parameter ay, which represents the standard estimation error of 

In A^(x). The authors explored the possibility of localizing the exact moment equations in 

real, Laplace- and/or infinite Fourier-transformed domains. In this paper we show how to 

solve recursive closure approximations of nonlocal first and second conditional moment 

equations numerically, to first order in <T,*. , in a bounded two-dimensional domain. Our 

solution is based on Laplace transformation of the moment equations, parallel finite 

element solution in the complex Laplace domain, and numerical inversion of the solution 

from the Laplace to the real time domain. We present a detailed comparison between 

numerical solutions of nonlocal and localized moment equations, and Monte Carlo 
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simulations, under superimposed mean-uniform and convergent flow regimes in two 

dimensions. The results are shown to compare very well for variances as large as 4. 

The degree to which parallelization enhances computational efficiency is explored. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Why Stochastic 

Hydrogeologic parameters vary erratically in space. For example. Figure 1.1 

shows how the porosity and permeability of the cores of the Mt Simon sandstone aquifer 

in Illinois vary with depth {Bakr [1976]). The permeability ranges over four orders of 

magnitude (from 0.1 to 300.0 wc/) in a way that cannot be described or interpolated with 

certainty. 

porosity (percent) penneability (mcJ) 

0 10 20 1 10 100 1000 

Figure 1.1. Permeability and porosity of cores collected at 1-fl intervals from borehole 
(IL056) in the Mt Simon sandstone aquifer in Illinois (reproduced from Gelhar [1986], 
a&CT Bakr, 1976). 
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The alternative is to treat hydrogeologic variables, most notably hydraulic 

conductivity, as spatially correlated random fields. To be more precise, one associates the 

hydraulic conductivity K{x) at point \ with a probability density function /(Ar(x)). 

Since the hydraulic conductivity A:(X) is random, it varies in probability space and has 

many possibilities A:(X, 1), K{x, 2),.... The infinite collection of all possibilities is their 

"ensemble". Members of the ensemble are known as "realization" of the random field. 

Each realization is equally likely and one therefore cannot describe Ar(x) uniquely. 

Instead, Ar(x) is described in terms of its joint probability density at multiple points in 

space, or by its joint statistical (ensemble) moments. These moments, mainly the mean 

and covariance, can be inferred by geostatistical methods from measurements based on 

an assumption of ergodicity. Most commonly (but by no means always), the joint 

probability density of K{x) is taken to be multivariate log-Gaussian and is then 

described fully by the first two moments of K(x) = In Ar(x), the natural logarithm of 

ATcx). The first moment (mean) is the expected value of the random K(x) and the 

second moment (covariance) is a measure of its dispersion and spatial correlation. 

The randomness of the hydraulic parameters, together with other random 

variables (e. g., boundary conditions, initial heads, and source/sink terms), renders the 

groundwater flow and transport equations stochastic. The solution of a stochastic 

equation consists of the probability distribution function (pdf) of its dependent variables 

(e.g., head and flux) or, equivalently, various ensemble moments of these quantities. In 

practice, one often computes the first two moments: mean and covariance. The first 
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moment (mean) constitutes an optimum unbiased predictor of the unknown head and 

flux; the second moment (covariance) is a measure of the corresponding prediction error 

describing how the random variables (e.g., the hydraulic head and flux) fluctuate about 

their predictors. Prediction errors are not provided by deterministic models, only by 

stochastic models. 

1.2 Solutions of Stochastic Equations 

The stochastic equations, as any partial differential equations of boundary-value 

problems, can be solved analytically or numerically. I introduce briefly the numerical 

Monte Carlo simulation and perturbation methods (a systematic introduction to 

perturbation methods can be found in the books by Dagan [1989] and Gelhar [1993]). 

1.2.1 Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) 

High-resolution Monte Carlo simulation is by far the most common method to 

solve stochastic equations. The method is conceptually straightforward. It consists of 

three major steps: 1) Generate numerous equally likely realizations of random parameter 

fields on the basis of known (assumed) probability distributions; 2) solve the flow and 

transport problems for each realization on a fine grid using standard numerical methods; 

3) Calculate sample statistics of the multiple solutions, most importantly their mean and 

covariance. Freeze [1975] was among the first to solve a one-dimensional stochastic flow 

equation by MCS using a finite difference scheme. He demonstrated that head variance 

increases with the variance of log-conductivity and questioned the ability of deterministic 

models to predict head while disregarding the uncertainties in log-conductivity. Smith 

and Freeze [1979a, b] studied steady state flow in two-dimensional domains with 
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spatially correlated log-conductivity and showed how spatial correlation affects the 

variability of head. Smith and Schwartz [1981a, b] examined the effects of conditioning 

of conductivity measurements on field-scale dispersion. El-Kid and Brutsaert [1985] 

analyzed stochastic transient flow problems and Hoeksema and Clapper [1990] 

illustrated the use of MCS for inverse problems. 

Even though MCS is the most generally applicable method of solving stochastic 

problems, its use is constrained by computational limitations. A fine grid is required to 

preserve the statistical properties of the random input (e.g., the log-conductivity) and 

output (e.g., the hydraulic head and flux) variables; the grid needs to be made finer as the 

variance of Y increases and its correlation scale decreases. Furthermore, a large number 

of realizations are needed to minimize sampling error. For example, the central limit 

theorem states that the convergence rate of the sample mean to the true ensemble mean is 

of order where N is the number of realizations (e.g., Shapiro, 1993, 2000). If 

we want to reduce the error in the mean for 1000 realizations by a factor of 10, 100,000 

realizations are needed. Thus, long computation time and large storage space are 

required. In addition, it is difficult to diagnose convergence. 

MCS can provide valuable computational solutions to stochastic problems but no 

theoretical insights. For the latter, analytical solutions are needed. On way to obtain such 

solutions is by perturbation methods. 

1.2.2 Perturbation Methods 

Perturbation methods applied to stochastic groundwater problems are similar to 

±ose used in nonlinear analysis. The idea is to express the random variable in terms of its 
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mean and a random fluctuation (perturbation) about the mean. Perturbation analyses can 

be done in the real or spectral domains. The latter approach is explained in the book by 

Gelhar [1993] and was used by Gelhar [1974], Bakr et al. [1978], Gelhar and Axness 

[1983], Li and McLaughlin [1991], and other authors. Perturbation in the real domain is 

explained in the book by Dagan [1989] and performed by Dagan, [1980], Rubin and 

Dagan, [1987, 1988, 1989], Tartakovsky and Neiiman, [1998a], Zhang, [1998], Hu et al., 

[1999], Guadagnini and Neiiman [1999a], and other authors. 

Perturbation solutions are exact in the limit as the log-conductivity variance 

approaches zero. Its application is limited to either mildly heterogeneous or well-

conditioned strongly heterogeneous media where the log-conductivity variance is less 

than 1. Dagan [1985b] suggested that the results of perturbation analysis should be sound 

for log-conductivity variance up to near unity. The only way to tell is by comparing them 

with the results of carefully conducted Monte Carlo simulations. Nevertheless, 

perturbation methods allow us to derive analytical solutions and theoretical insights for 

stochastic problems. 

1.2.3 Conditional Nonlocal Formalism 

This method was first developed by Neiiman and Orr [1993] to solve steady state 

saturated flow problems and has been extended to solve stochastic transport problems 

{Neuman, 1993; Guadagnini and Neuman, 2001), transient flow problems {Tartakovsky 

and Neuman, 1998a, b), unsaturated flow problem {Tartakovsky et al., 1999; Lu et al., 

2002), and inverse problems {Hernandez et al., 2002). 
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Starting from the premise that Darcy's law applies locally within a random 

hydraulic conductivity field defined on the scale of a support volume co, Neuman and 

Orr [1993] derived exact expressions for the first two conditional moments which serve 

as unbiased optimum predictor and measure of associated prediction errors, respectively. 

This approach is unique in that it captures the solutions exactly and fully in a few integro-

differential terms with boundary conditions built formally into them, applying to both 

statistically homogeneous and nonhomogeneous problems. The exact formalism, 

however, requires a closiure approximation to be workable. Using the perturbation 

method, Guadagnini and Neuman [1999a] developed recursive moment equations for 

steady state flow problem in < 1, where (jy is a measure of standard deviation of log-

conductivity. Since all quantities (e.g., conditional mean head < /:(x) and flux 

< q(x) , where the subscript c indicates that they are conditioned on measurements of 

Ar(x)) in the moment equations are smooth relative to their random counterparts, they 

can be expressed as linear combination of a finite number of basis fimctions in the 

standard maimer of finite elements. The recursive moment equations thus are suitable for 

numerical solution. Guadagnini and Neuman [1999b] solved these equations numerically 

with standard finite element method under superimposed mean-uniform and convergent 

flow regimes. Their results compare very well with those of high-resolution MCS for 

unconditional a} as large as 4. 

Neuman and Orr [1993] demonstrated that the mean head < h{x) and mean 

flux < q(x) are nonlocal (depends on mean head gradients at points other than x) and 
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non-Darcian (there is no effective or equivalent conductivity valid for arbitrary directions 

of mean flow) except in special cases where the Darcy's law is in the form 

< q(x) >^=-K„pp(x)V < hix) , Kopp(x) being an apparent hydraulic conductivity 

tensor. This definition of the apparent hydraulic conductivity tensor is not traditional 

(e.g., Dagan, 1989; Naff, 1998) in that it does not represent relations between upscaled 

flux and gradient but relations between relatively smooth estimates of fluxes and 

gradients defined on the local scale a). 

1.3 Stochastic Transient Flow Problems 

Dagan [1982] was among the first to investigate mean uniform transient flow in a 

formation with statistically homogeneous and lognormal hydraulic conductivity and 

storativity. He considered two problems: (1) a transient case where the head is initially 

constant and (2) a periodic case where mean head gradient varies harmonically with time. 

Under the assumption that the variance of the log-conductivity cr]. is smaller than unity, 

he developed a first order (in ) solution for mean head and flux using perturbation 

method. In addition, he developed expressions for effective hydraulic conductivity and 

storativity for the case where mean head gradient varies slowly in space and time. These 

effective parameters were found to relax with dimensionless time to steady state ones. He 

derived criteria under which the simpler steady state results apply to transient flows. Even 

though his transient problem is defined in a finite domain, due to the use of the Green's 

function for infinite domains, another assxmiption is required that the flow quantities are 

estimated at points sufficiently far firom the boundary. 
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Additional recent solutions of transient problems include those of Indelman 

(1996, 2000, 2002), Tartakovsky and Neiiman (1998a, b, and c), Zhang (1999), Ferrante 

and Yell (1999, 2002). I briefly discuss those for saturated flow. 

1.3.1 Stochastic Transient Flow in Unbounded Domains 

Indelman [1996] studied mean nonuniform transient flow toward sources in 

unbounded domains with homogeneous hydraulic conductivity and deterministic specific 

storage. Applying the Fourier-Laplace Transform (FLT) method to the flow equation and 

solving the result with a perturbation scheme. He derived general solutions for mean 

head. He then averaged Darcy's law and the flow equation in multi-dimensional space. 

These results were applied subsequently to weakly heterogeneous media to derive a first-

order (in ) approximation of effective Darcy's law that gave rise to a nonlocal 

transient effective conductivity tensor bounded by two inequalities. The fundamental 

solution of the mean flow equation is a mean Green's function (MGF) describing mean 

head under flow toward an instantaneous source. Using a perturbation method, Indelman 

[2000] solved for zero- and first-order (in ) MGF in unbounded domains. With this, 

the mean head for flow toward a source of constant discharge was obtained in multi

dimensional space. Indelman [2002] extended his analysis of the effective hydraulic 

conductivity to the case where specific storage and initial condition are all random. He 

analyzed the feasibility of averaging the flow equations and defining effective 

conductivity and storativity. Indelman's results focused on mean head (and mean flow); 

he provided no solution for second moment (variance-covariance). His results can not be 

used to solve transient flow problems in bounded domains, or conditional flow problems. 
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1.3.2 Stochastic Transient Flow in Bounded Domains 

I focus in this dissertation on transient flow in bounded randomly heterogeneous 

domains with conditioning. Following Tartakovsky and Neuman [1998a], I consider 

transient groundwater flow in a randomly heterogeneous domain Q with boundary F. 

The flux q(x,r) and hydraulic head h{\,t) obey Darcy's law and the continuity equation 

h{x, t )  x e Q  ( 1 . 1 )  

5 , ( x )4^= -V  •q ( x ,0+ / ( x , 0  xeQ (1 .2 )  
at 

subject to initial and boundary conditions 

^(x.O) = //o(x) xeQ (1.3) 

h{x, t )  = H(x, t )  xeFo (1.4) 

-q(x,0-n(x) = 2(x,0 (1-5) 

where K{x)  is a scalar hydraulic conductivity which varies randomly in space, 5,(x) is a 

deterministic specific storage, f{x,i) is a random source/sink function, //^(x) is a 

random ini t ia l  head funct ion,  is  random head on Dir ichlet  boundary ,  Q(x, t )  

is random flux across Neuman boundary segments F^, and ii(x) is a unit outward vector 

normal to the boundary F which is the union of F^ and F^. The driving forces 

f{x,t) ,//Q(X), H{x,t) and Qix,t) are prescribed in statistically uncorrelated manners 

with each other and with K{x). All quantities in equations (1.1) — (1.5) are defined on a 

consistent nonzero support volume o}, centered around x, which is small in comparison 

to Q but sufficiently large for Darcy's law to be locally valid. In contrast to the analyses 
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of Dagan and Indelman introduced earlier, the presence of arbitrary initial, source, and 

boundary terms in my equations renders their solution statistically nonstationary in time 

and nonhomogeneous in space. Another source of spatial nonhomogeneity arises from 

our conditioning of the solution on available measurements of hydraulic conductivity at 

discrete points in/out flow domain. 

Tartakovsky and Neuman [1998a, 1999] developed exact conditional moment 

equations for the first two conditional moments of head and flux in space and time. To 

render this exact formalism workable, they developed recursive conditional mean flow 

equations to arbitrary order in ay and recursive conditional second moment equations to 

fourth order in ay. These equations allow one to evaluate the conditional moments 

numerically on relatively coarse grids by standard methods such as finite elements 

without upscaling. 

The authors demonstrated that, in space and time, mean flux < q(x,/) is 

nonlocal (depends on mean head gradients at points and time other than x and t) and 

non-Darcian (there is no effective or equivalent conductivity valid for arbitrary directions 

of mean flow) except in special cases where mean Darcy's law is in the form 

<q(x,0 >r=-K^^pp(x,f)V <h{x,t) >^, K^^pp(x,r) being a space-time varying 

conditional apparent hydraulic conductivity tensor. Tartakovsky and Neuman [1996] 

confirmed that, for transient flow under uniform mean hydraulic gradient in randomly 

heterogeneous domains, the existence of an apparent hydraulic conductivity tensor 

(apparent conductivity does not dependent on x and t or available measurements) are: 
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that Y(\)  is statistically homogeneous and mean gradient varies slowly in space and 

time. 

1.4 Scope and Structure 

I solve numerically the recursive conditional moment equations derived by 

Tartakovsky and Neuman [1998a, 1999] using a finite element method coupled with 

numerical inverse Laplace transform. My Finite Element Laplace Transform (FELT) 

method is similar to that used previously for deterministic problems by Sudicky [1989] 

(see also Liggett and Liu, 1983; Xu and Bnisseau, 1995; Pini and Putti, 1997; Farrell et 

aL, 1998; Gambolaii et ai, 1997; and Gallo et al., 1998). The method consists of four 

steps: 1) Apply Laplace transform to eliminate the temporal derivative from the 

stochastic transient flow equations; 2) Derive exact and recursive conditional moment 

equations for head and flux in the Laplace domain; 3) Solve the recursive equations using 

a parallel finite element algorithm; and 4) inverse transform the leading order 

approximations of conditional moments numerically into the real time domain. 

In Chapter 1,1 implement Step 1 to obtain Laplace transformed transient flow 

equations. Then I show that the Laplace transform technique is limited to linear flow 

problems and transient transport problems in steady flow fields. Finally, I examine the 

feasibility of parallel computation. 

In Chapter 2,1 implement Step 2 by first defining a random Green's fimction 

associated with the transformed equations in the Laplace domain. Next, in a way similar 

to that of Tartakovsky and Neuman [1998a, 1999], I derived exact and recursive 

conditional first moment equations and second moment equations in the Laplace domain. 
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In Chapter 3,1 implement Step 3 by presenting finite element equations derived in 

a maimer analogous to that of Guadagnini and Neuman [1999a] and their solutions. Next, 

I examine in detail the advantages and disadvantages of the FELT. Finally, I show a way 

to implement parallel computing. 

In Chapter 4,1 present numerical examples in a two-dimensional bounded domain 

for two cases: = I and ay =4.1 first introduce briefly the random field generation 

and the MCS with focus on diagnosing convergence. Then, I list procedures of solving 

the nonlocal and localized moment equations. Numerical solutions are discussed in terms 

of effects of boundaries, conditioning points, and localization. Evolution of the solutions 

wth time is investigated in detail. Subsequently, efficiency of parallel codes is explored. 

Finally, I compare the runtime of the direct moment method with that of MCS. 

Conclusions derived fi-om present research and recommendations for future work 

are listed in Chapter 5. 

1.5 Laplace Transformed Transient Flow Equations 

If w(/) is an arbitrary function of time, then its Laplace transform is 

where W(A) is the transformed flmction and A is the complex Laplace parameter whose 

real part is positive and large enough to make the integral convergent. According to the 

existence theorem introduced in Appendix A, the Laplace transform of hydraulic head 

defined by (1.1) - (1.5) exists. After applying Laplace transform to equation (1.1) 

(1.6) 
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to (1.5) (see Appendix A for details), one obtains a transformed Darcy's law and 

continuity equation in Laplace domain 

q(x,/l) = -/:(x)VA(x,/l) xeQ (1.7) 

V-q(x,/l) + S,(x)A/Kx,/l) = /(x,/l) + 5,(x)//o(x) xeQ (1.8) 

subject to boundary conditions 

= xer^ (1.9) 

-q(.x.^.)-n(x) =0(x,/^) (1-10) 

where h{\ ,A.) ,  q(x,/L), //(x,yi),and 0(X,A) are Laplace transformed hydraulic head, 

flux, Dirichlet and Neuman boundary terms. 

The most important limitation of the Laplace transform technique is that it can 

only be applied to linear problems. For example, if one applies the Laplace transform to 

the nonlinear unsaturated transient flow equation 

-V(^(/2(x,f)V/7(.\,r))+ f { x j )  =  S ( \ )  ^ a numerical calculation of the term 
dt 

W{K{h{t))Vh{t))e~'^dt  will be required, which, however, is computationally quite 

costly. By the same token, the Laplace transform technique can only be applied to 

transport problems in steady state flow fields. Otherwise, Laplace transform cannot 

handle time-varying velocity fields (see Gambolati, et al. [1997]). 

The complex Laplace parameters must be discretized into a series of \ values 

independent of each other (the discretization scheme can be foimd in Appendix A). 
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Accordingly, the linear systems constructed corresponding to are completely 

independent and thus can be solved on different processors. By the same token, the 

inverse Laplace transform algorithm (see Appendix A) can also be implemented in 

parallel. In our application, the parallelization is implemented with MPI standing for 

Message Passing Interface, a public library developed by MPI forum first in 1994. 

Readers interested in MPI can find the introduction of its usage in Appendi.x B. 
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CHAPTER 2 

NONLOCAL AND LOCALIZED CONDITIONAL MOMENT EQUATIONS 

OF TRANSIENT FLOW IN THE LAPLACE DOMAIN 

2.1 Green's Function in the Laplace Domain 

The Green's function in Laplace domain G(y,x ,A) , associated with equation 

(1.7) - (1.10), satisfies the equation 

-Vv[/i:(y)VvG(y,x,/l)] + 5,(y)/lG(y,x,/l) = t5'(y-x) yeQ (2.1) 

subject to homogeneous boundary conditions 

G(y,x,A) = 0 yefo (2.2) 

Vy G(y,x,/l).n(y) = 0 yer^ (2.3) 

where (^(y — x) is the Dirac delta function. In a manner analogous to Carslaw and Jaeger 

[1959, p353,], the physical meaning of G(y,x,A) is "the hydraulic head at X(.V,,X2,-Y3) in 

Laplace domain due to an instantaneous point source of strength unity generated at the 

point y(>',,3'2'>'3) hydraulic head on Dirichlet boundary and Darcian flux on 

Neuman boundary being zero". Equations (2.1) - (2.3) can also be obtained by applying 

Laplace transform directly to the Green's function G(y, x,/ — r) associated with equations 

(LI)-(1.5) with respect to r-r (Appendix C). As proven in Appendix C, G(y,x,yl) is 

symmetric in the Laplace domain, i.e., G(y,x,/l) = G(x,y,A). This property is utilized to 

calculate G(y,x,/l) numerically in Chapter 3. In addition, (only) the randonmess of the 
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hydraulic conductivity renders the Green's function G(y,x, A) random and thus 

G(y, X, A) is statistically uncorrelated with the initial, source and boundary terms in flow 

equations (1.7) - (1.10). There are many advantages of using Green's function to solve 

transient flow (heat) equations {Beck, 1982, p3). In my case, one of them is that, for a 

given boundary configuration, once the Green's function is calculated, its values can be 

used to investigate a variety of flow scenarios subject to different source and boundary 

values. 

Expressing (1.7) -(1.10) in terms of y and X, substituting (1.7) into (1.8), 

multiplying by G(y, x, /.), and integrating over Q gives 

- [Vv •(/C(y)V/2(y,A))G(y,x,A)c/y + f S,(y)/l/2(y,/l))G(y,x,A)£/y 
^ xeQ (2.4) 

= |j/(y,^)G(y,x,A)£/y+ j[^5,(x)/fo(x)G(y,x,/l>/y 

Applying Green's first identity twice to the first integral and considering the boundary 

conditions (1.9) - (l.IO) satisfied by h{y,A) and (2.2) — (2.3) by G(y,x,A) yields 

A(x,/l)= |^5,(y)//o(y)G(y,xa)i/y 

, - - (2-5) 
(y ,A)K(y)V^  G(y ,x ,A)•  n(y)dy  

->• l.Q(y,̂ )G(y,x,A)dy 
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Taking the conditional ensemble mean of (2.5), considering that the initial, source, and 

boundary terms are statistically uncorrelated with hydraulic conductivity and hence the 

Green's function, I gives 

< /] (x ,A)  >^= l^^sCy)  <  ̂ o(y) X >c 

+ L < /(y^ >< ^(y. X. >c dy 
^ . _ (2.6) 

- L < //(y. A) X A:(y)V G(y, x, X) >, •n(y)c/y 

+  <  Qiy.  X  G{y,  x , A ) > r  dy 

The mean head contains the unknown mean Green's function < G(y, x,A) and a higher 

order moment < K{y)V^ G(y, x, A) . Thus, it cannot be evaluated without either high-

resolution Monte Carlo simulation or some closure approximation such as perturbation. 

2.2 Exact Conditional Nonlocal Mean Flow Equations in the Laplace Domain 

Let < Ar(x) be ±e ensemble mean of K{\) conditioned on co -scale 

measurements at a discrete set of points x in the domain Q. It constitutes a relatively 

smooth optimum unbiased estimate of K{x). The unknown hydraulic conductivity Ar(x) 

differs from < K{x)  by a zero mean randomly fluctuating prediction error /C (x) 

K(x)  =< ̂ (x) +K\x)  < K\x)  >,= 0 (2.7) 

By the same token, I represent the transformed variables h{x,A)  and q(x,2) with the 

optimum unbiased predictors and zero mean random fluctuations about the predictors as 

h{x,A)=<h{x,X)>^-i-h {x ,A)  <h{x,A)>^=0 (2.8) 
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q(x,;i)=<q(x,/l)>^+q(x,/l) <q(x,/l)>^=0 (2.9) 

where the subscript c  indicates that they are conditioned on the same hydraulic data as 

< Ar(x) >^. In a manner analogous to Tartakovsky and Neuman [1998a], I derived 

expressions for the conditional state predictors <q(x,2)>^ and <h{\,A.)>^ and second 

moments of the associated prediction errors q (x,yl) and h (x,A). 

Taking conditional ensemble mean of (1.7) - (1.10) yields 

<q(x./l)>^=-<A:(x)V/2(x,/l)>^ xeQ (2.10) 

V- < q (x,A) +5^(x)/l <//(x,>l) >^=</(x,/l) >+S,(x) <//o(x) > xeQ (2.11) 

<hi \ , / i )>^=< H(x ,A)> (2.12) 

- < q (x,A)>^ • n (x)=<0(x,A)> xer,^ (2-13) 

where < f {x ,X)>,  <//(,(x)>, <H{x, /L)> and < 0(x,/L) > are unconditional ensemble 

means of the initial, and transformed source and boundary terms. Substituting (2.7) and 

(2.8) into (2.10), I obtain the mean Darcian flux as 

<q(x,A) >^=-<Kix)  V<h{x ,A. )  + r c (x, A )  
(2.14) 

TR (X, /I) = - < /:' (x) V ̂  (x, A) 

where rc(x, A) is residual flux in the Laplace domain, which will be derived explicitly 

and implicitly in a manner analogous to Neuman et al. [1996]. 

An explicit expression for the residual flux is (Appendix D) 
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(2.15) 
rc(x,  A) = _[^ac(y,x,  A)Vy hciy ,^ )dy  +  b c (y,.v, A )  < 0(y, A )  > dy  

+ f f  Cr(z,y,x,A) <Q(z, / l )  ></zrfy JCl \ 

where the kernels are 

a.(y,x, / l ) = <  K \ x ) K \ y ) V ^ V l  G(y,x,/l)>, (2.16) 

bc(y, \,/I) = - < K\\)K''(y) >^< Kiy)  V, Gc(y ,  x. A)  ^ 

- < /C(x)r (y)V, G(y,x,/l) >,</C(y) >;' 

c.(z,y,x,A) =-< A: (X)V, G(y,.x,/l)V, iK\y)V^. d(z,y,/t)][<^(z) Ar'(z)-1] (2.18) 

Here the deterministic head /;f(.x,/t) satisfies the equation (Appendix D) 

-V < K{\)>^ V/jf(x,/l) + 5,(x)/l/jf(x,/l)=< /(x,/l)>+5,(x)<//o(x)> xeii (2.19) 

subject to boundary conditions 

hcix , / i )=< xeTp (2.20) 

< Ar(x)>^ V/j<.(x,/l) - n (x)=<Q(x,/l)> xeTy (2.21) 

The deterministic Green's function Gc(y,x, A) associated with (2.19) - (2.21) is the 

solution of equations (CI 3) — (CI 5) in Appendix C. An implicit expression for the 

residual flux is (Appendix D) 

rc(x,A) = £ac(y,x,/l)Vj, <h{y ,X)  dy+ £dc(y,x,A)rc(y,/l)rfy (2.22) 

where 
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d.(y,x,A) =<K\x)V^Vl. G(y,x,/l) >, (2.23) 

The kernels in the Laplace domain are similar to those at steady state except that they 

include the Laplace parameter A. Due to the domain integral, both the explicit and 

implicit expressions for the residual flux rr(x, / l )  are nonlocal in space (depend on mean 

head gradient at points other than x) and thus non-Darcian (there is no effective or 

equivalent hydraulic conductivity valid for arbitrary directions of conditional mean flow). 

So is the flux predictor (2.14). The nonlocal property implies that uncertain predictions at 

one point are correlated with information at other points. All the parameters in equations 

(2.10) - (2.14) are conditioned on measurements of K{\). Therefore, this dependence 

renders the predictors < /2(x,/.) and <q(x,/<.) of head and flux non-unique. Kernels 

(2.16) - (2.18) and (2.23) are non-unique in that they depend on information content 

(scale, quantity and quality of hydraulic conductivity measurement). This is also true for 

the  condi t ional  mean hydraul ic  conduct iv i ty  <  K{x)  >^ .  

2.3 Recursive Conditional Nonlocal Mean Flow Approximations in the Laplace 

Domain 

The kernels of the residual flux include a random Green's function and thus 

cannot be calculated quantitatively without either high-resolution MCS or closure 

approximations. I used a perturbation method to derive recursive conditional moment 

equations to leading orders in cr^, which is a measure of the conditional standard 

deviation of log-conductivity Y{x) = In A'(x). 
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2.3.1 Perturbation of Random Functions in tlie Laplace domain 

Similar to (2.7), I express the random variable y(x) = In Ar(x) with its unbiased 

optimum estimate and zero mean random fluctuation about the estimate as 

Y{x) =< y(x) (x) where < Y\x) >^= 0 and < [7 (x)]" >r= fr • From the definition 

r(x) = ln/:(x) we have 

= =/C^.(x)/'" =/i:„.(x)(l + r'(x) + ̂ r'(x)'+...) (2.24) 

where ^'^(x) = is the conditional geometric mean of Y{\ ) . I expand the 

conditional means of Laplace transformed head and Green's function in asymptotic 

sequence for the small parameter Cy as 

_ l O )  _ ( I )  . ( 2 )  

<h(x ,A)>^=<h ( X ,a )  +</ i  (x ,A)>^ +</ i  (x,/l)>^+... (2.25) 

_ ( 0 )  _ U )  . ( 2 )  

<G(y,x ,A)>^=<G (y,x, /L)>,+<G (y,x,A) >^ + <G (y,x,A)>^+... (2.26) 

_(0)  _ (0)  _(; )  

where < /i and < G are deterministic, </t  is  strictly of i f / i  order in (Ty 

_ i i )  _  ( 0  

with <h f <h • 0 as —> 0 and similarly for < G >^. I prove in section 

_ ( 1 )  _ U )  

2.3.3 and Appendix C that the first-order approximations <h and < G are both 

zero. Substituting (2.24) — (2.26) into (2.6) shows that the zero-order approximation is 
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_(0) _ _(0) 

h (x,A)= |^</(y,/l)xG (y,x,A)>^dy 

- (0) 

-  f <H{y,X)>Kc {yW, <G (y, x, A) •n(y)f/y 
^ li 

-  (0)  

+ |. <Q(y,A)><G (y,x,A)>, rfy 

_(0) 

+ J[5,(y)</^o(y)><<^ (y,x,/i)>^ i/y 

(2.27) 
_ ( 0 )  ^  '  

-  (0)  

where < G (y,x,/l) is the solution of (CI 6) - (CI 8). The second-order approximation 

is 

_ ( 2 )  _  _ ( 2 )  

<h (x,/l)>^= |^</(y,/l)xG (y,x,/l)>^ rfy 

-f <H{y,Z)>Kc(.y)V^.<G (y,x,A) •n(y)i/y 
•*1 P 

_ ( I )  

- f <H{y,A)>Kaiy)<Y\y)V^.G (y,x,A) >, •n(y)rfy 
•T/) 

2/ X _(0) 

-[ <//(ya)>/C^(y)^i:;J^V,<G (y,x,A)>,-ii(y)^ 
•'I £> 2 

-  ( 2 )  

+ J[. < 0(y. A) X G (y, X, A)  dy  

+ [^S , ( ,y )<H^iy)><G (y ,x ,A)>^dy  

(2.28) 

- (2 )  _  (1 )  

where < G (y, x, A) is the solution of (C22) — (C24). The term < Y V G is a 

second-order approximation of the residual flux, developed below (in terms of h rather 

than G). 

2.3.2 Perturbation of Residual Flux in the Laplace Domain 

I formally expand rc(x,A), ac(y,x,/l), bc(y,x,A), Cc(z,y,x,A), dc(y,x,A) and 

hc(y,^.) in ascending orders of as 
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_(0) _(1) _(2) _ _(0) _(1) _(2) _ _{0) _{1) _(2) 

rc=rc +Tc +rc ... ac=ar +ac +a<- ... b<-=bc +bc +b<- ... 
_ 1 0 )  _ ( I )  _ ( 2 )  _  _ ( 0 )  _ ( I )  _ ( 2 )  _  _ ( 0 )  _ ( I )  _ ( 2 )  

Cf=Cf +Cc +Cc ... dc=df +dc +dr . . .  hc=hc -^hc +hc ... 

Substituting (2.29) into the explicit expression of residual flux (2.15) gives the ith order 

(in (Ty) approximation 

.10 . t -(") ^ .(<) 

TC (x ,YL) = J ^  AC (y ,x ,A)Vj.  Ac (y ,A)t/y + J BE (y ,x ,YL) < 0(y.  A)  > rfy 
IT = 0 

- ( « )  

(2.30) 

The leading terms of the kemels are (Appendix D) 

. (0 )  _ (1 )  

ac =af =0 
-(2) _(0) 

ac (y,x,/l) = A:c(x)^c(y)<nx)J'(y)>r^.^v <G (y,x,;L)>^ 

(2.31) 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( I )  . 1 2 )  
be = b r  = b c  =0 (2.32) 

_tO) _(!) _(2) 
C r  =CR = C r  =0 (2.33) 

Substituting (2.31) - (2.33) into (2.30) yields the leading order terms 

rc'"(x,A) = rc'"(x,A) =0 
- ( 2 )  _ ( 0 )  

rc"'(x,/l)= l^ac (y ,x ,A)V^ .hc  (y ,^ )dy  (2.34) 

-(0) _(0) 

= J[ j^c(x)^c; (y)  <  l ' ' (x )r ' (y )  < G (y,x,A)  > ,  V ^ .  he (y ,^)dy 

_ t O )  

where he (y,yl) is the solution of (D60) — (D62). Similar to the perturbation of (2.30), 

perturbation of the impUcit residual flux (2.22) gives 

(y,x,>l)Vj, < A (y,>l)>^rfy + Lt-"  (y,x ,A.)rc  (y,A)rfy (2.35) 
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The leading order terms of the kernel dc (y, x. A)  are (Appendix D) 

_ ( 0 )  - I D  

dr  =  dc  =0  
(2.36) 

dr =A:G(x)<r (x)V^VJ;G (y,x,/l)>. 

Substituting (2.36) into (2.35) gives the leading order terms of the implicit residual flux, 

(x. A) = Tc'" (x, A) = 0 
. ( 2 )  _ ( 0 »  

rc'"'(x,/l)= _[^ac (y,x,;i)Vy </j (y ,A . )>^dy  (2.37) 

_C0) _(0) 

= j[/.'^(x)^r5(y)<K(x)J'(y)>,V,Vj<G (y,x.A)>, V, <A (y,A)>.rfy 

- ( 0 )  . ( 0 )  

As < h >=< he >, (2.34) and (2.37) are identical. 

2.3.3 Perturbation of the Mean Head Equation in the Laplace Domain 

I formally expand the mean flux in powers of Cy as 

_ ( 0 )  - ( 1 )  _ ( 2 )  

<q(x,A)>^=<q (x,/l) > ^ + < q  (x,/l)>,+ < q  (x,/l) >,+... (2.38) 

-i>) 

where < q (x,/l) is of ith order in Cy. Substituting (2.38) and the perturbation 

expressions of < A:(X) (D41), <h{x , /L)  (2.25), and rf(x,A) (2.29) into the 

expression of die mean flux (2.14) gives 

-(0) _(l) .(2) ^2, . 
< q  (x./l)>^.+ < q  (x,A)>.+ < q  (x.z) ,.(x)[l + —i^ + ...]x 

-10» -(U _12) _10) _ll) _(2) 
V[<A (x,/i)>^+<A (x,A)>^+<A (x,/L)>^+.„] + rc (x,A)4-rf (x,YL) + rc (X,A)+... 

(2.39) 

Collecting terms of same order in ay yields 
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_(0) _10) _(0) 

<q (x.A)>,= q (x,/l) = -^c(*)^<^ (*,/!•) 
_(1) _(1) _(U 

<q (x ,A)>^=-Kc(x)V < / I  (x ,A)>^+ R C  ( X , A )  

-12) _(2) /T'/'xl (2.40) 
<q (x,;i)>^ = -/i:(;(x)[V<;7 (x,.i)>^.+——V < h  (x ,A)>J + rc (X . A )  

_('•) ( < vVv'v" > _('-«> _(0 
<q (x./t)>,= -/c:,;(x)]^ '-f—^V</i (x,/L)>^+rr (x,A) i>2 

n=0 ^ -

Substituting the perturbation expressions (2.38) and (2.25) into the mean head equations 

(2.11)-(2.13) gives 

_(0) .(I) _(2) 
V-[<q (x,/l)>,+<q (x,/l)>^+<q (x,;i) >^+...] + 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( 1 )  _ ( 2 )  

5',(x)A[</; (x,A)>^+</j (x , / i )>,  + <h (x,/l) >^+...] (2.41) 

=< f ix .  A)  > +5,(x) < Ho(x)  > 

subject to boundary conditions 

- ( 0 )  _ ( l )  _ ( 2 )  

< H  {x ,A)>^ + < H  {x , A ) > ^ + < H  {X ,A )>^+. . .=<H{x,A)  > (2.42) 

- ( 0 )  _ ( I )  _ ( 2 )  

-[<q (x,;i)>,+<q (x,/l)>^+<q (x,A) +...]-n(x) =<Q(x,/t) > xer,^ (2.43) 

_(0) 

Therefore, the zero-order approximation < h (x, A) satisfies the equation 

_(0) _(0) 

V-<q (x,/l)>^+5,(x)/1</2 (x,/l)>^=</(x,x)>+5,(x)<//o(x)> (2.44) 

subject to 

- (0)  

<h { X , A ) > ^ = <H{ X , A ) >  xeTo (2.45) 

_(0) 

-<q (x,/l)>^ •n(x)=<0(x,x)> (2-46) 

_{0 

The ith order approximation <h (X,A) (F ^1) satisfies the equation 
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V-<q (x,A)>^+S,(x)/l </j (x,/l)>^=0 (2.47) 

subject to 

<h (x,/l)>^=0 xeTo (2.48) 

_«•) 

- < q (x, A) •n(x) = 0 X e V^ (2.49) 

_ ( i )  

In particular, recalling that r<- (x, A) = 0, substituting 

_ ( 1 )  - I D  _ ( 1 )  

<q (x,/l) (X''^) >£• into (2.47) shows that <h (x,A) satisfies a 

homogeneous equation subject to homogeneous boundary conditions. Therefore 

.(I) -(I) 
<h (X, /i) 0 and hence < q (x, A) >^= 0.1 approximate the mean head and flux by 

their leading terms up to second order as 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( 2 )  

< ;2(X, A) >,«</j(X,/iy-'>,=</! (X,i)>^ + </l (X,/l)>^ 
_(0) _(2) *'*" ' 

<q(x,/l)>^~<q(x,/iy-'>,=<q (x,/l)>^+<q (x,A)>^ 

where the superscript [2] denotes approximations up to second order in ay. 

This approximation is limited to mildly heterogeneous or to well conditioned strongly 

heterogeneous media to yield solutions with sufficient accuracy. 

2.4 Localization of Conditional Mean Fluxes in the Laplace Domain 

The residual flux rc(x,/l) and <q(x,/l) are nonlocal and thus non-Darcian. 

The notion of effective hydraulic conductivity loses meaning in the context of flow 

prediction based on (conditional) ensemble mean quantities. However, in some special 
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cases, localization of the mean equation is possible so that the flow becomes Darcian in 

the mean. 

Considering the case where (a) V < h(x ,A)  varies slowly enough in space (not 

necessarily in time) where a<-(y,x,A) is non-zero and (b) rf(x,A) varies slowly enough 

in space (not necessarily in time) where df(y,x,/l) is non-zero, the exact implicit 

expression for rf(x, A) (2.22) can be approximated via 

rr(x,/l)« J[^af(y,x,/l)i/yV<A(x,/l)>,+|^df(y,x,>i)£/yrr(x,/l) (2.51) 

If [•-I- r(y,x,A)f/y]"' exist, rearranging yields 

rr(x,A)^(x,/l) s kr(x,/.)V </I(X,A) (2.52) 

where 

kr(x,/t) = [I- |^do(y,x,/l)i/y]"' £ac(y,x,/l)i/y (2.53) 

and I is the identity tensor. Substituting (2.52) into (2.14) yields a Darcian form for the 

conditional mean flux, 

< q(x, A) =s - Kc.app (.\, A )V< / i (x , y i )>^ (2.54) 

where Kc .i,pp(x ,A)  is a spatially varying conditional apparent hydraulic conductivity 

tensor in the Laplace domain given by 

KCMPP(X,A) =< A:(X) I-kc(x,/l) (2.55) 

Substituting (2.54) into mean head equations (2.11) - (2.13) gives 
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-V-[Kc.w (x,^)V </i(x ,A)  >J + 5,(xU</i(x,A) >^=< f (x ,A)  > +S^(x)  < Ho(x)  > (2.56) 

</i(X,A)>^=<H(X,A)> xsTq (2.57) 

Kr.app(x ,A)V < h(x,A)  •n(x) =< Q(x,A)  > x e (2.58) 

Localization in the Laplace domain does not require that V < / i (x , t )  nor rf(x,0 vary 

slowly in time. Note that localization cannot be e.xtended to second moment equations 

derived in next sections, hi other words, localized yields no information about predictive 

uncertainty. 

To render the localized mean head and flux equations workable, one needs to 

evaluate the apparent hydraulic conductivity either by inverse method against measured 

values of head and flux or by recursive approximation. The latter approach is used in this 

dissertation. In a manner similar to the previous perturbations, one finds that the leading 

terms of the apparent hydraulic conductivity tensor are 

_ (0) 

K..«,P(x,i) = /Cc(x)I 
_ (I) 
K<-.app(X,/l) = 0 
.(2, (2.59) 
Kr.rtpp(X, /t) — 

< Y wr\y)  >,  V.V,' <G (y.s.A) >,.dy 

I approximate the apparent conductivity tensor with its leading terms to second order as 

- [2] 
Kc.flpp(x, A) = 

a- ( \ )  r  (2.50) 
^,i(t)[a+-^)i-£*:o(y)<>''('')>'(y)>,v.v,'-<a 
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Analytical expression (2.55) for the apparent hydraulic conductivity does not 

always e.x:ist. It requires existence of the inverse [I - J^df(y,x, A)Jy]~' (or 

< AT (x)VjVy G{y,x ,Z)  ^/y] '). On the other hand, due to the assumptions made 

before, localization may not be valid when mean head gradient vary erratically in 

strongly heterogeneous domains or near singular locations (e.g., pumping wells). 

Components of Kcmpp{X,X) are possible to be less than zero if components of the 

tensor kf(x,/l) are greater than < Ar(x) >^. Equation (2.59) shows that component values 

-[21 
of Kr.app (x,/^,) are determined by the covariance-variance of the flow domain and the 

boundary configiu-ation (through the Green's function). Meanwhile, it is difficult to 

investigate analytically the general tensorial nature of K<-,flpp(x,/l) (caused by the 

presence of the flow domain boundaries) for a nonstationary Y filed (caused by 

conditioning), except for some special cases. Dagan [1982, 1989 (section 3.4.7)] 

considered a relatively simpler case for transient flow. Assuming that AT is stationary and 

lognormal distributed, under conditions of slowly var>ing flow starting from an initial 

uniform deterministic head, he developed the expression for effective hydraulic 

conductivity for a infinite domain using the Green's function and perturbation 

2 

technique. It shows that is initially equal to Ar(j[l ] and relaxes subsequently to 

its steady state value K^f = + C7^(^^—^-)] where m = 1,2,3 is the space dimension. 
2 m 
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In this case, one can see that, if cr^ > 2 in a one-dimensional domain (m = I), 

K^., = Ar,;[l —;^] may be less than or equal to zero, which implies that does not 

exist. This is physically reasonable because flow variation in one-dimensional domain is 

generally greater than in two- and three- dimensional domains {Smith and Freeze, 1979a, 

b). 

2.5 Exact Conditional Second Moments Equations in the Laplace Domain 

Let Q^(x,y,f,5) =< h\\,i)hi [y ,s )  be the conditional covariance of head 

corresponding to two points in space-time, (x,r) and (y,5). Applying the Laplace 

transform to Q.(x,y,r ,s) with respect to t gives the transformed conditional covariance 

C/,f(x,y,/l,5) =<h{x,A)h {y ,s )  between the Laplace transformed head h(\ ,A)  and 

the original head h{y,s) .  Similarly, C.,r(x,y,/l,5-) =<q (x,/.)q''^(y,5) is the 

transformed conditional covariance tensor of the Laplace transformed flux q(x,/l) and 

the original flux q(y, J) where the superscript T denotes transpose. 

I show m Appendix E that CA^(x,y, A,5) satisfies exactly the equation 

-V^ -[<A'(x) V, C/,<.(.v,y,A,5)-KPr(x,y,/i,5)+£/^(x,y,^)V^ <h{x,A)  >J 
xeQ(2.61) 

+5',(x)/tCAc(x,y,/i,j) = 5,(x)<//o(x)/j(y,^) >^ +< / (x,A)/z(y,5) 

subject to boundar>' conditions 

CAc(x,y,/l,5)=<i/(x,/l)/i(y,j)>^ xeTo (2.62) 
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[</:(x)>^ V^CAr(x,y,A,-r) + Pr(x,y,/L,5)+z/^(x,y,5)V^ </2(x,/l)>J-ii(x) = 
(2.63) 

<0(x,A)h ' (y ,s )>^ xeTv 

where Pf(x,y, A,^) =< Ar (x)V, h (x ,A) /7\y ,s )  is a third moment, given by 

Pr(x,y,/i,5) = -J[ <K' (x )V^h  ( x ,A)V^G ( z , y , s -T)  r^(z ,r )d zdT  

- £ A:'(X)A:'(Z)V^ /I (x,yl)V[G(z,y,5-r) </J(z,r) dzdz 

+ f S,(2) <//o(z)<^(2'y'-y)^ (X'^) >r dz 
(2.64) 

+ J[|^< /'(z,r)G(z,y,5-r)/: (x)VJj (x,/l) >^dzdT 

- J[ < K'  ix)K{z)H'  i z , T )V {x , l )VlG{z , \ , s - t )>^ •n{z)dzdT 

+ £1^ <0'(z,r)A:"(x)G(z,y,5-r)V^^(x,/l)>^t/zrfr 

»^(x,y,5) =< K ix)h  {y ,s )  is the conditional cross covariance between hydraulic head 

and hydraulic conductivity, given by equation (53) of Tartakovsky and Neiiman [1998a] 

i/,(x,y,5) = -r f rJ"(z,r)V. <C(z,y,5-r)/i:'(x) >^dzdT 
^ ^ (2.65) 

-  £ <h{z ,T)>^<K\z)V.G{z ,y ,s -T)K\ \ )  dzdr  

< Hfy{x)h  {y ,s )  is the conditional cross covariance between initial head and hydraulic 

head, obtained upon multiplying (E4) by Hg(x) and taking ensemble mean, 

< //o(x)/z(y,s) >^= |^'5,(z) < H^{x)H^{z) ><G(z,y,5) >^dz (2.66) 
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< / (x,yl)/t (y,5) is the conditional cross covariance between the Laplace transformed 

source and original hydraulic head, obtained upon multiplying (E4) by f  (x,/l) and 

taking the ensemble mean, 

< / (x,/l)/j (y,5 )>^=J[  |^</(x,/l)/(z,r) xG(z,y,5-r)>^£/zi/r (2.67) 

< H (x,/l)/j (y,j) is the conditional cross covariance between the Laplace transformed 

head on Dirichlet boundary and original hydraulic head, obtained upon multiplying (E4) 

by H (x,/.) and taking ensemble mean, 

<H (x,/l)/j (y,j)>^ = 
(2.68) 

-£ <//(x,/i)//(z,r) >< Ar(z)Vj.G(z,y,5-r) >^-n(z)ifzJr 

< Q {x ,X)h\y ,s )  is the conditional cross covariance between the Laplace transformed 

head on Neuman boundary and original hydraulic head, obtained upon multiplying (E4) 

by 0\x,A) and taking ensemble mean, 

<0(x,/l)/i (y,5)>^=J[|. <Qix,A)Q\z , T )><G{z,y ,s - r )>^  dzdr  (2.69) 

The variance of head Q^(x,x,r,r) can be obtained by solving CAC(X,X,A,J) first and 

then inverse transforming it at selected time t = s. The expression for CAC(X,X, A,5) is 

derived in Appendix E upon multiplying h (x,/?.) (D38) by h\x ,s )  and taking ensemble 

mean. 
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C/,f(x, x,/l,5 )  =<h(x,A)h '{x ,s )  

= £< A: (y)VA (y,/l) ><.-<Vy Giy,x ,J i )h \ \ , s )  dy  

-  |jV<A(y,/l) •<K\y)V^.G{y,x ,A)h\x ,s )>^ dy  

+ |^</(y , '<.)G(y ,x ,A) /2  (x ,5)  >,  dy  (2.70) 

-  l^<f f  (y ,^)^(yFy G(y,x ,A)h ' (x ,s )  MyWy 

+ 1. <0(y,/l)G(y,x,A)A (x,j)>^f/y 

The conditional covariance tensor of flux Cqr(x,y, A,5) is given by (Appendix E) 

Cc,r(x,y,A,5) =<q (x,/l)q''"(y,5) 

= -r^(x,/l)rJ'(y,5) 

+ <i; : (x )  > ,  V ,Vy  CAc(x ,y ,Z, s )<K(y)  

+ < K(x)  V^Uc(y ,x ,A)V^.  < h(y ,s )  

+ < K(x)  >^< /C' (y)V^ h  ix ,A)Vlh\y ,s )  >,  

+ V,  < 'h{x ,A)>r Vlu^{x ,y ,s )  < K{y)  

+ <K\x)K\y)>^V^ < ~h(x ,Z)  Vj  </2(y , -y)  

+ < A(x,/l) >^<K\x)K\y)Vlh ' (y ,s )  

+ < K\x)V^ h  (X,  A)Vy/z ' (y ,5)  >^< K{\)  

+ < ̂ •(x)is: (y)V, h (x,/l) Vj < h{y,s)  

. . -• , . (2-71) 
+ <K ix)K (y)V^ h {x ,A)Wlh iy ,s )  >,  
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where i<c(y,x,/l) =< K\y)h (x, A) is the cross covariance between hydraulic 

conductivity and Laplace transformed head /j(x,/l), obtained in Appendix E upon 

multiplying h (x,/l) (D38) by K\\) 

i tc ix ,y, /I) = - f r^(z,/I) • < G(z,y,^)K\x)  dz  
(2.72) 

-  J[jV[ < h(z ,y i )  >^< /C'(z)V^ G(z ,y ,A) /C' (x)  dz  

The conditional variance of flux Cq^(x,x,r,r) can be obtained by solving Cqr(x,x,/l,5) 

first and then inverse transforming it at selected time t = s. The conditional covariance 

tensor of flux Cqr (x,x,A,5) is given by (Appendix E) 

C„r(x,x,/l,j) =<q (x,A)q"^(x,5)>^ 

= -rc(x,;L)rJ"(x,5) 

+ < K{\)  >^< V h {x ,Z)V^h\x ,s )  >^< K(x)  

-  < K{x)  rc(x , / . )V^  < h{x ,s)  

+ < K{x)  >^< K {x)V h  {x , /L)V^h{x ,s)  

- V < A(x, A) rj(x,5) < K{x)  

+ V <h(x,A) >^<K'(x)/C (x) <h{x,s)  

+ V <h{x,A.)  >^<K'{x)K'(x)V^h '{x ,s )  

+ < Ar'(x)Vh {x ,X)V^h {x ,s )  >^< K{x)  

+ < K(x)K (xy7h{x ,X)>^V^ <h{x,s)  

+ <K'{x)K\x)Vh (X, A)V^/z (x,^) 
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2.6 Recursive Conditional Second Moments Approximations in the Laplace Domain 

Perturbation of Pr(x,y,>l,^) gives its leading terms to second order in CTy 

(Appendix E) as 

_(0) -CD _{2) 
Pr (x,y, / l ,5)  = Pr (x,y,A,5)  = Pr (x,y, / l,ir)=0 (2.74) 

The leading order terms of u^(x,y,5) are given by Tartakovsky and Neiiman [1998a] 

(equation D5) as 

u)."'(X, y, 5) = (X, y, ̂ ) = 0 

":''(x,y,^)= (2.75) 

-/:c(x)J[ >, -V. <G""(z,y,.y-r)>, Kc{z)<Y\z)Y\x)  dzdr  

_ ( 0 )  . ( I )  

Perturbation of Q^(x,y,r,5) shows that (Appendix E) C/,r (x,y,A,s) = C/,c(x,y,A,s) = 0 

_i:) 
and C/ir (x,y,/l,j) satisfies the equation 

- (2)  .10)  

-C) 
+SJx)AC^ (x,y,A,s) = S^(x)^SJz)C^Jx,z)<G^'"(z,y,s)>^dz (2.76) 

+ £ |^C/-(x,z,/l,r)< G^°'(z,y,j —r) dzdr 

subject to 

-(-) p r -
(x,y, / t ,5)  = -J[ Ji. Cw(x,z,A,r)/Cc(z)V^ <G""(z,y,s-r) 'n(z)dzdr (2.77) 

.(2) _10) 

[Kc(x)V^ Che (x,y,/l,s)+M|-'(x,y,j) <h (x,/L) >J-n(x) = 

J[ CQ{X,Z,A,Z)  <G^'^ \z ,y ,s -T)>^didr  
(2.78) 
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where C /, , CH , and CQ are the covariances of the driving forces /, H, and 

O, respectively 

Q^(x,z) =< //o(x)//o(z) > 

C/ (x, z, A, r) =< / (x, A)/(z, r) > 
(2.79) 

Cw (x, z, /I, r) =< H (x, A)H'{z ,  r) > 

Cg(x ,z ,A,r)  =<0(x ,A)0 (z ,r )  > 

These covariances are all 0(£T^) , provided that the mean of random fluctuations of 

driving forces is of order CTj. . If the covariance is caused by errors that are purely 

random, the covariance is uncorrelated in space and time. For example, if two different 

measurements of initial head HQ(x) and Ho(z) are independent, C„__(x,z) vanishes, i.e., 

the covariance matrix is diagonal. Perturbation of CAC(X,X,/1, j) gives its leading order 

terms as (Appendix E) 
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(2.80) 

- ( 0 )  - { 1 )  

Che (x,x,A,.y) = C/,c(x,x,/l,.s) = 0 
_  ( 2 )  

CHE (X,X,A,5) = 

_(0) _(Q) 

- £ (y, X, 5) VJ, < h (y, X) >,  -V^. <G (y, X, ;i) dy 

- (0) 

/I, T) < G'"' (Z, \,S-T)>^<G (y, X, /I) dzdydr 

_  (0 )  

+ £  £ (y)'5, (Z)Cf t„ (y, 2) < CF'°'(z, X, 5) >,< C (y, X, ;i) dzdy 

- I  L i s  H  ( y ,  z ,  / I ,  r ) A T c ( z ) <  G ' " '  ( z ,  x , i r  -  r )  > ^  •  n ( z )  

_ (0) 

^c;(y)^y < G (y, X, A) •n{y)dzdydT 

- (0) 

Ce (y, z, /I, r) < G'°' (z, x, j - r) >^ < G (y, x, /I) dzdydz 

where C/ , C^^^, C«, and are defined in (2.79). Perturbation of Cqc(x,y, A,.s) gives 

the leading terms in CTj. (Appendix E) 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( l )  

C.,r (X, y, ;i, 5) = Cqc (x, y, A,s)=0 
-(2) _(2) 

C.,r (x,y,;i,5) = Kc{x)Kc{y)[V, '^ l  Che (x,y,/l,5) 
_(0 )  

+ <y (x)K (y)>^ <;? (X,A)>, Vj <A^°'(y,5-)>J (2.81) 
_(2 )  

+ Kc{x)V^u,  (y,x,A)Vj; <h'° \y ,s )>^ 
- ( 0 )  

+ -'i^c;(y)'^x < ^ (X'^) >r Vj;M^-'(x,y,5) 

The leading order terms of Ue(y, x, A) are given by (Appendix E) 

_(0 )  _ (1 )  

Uc i \ ,y , / i )  =tcc  (x,y,A) = 0 
_ ( 2 )  

Uc (x,y,/L)= (2.82) 
_(Q1 _(0) 

-''^c(x)£^c;(z)<^' (z)^ (x)>c (z,>i-)>^ <G (z ,y .  A)  >^dz  
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The leading order terms of Cqr(x,x,.l,5) are given by (Appendix E) 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( 1 )  

Cqr (X, X, yl, 5) = Cqc (X, X, A, 5) = 0 

CQR (x,x,/L,^) = A:C(X)^C(X)[<[^^ (X,A)V^A'(X,J)]*-' 

- (0 )  

+ o-p(x)V</j (x,A)>, V < h ' ° \ x , s ) > , ]  (2.83) 

-/Cc(x)rl'(x,A)V^</«'°'(x,s) >, 
-(2)r 

-A:c(X)V</2'"'(X,5)>^ Tr (x,x) 

where < V/i (x,/l)V'^^'(x,5)'"' is given by (Appendix E) 

<[Vhi \ ,A)V' 'h \ \ , s ) f^  >^=<[V/2(X,;L)V/7'(X,J)]"' >,= 0 

<[Vhix ,A)V^h\x ,s ) f -^  >,= 
_(0) _(0) 

~L <0 (y,x,A)>, V, <h (y,A)>, V['wf'(y,x,5)c/y 

_ (0) 

+ r f f C/(y,z,/l,r)V, <G (y, x U ) > , V l  < G ^°\Z,X,S-T)>^ dzdydr 
i ,  JnJn (2.84) 

_ (0)  ^  '  

+ £ £ 5, (y)5, (z)Q„ (y, z)V, < G (y, x, A) < C'°' (z, x ,s)>^ dz  dy  n _ _ (0) 
L C«(y,z,/l,r)V^[/Cc(y)V^. <C (y,x,/l) -n(y)] 

V[[Ar(;(z)V^ <C*°'(z,x,5--r)>^ •aiz)]dzdydT 

rs - -
+ J[ {. C0(y,z,/l,r)V^ <G (y,x,^.) V^" <G*°'(z,x,j-r) i/zi/y(/r 

where C/, , CH , and Cg are defined in (2.79). Higher order perturbation terms for 

CO variances of head and flux can be obtained in a similar manner; see Tartakovsky and 

Neiiman [1998a] and Guadagnini and Neiiman [1999a]. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PARALLEL FINITE ELEMENT ALGORITHM FOR RECURSIVE MOMENT 

EQUATIONS IN LAPLACE DOMAIN 

In this chapter, I develop finite element equations for the moment equations in 

chapter 2 and their solutions on parallel processors. 

3.1 Conditional Mean Flow Equations 

I solve the recursive mean flow equations (2.40) and (2.44) - (2.49) to second 

order (/ = 2) by a Galerkin finite element method in a two-dimensional domain with 

square elements, using bilinear Lagrange basis functions. Applying Galerkin 

orthogonalization to the zero-order conditional mean flow equations (2.44) - (2.46) gives 

the finite element equations (Appendix F) 

where N is the number of nodes in the grid, A is Laplace parameter, and hm (A) is the 

value of zero-order conditional mean head at node m in the Laplace domain, and the 

coefficients are defined as 

.V 

(3.1) 
m=l  

_(0)  

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 
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Here is a bilinear Lagrange basis function associated with node n, and <7„(x,/l) is 

_(0)  

flux across F = Fq +r,v into Q given by (7„(x,/i) = ^ (x, A) -nCx). Real-

valued vector / implements the initial condition and complex-valued vector Q 

implements the transformed boundary condition and source/sink term. Real-valued 

conductance matr ix  A and capaci tance  matr ix  D are  sparse  and symmetr ic .  Taking i  = 2 

in equations (2.47) - (2.49) yields 

-C) s .(0) .C) 
V-[K,;( \ )V<h (xa)>.+^^.(x) - i -—V<h (x./L)>,-FC (X./1)] 

2  x e Q  ( 3 . 6 )  
_(2) 

-5,(x)/l</z (x,/l)>^=0 
subject to 

-C) 
<h (x./l)>^=0 xeFo(3.7) 

-C) 2. . .(0) _(2) 
[A:,;(X)V<;7 (x./L)>^.+A: ^ - ( X ) — — V < H  ( X ./1)>^.-R^ (x./T)]-ii(.v) = 0 xeF,v(3.8) 

Galerkin orthogonalization of (3.6) - (3.8) in Appendix F yields the finite element 

equation 

.V _(2) ;V _(0) 

'E lA. .+^D.Jk .m + '£B^h.m = R.*P,  n=\ ,2-N (3.9) 

- ( 2 )  

where hm {A) is the second-order conditional mean head at node m and the coefficients 

are 

FI.. = (3.10) 

^„ = £R<- (3.11) 
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^„=-L ^^^<0(x,A)>(Z7„(x)i^-[ Tc (x,/l)-n(x)^„(x)i/x (3.12) 
•T^ 7 ^ D 

Real-valued conductance matrix A and capacitance matrix D are given by equations 

(3.2) and (3.3). Real-valued matrix B is sparse and symmetric. rf'"'(x,/l) is computed 

explicitly from the finite element equation (Appendix F) 

r/''(x%A) = 
.V, W, -V. -V. _ (0)I.-C' _(0)tf (3.13) 

1=1 =1 /=\ k^i 

where and N^.  (= N^,  = 4) are the number of nodes in elements e  and e  within 

the X - and y -plane, respectively, A/,, is the number of elements in the y- plane, 

_ lOjce 
Gii (/.) is the zero-order mean Green's function at node i of element e in the x -plane 

_(0)if .(0) 

due to a unit source at node j  of element e  in the y-plane, hk (/I) is h (y,/l) at node 

k  of element e in the y-plane obtained upon solving (3.1), and A" is given by 

^7 = J[,Vy<(y)-^y«'t'(yWy (3.i4) 

The quantity < K (x'')y (y") >^ is an approximation of the covariance < y (x)y (y) 

between any point x in element e  and point y in element e  .  It is computed between 

centroids x" and y^ of these two elements. Substituting (3.13) into (3.11) and 

approximating by finite elements gives (Appendix F) 

M, AT, A'V -V, AF, _ (O)EE' _(0)E' 

WA" (3.15) 
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where 0" is 

= (3.16) 

After solving for zero- and second- order mean head, I approximate the mean head and 

flux by 

_(0) -12) 

, ' (3.17) _{0) _(2) ^ ' 
<q(x,A)>,=<q (x,/l)>^ + <q (x,/l)>. 

To compute localized mean head and flux, the apparent hydraulic conductivity 

(2.60) is evaluated at the centroid of each element using (Appendix F) 

- [::i 
Kc,«PP(x — 

C;\ JV, A/, _ (0)EE (3.18) 
t.,(''">[(i+-^)i-£'5'.p,(*')SA:<,(y')<!'(Ji")i'(y')>,-2;c. U)A*;] 

1=1 c'=I M 

where 

a: = j[..V>;(y)rfy (3.19) 

The localized head can be obtained by solving equations (2.56) - (2.58) using 

- [::i 
K<-.,,pp(x'', A) in a way similar to that of solving zero-order mean head. Subsequently, the 

localized mean flux can be obtained via (2.54). 

3.2 Conditional Second Moment Equations 

Moment equations for second-order covariances-variances of head and flux 

contain random driving forces. I limit the finite element analyses to deterministic driving 

forces. 
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3.2.1 Conditional Covariance of Hydraulic Head 

If all driving forces are deterministic, equations (2.76) - (2.78) satisfied by the 

second-order conditional head covariance become 

_(2) _(0) _(2) 

•[A"C(X)V,CAC (x,y,/L,5) + M<-'(x,y,5)V, </I (x,A) >J + 5,(x)/LC^ (x,y,/L,^) = 0 

yeQ (3.20) 

. ( 2 )  
C, (x,y,/l,5) = 0 ye To (3.21) 

_(2) _(0) 

[/Cc(x)V^CAc(x,y,/l,5)-(-M|-'(x,y,5)V, </2 (x,/l)>J-n(x) =0 yef^ (3.22) 

Galerkin orthogonalization of (3.20) - (3.22) yields the finite element equations 

(Appendix F) 

.V _12) , v  . ( 0 )  

= a) n = l,2:.N (3.23) 
msi msl 

_ { 2 )  

where Cm-.j, (A, j) is head covariance between head at node j\. in the y -plane and 

transformed head at node m in the x -plane, is 

_(0)  

= L "c-l < h (x, A) •n(x)«3„(x)rfx (3.24) 
[> 

where (x,5) is the cross-covariance between hydraulic conductivity at point x and 

head at node j\. in the y -plane, and F„^.j is 

(*>-y)V«3„(x) •V<pjx)dx (3.25) 

Real-valued conductance matrix A and capacitance matrix D are given by equations 

(3.2) and (3.3). 
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The second-order cross-covariance (x,5) is obtained directly by taking the 

_(2 )  _ (2 )  

inverse transform of ztrj, (x, A) given by (2.82). UC-.J, is the cross-covariance 

between hydraulic conductivity at point x and transformed head at node j\. in the y-

plane. It is given by 

_(2)  

U c . j ,  (X,A) = 
(3-26) 

-/CC(x)J[^/:^(z)<r(z)r(x)>,V^<C (Z,y,/l)>, v, </, ( z ,A)>^dz  

which is evaluated at x" (the centroid of element c?) via (Appendix F) 

_(2)  .W.  .V.  N .  _  (O)e '  . (O)e '  

Uc:L{x%A)=-K^{x-')Y^K^iz')<Y\xny\z''')>,'£'£GLj, U)h,^ (A)E^ (3.27) 
e'al l.=l j.'l 

where M. is the number of elements in the z plane, = 4 is the number of nodes in 

_(0)e" _(0) 

element e  in the z-plane, hj .  (A) is he (Z,A) at node j ,  in element e  in the z-

- ce  
plane, G,.y, (/I) is the zero-order mean Green's function at node /. in element e in the z -

plane due to a source of unit strength at node y\, in element e in the y -plane and H" is 

-U = I- (3.28) 

Considering that (x^,5) is a constant in element e, the domain integral (3.25) can be 

approximated by a summation of integrals over all elements as 

r̂un.U (3-29) 
e^l 
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3.2.2 Conditional Variance of Hydraulic Head 

-(2) 

Once the nodal value of Cm :j, (y i , s )  is obtained, talcing its inverse transform at 

time r  =  s  gives ( t , i ) . If node m coincides with reference node j^ ,  then variance of 

head at node j\. is given by Cj'.y (r , t ) .  To calculate variance of head at all nodes of the 

grid, reference node has to be placed at each node and solve equation (3.23) as many 

times as the number of the nodes of the grid for each reference time ^. This method is 

computationally inefficient since the right hand side of (3.23) has to be constructed for 

_ ( 2 )  

each . I thus solve nodal value of the variance of head using C / , c  (x ,  x ,  A,s)  (2.80). 

If all driving forces are determim'stic, (2.80) becomes 

- ( 2 )  _ ( 0 )  _ ( 0 )  

C/,r(x,x,/l,5) = -J[^«^-'(y,x,5)Vj.G (y ,x ,A)-V^.  </ i  (y,/l)>^f/y (3.30) 

which can be evaluated via (Appendix F) 

_ ( 2 )  . W ,  ' V ,  _ ( 0 ) c e  y ,  _ ( 0 ) e  
Oc (X,X,A ,s)  = -Xu'/'''(X, s )£G.  (x ,A)^ / iy  (A)Af  (3.31) 

(S=L /=! 

Here ul''" (x,s) is the cross-covariance between hydraulic conductivity in element e in 

, (0)ee 
the y-plane and head at point x in the x-plane, G, (x ,A)  is zero- order conditional 

mean Green's flmction at node i in element e in the y-plane due to a source of unit 

_(0)e 

strength at node x inclement e in the x-plane, h,- (A) is zero-order Laplace 

transformed conditional mean head at node / in the y -plane, and A" is given by (3.14). 
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Once the covariance C/,c (x,x,/l,jr) is evaluated, the variance of head is 

obtained by taking its inverse Laplace transform at time t = s. 

3.2.3 Conditional Covariance of Hydraulic Flux 

Considering the expression for the second-order covariance tensor of flux 

- C ! )  _ ( 2 )  

Cqr (x,y,/l,5) (2.81) and using bilinear basis function, the value of Cqr (x,y,/l,5) at 

centroids of elements e and e (i.e., x" and y'' ) is obtained upon solving (Appendix F) 

where C«M (A, J) is the second order conditional covariance between Laplace transformed 

head at node n in the x-plane and head at node m in the y-plane, ul^\x%s) is the 

second order cross covariance between hydraulic conductivity in element e and head at 

node m in the y-plane, Uc„ (y^jA) is the second order cross-covariance between 

hydraulic conductivity in element e and transformed head at node n in the x -plane. 

hl^\s) is zero-order mean head at node m in the y-plane, hn (A) is zero-order 

transformed mean head at node n in the x-plane, and the tensor is 

Cqr (x'^,y'^ ^ ̂  _(0) 

(3.32) 
1  - ( 0 )  .  . ( 2 )  

+ h„ ( / l ) i /^;,'(x%5)+ ^ Ucn 
) ^o'ty ) 

- ( 0 )  

(3.33) 
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3.2.4 Conditional Variance of Hydraulic Flux 

_(2) _(2) 

Comparing expressions for Cqc (x,x,A,5) (2.83) and Cqr (x,y,/l,^) (2.81) shows 

_(2) _(2) _• _(2) 

that Tr replaces VHC and <(V/z V^/z')'"' replaces Ctr . Thus, (3.32) cannot 

_ C 2 )  

be used to evaluate Cqc (x,x, A, j) by setting y = x. I derive finite element equation to 

_(2) 

solve Cqr(x,x,A,5) at the centroid of elements e (i.e., x"): (Appendix F) 

- (2) 

Cqf (x%x'',x,.y) _ 

^^(x-)/:^(xO 

<va(x\;L)V''/z(X%J-) 

1 

<v, ,V, _ ( 0 1  

+ G] (X' )£ Z 
(x-x") «=' 

(3.34) 

1 'V, , N, _(0) 

c;(* ) n=l ) n=l 

where 

4^„„ (x^-.  x^')  =  [V<p„  (X) V>„ (x)]L^^^..^ (3.35) 

and <Vh(x ' \X)V' 'h \x \s )  can be evaluated via (Appendix F) 
(x=*') 

<Vhix\A)V' 'h \x%s)  
(x»x'*) 

1=1 C =l /=1 y=I t=l 

_CO)c  

(3.36) 

_(2) 

Once the covariance tensor of flux Cqc (x,x,>i,^) has been evaluated, the variance of flux 

(X, X, f, f) can be obtained by taking inverse Laplace transform at time t  = s .  
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3.3 Implementation of Finite Element Laplace Transform Method (FELT) 

To illustrate the implementation of FELT, I take finite element equations (3.1) -

(3.5) of zero-order head as an example. As the Laplace parameter X is complex, so are 

the finite element equations in the Laplace domain. Galerkin orthogonalization yields a 

N x N  system of linear algebraic equation M h = b, where N  is the number of interior 

and Neuman boundary nodes on the grid. Matrix M = A 4- AD is complex due to A, 

where the real-valued conductance matrix A and capacitance matrix D are given by 

equations (3.2) and (3.3). The complex-valued vector b = I+ Q consists of the initial 

condition, transformed boundary conditions and source/sink terms. The complex-valued 

vector h is the solution for zero-order transformed mean head. Decomposing M, b, and 

h respectively as M = b =bRg+ /b,^, and h = hRe+/him (where / = V^ 

and subscripts and /„ denote the real and imaginary parts of these complex variables) 

and substituting them into Mh = b yields a IN x 2N system of linear algebraic equation 

fM -M ^ ^"•Im llRe 'bR^ 

him ^ 

Solutions hRc and him can be obtained by common numerical methods. I used the 

Biconjugate Gradient method since matrix M is asymmetric. To accelerate the 

convergence rate, a preconditioner (e.g., diagonal preconditioner and incomplete 

Cholesky factorization) should be used. The overall scheme is called Preconditioned 

Biconjugate Gradient Method (PBCG), which is discussed in the book of Golub and van 
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Loan (1989). PBCG, as an iterative method is suitable for large systems. However, it 

requires decomposition of the complex system of linear algebra. Instead, the complex 

sparse system of linear equation M h = b can also be solved using a subroutine DLSLZG 

in the numerical library IMSL {yvww.vni.com/products/imsl/). DLSLZG works for 

complex sparse matrices without a need to decompose the complex matrix into a real 

matrix. In addition, DLSLZG is built into the supercomputer and optimized for its 

configuration. However, it uses Gaussian elimination to solve systems of linear equations 

and thus is not suitable for large systems. 

After a complex solution h is obtained, solution in the time domain h is obtained 

by taking the inverse transform of h using Crump's algorithm (Appendix A), which 

discretizes the Laplace parameter in the way of 

A, = /lo + ikTT IT, k= 0,1,2,..., 2M +1 (3.38) 

where =-]n{E)/{2T) ,  E  being a discretization error in the range 10"' < £ <10"® and 

T = 0.8/^, being the simulation period. After solving the finite element equations 

2(Af +1) times, a set of solutions h;t are obtained. Given a transformed solution hj.k for 

at node j  on the grid, the inverse solution in the time domain is approximated by 

1 1 -

h,it) = —exp{A^t)[-hj.o-i' Re{;zy.i exp(/A:;r/IT)}]  (3.39) 
^ - t=i 

Thus, a solution in the time domain is obtained by applying the numerical inverse 

transform to each node on the grid. 
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A major advantage of FELT is that only a fixed number of linear systems have to 

be solved for a full time-dependent simulation. This is in contrast to classical time-

marching schemes, where a linear system has to be solved at each time step. In other 

words, after solving the transformed equations in Laplace space for a given , 

solutions at any time t  e can be obtained with the inverse Laplace transform 

algorithm. Another advantage is that, because the Laplace transform eliminates the time 

derivative, there is no truncation error of order 0(Ar) due to approximation of the 

derivative. Therefore, the solution of FELT is more accurate than classical time-marching 

schemes, which is shown by a numerical example in Appendix A. In the numerical 

examples shown in Chapters 4 and 5, FELT is used to solve nonlocal, localized and 

Monte Carlo solutions. 

3.4 Implementation on Parallel Computer 

FELT is suitable for parallel computing due to independence of the discretized 

Laplace parameters. There are two distinct parallel tasks: the first is to construct and 

solve the linear system Mh = b for each \; the second is to numerically invert the 

solution back to the time domain for each node on the grid. Since the sequential code for 

inverse transform is fast, there is no need to implement the second task. 

When implementing the first task, I use the paradigm SPMD (Single Program 

Multiple Data), according to which the same code runs on each processor. Common 

information needed to construct and solve the linear system M h = b for each are: 

number of nodes and elements, simulation time, tolerance of the iterative linear solver. 
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number of discretized Laplace parameters 2(A'/ + 1), discretization error E, etc. They are 

placed in a preprocessor file, which is included in parallel codes so that all processors 

have them. The number of processors p (with rank 0,1,1) used for parallel 

computing is assigned at the front of the code (not in the preprocessor file) so that 

different p values can be utilized for different codes to increase computing efficiency 

since availability of p depends on the supercomputer. The discretized Laplace 

parameters are calculated according to (3.38) on processor with rank zero and 

subsequently distributed to each processor using the collective communication function 

MPI_SCATTER (Appendix B). If mod(2(A/ +1), /?) = 0, each processor contains 

1{M +1) / /? discretized Laplace parameters. Otherwise, the processor with rank /? -1 is 

assigned mod(2(Af +1), p) discretized Laplace parameters. Without loss of inverse 

Laplace transform accuracy, I favor a p such that mod(2(A/ +1), p) = 0. Once the linear 

system M h = b for each is assembled and solved, each processor containing several 

vectors of transformed head h for respective . If h in each processor needs to be 

assembled together for output or inverse transform, I use the collective communication 

fiinctions MPr_GATHER to collect the solution from each processor to the processor 

with rank zero. 

The performance of parallel codes is evaluated by means of two measures: 

speedup and efficiency. The former is the ratio of the runtime of a serial code to that of a 
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parallel code. Denoting r(l) as the runtime of the serial code and r(p) as that of a 

parallel code with p processors, the speedup is 

5(p)=-nil (3.40) 
np)  

Efficiency is a measure of average process utilization of a parallel code relative to a serial 

program, given by 

= = (3.41) 
p  p T i p )  

Ideal parallelization implies linear improvement with p processors 

np)  = n\ ) ip  

S { p )  =  n i ) / T ( p )  =p (3.42) 

E{p)  = S{p) /p  = 1 or 100% 

However, such linear performance cannot be achieved because of communication and 

synchronization overhead. The latter, measured by the non-parallel (serial) fraction j, 

imposes an upper limit on code scalability (i.e., S{p) < 1 / 5) according to Amdahl's Law 

{Pacheco, 1997, p260). Runtime r(l) is measured by the UNDC library routine DTIME 

and T{p) is measured by the MPI function MPI_WTIME. Note that runtime is shoner 

than wall time on a time-sharing supercomputer. 
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CHAPTER 4 

IMPLEMENTATION FOR MEAN UNIFORM AND CONVERGENT FLOWS 

IN TWO SPATIAL DIMENSIONS WITH CONDITIONING 

Nonlocal and localized finite element equations developed in Chapter 3 are solved 

in a two-dimensional rectangular domain on a grid with M = 800 square elements (20 

rows and 40 columns) of uniform size Ar = Ay = 0,2 measured in arbitrary consistent 

units (Figure 4.1). The length of the domain is = 40 x 0.2 = 8 and its width is 

ZL, = 20x 0.2 = 4. A uniform deterministic head = 8 (in arbitrary consistent length 

units) is prescribed on the left boundary (.v, = 0) and a constant head H^=4 on right 

boundary (x, =8). The bottom (.r, = 0) and top (.v, = 4) boundaries are impermeable. 

Uniform deterministic initial head is assigned to all but the prescribed head 

boundary nodes of the grid. Note that the initial condition = 4 < //^ = 8. A well 

(point sink) of deterministic strength (in arbitrary consistent units of length per time) 

is placed at the center node of the domain (.r, = 4,.v, = 2). Transient flow is simulated 

over a period = 20 of consistent time units. Solutions of the finite element equations 

are obtained at discrete time steps t = 1,2,3, ...20 spaced uniformly at unit intervals 

Ar = I. I employ the same computational grid and time steps for numerical Monte Carlo 

(MC) simulations, nonlocal and localized Moment Equation (ME) solutions to render 

them comparable. Finite Element Laplace Transform method (FELT) is applied for 

nonlocal, localized, and MC solutions. 
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Figure 4. 1. Illustration of the computational grid, spatial locations of conditioning points 
of K(x) (black square), boundary conditions, locations of the pumping well. 

4.1 Random Field Generation 

The random field of log hydraulic conductivity Y{\)  is assumed to be 

multivariate Gaussian, statistically homogeneous and isotropic with covariance and 

variogram functions 

C(r)=o-,:exp(—-) 
(4.1) 

/(r) = cTj:[I-exp(-y)] 

where r  is separation distance (lag) between two points in the domain, crp is the 

variance of Y, and I is the (integral) correlation scale of Y. The grid is structured to 

include a minimum of five elements per correlation scale (Ababou et al., 1989). Nonlocal 

and localized solutions are compared with MC solutions to examine their accuracy for 

random fields with different variances listed in Table 4.1. Random fields are generated by 

using the sequential Gaussian simulation code SGSIM (Dentsch and Joumel, 1998). In 

accord with Chapter 3, each element is assigned a constant conductivity corresponding to 

q.n=0 

• • • • 
O 

— _  

P — —-
. 

. 

• • -• 

-1. .  1 1 L. » 



the value generated at its center. I then render the field conditional on "measurements" of 

Y{x) at twelve locations at element centers as depicted in Figure 4.1. The conditioning 

Y values are extracted fi-om a single unconditional realization with zero mean, unit 

variance and correlation scale / = 1 (representing a perfectly known domain). Table 4.2 

lists the corresponding conditioning values of Y. Random fields and measurements 

corresponding to ^ I are rescaled according to Y = Y^ay, where Y^ are values 

corresponding to = 1. 

Parameter A B c D E 
T 

OTy 0.1 1 2 3 4 

NMC 1000 2000 2000 2500 2500 

Table 4. 1. Variance and number of Monte Carlo Simulation (NMC) for cases examined. 

-^2 r(.t.,.r,) 

1.1 0.7 0.6488 
1.1 1.9 0.3347 
1.1 3.1 -1.3623 
3.1 0.7 1.7457 
3.1 1.9 -1.1447 
3.1 3.1 -0.5579 
5.1 0.7 0.2944 
5.1 1.9 -0.2054 
5.1 3.1 0.8130 
7.1 0.7 -0.1230 
7.1 1.9 -1.0240 
7.1 3.1 -0.4120 

Mean 0.08273 
Variance 0.8181 

Table 4. 2. Locations and F(x) values of conditioning points for cTy =1.0 and / = 1.0. 
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Figure 4.2 depicts images of a single conditional F(x) realization, conditional 

sample mean y(x) and variance Sy obtained from number NMC = 2000 of MC 

realizations for fields characterized by unconditional variance Cy = 1 and correlation 

scale 1 = 1. Figure 4.2 also includes two longitudinal and one transverse profiles of the 

conditional sample variance. Analogous images and profiles obtained from NMC = 2500 

MC realizations for fields characterized by unconditional cr^ = 4, / = 1 are shown in 

Figure 4.4. Figures 4.2b, c and 4.4b, c show that the generated fields are statistically 

nonhomogeneous in that their mean and variance vary with location due to conditioning. 

The sample variance at conditioning points is zero, as shown in Figures 4.2e, f and 4.4e, 

f, where conditioning points are marked by circles. Note ±at log-conductivity is greater 

near conditioning point A (.r, = 3.1,.r3 = 0.7) than elsewhere since the conditioning value 

(1.7457) at A is the largest (Table 4.2). 

Figure 4.3 depicts sample conditional mean and variance of K at an arbitrary 

point x^ =3.9,.Y, =1.9, and sample conditional covariances Q((3.9,1.9),(3.5,1.9)) and 

Cj.((3.9,1.9),(1.9,1.9)) versus NMC=2000 random fields characterized by unconditional 

cr^ = 1, / = 1. Analogous figures for crp = 4, / = 1 are shown in Figure 4.5. These figures 

show that, for both cases, sample statistics stabilize after NMC=1000. However, 

stabilization of sample statistics of Monte Carlo simulations requires at least 2000 

realizations (shown in next section), which implies that stabilization of Y does not 

necessarily mean stabilization of Monte Carlo simulations. The conditional co variance 
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Cj.((3.9,1.9),(1-9,1.9)) stabilizes to zero since distance between poults (3.9,1.9) and 

(1.9,1.9) are greater than correlation scale / = 1. 

4.2 Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) 

Numerical MC simulation consists of three steps: 

1. Generate a number of equally likely realizations of Y by SGSIM. 

2. Solve the transient flow equation (1.7) - (1.10) using Finite Element Laplace 

Transform method (FELT) on the grid shown in Figure 4.1 with bilinear Lagrange 

basis function for each realization of Y. 

3. Compute sample mean and variance-covariance of hydraulic head and flux. 

The numerical MC solutions are compared with nonlocal and localized solutions to assess 

the accuracy of the latter two solutions. To render the comparison meaningful, the same 

input statistics are adopted for all three solutions. In other words, the sample statistics 

(mean, variance, and covariance) of Y are used as input parameters for moment 

equations for the purpose of comparing MC, nonlocal and localized solutions. Actually, 

nonlocal and localized solutions do not require generating realizations of random fields. 

In practice, one would infer these moments fi:om measurements using geostatistical 

methods such as Kriging. 

Sample mean head and mean flux q''(x) at point x are given by 

1 MiC 
h ' \ x ) = — ^ y h ( x )  

NMCjr[ ' 
(4.2) 

1 .va/c  ̂

q'^ (x)= y q, (x) 
iVMC ̂  ' 
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where /jy(x) and qy(x) are head and flux of Jth realization at point x. Sample variances 

of head 5^ (x) and flux 5q(x) at point x are given by 

1 SMC 
Si (X) = ^ y  {h, (X) - /j"' (X)) 
' NMC-\ Tt ' 

(4.3) 
1 NMC ^ ' 

Shx) = y (q,(x)-q'^(x)) 
' NMC-I ' ^ M V 

Convergence of the MC simulation process is diagnosed by examining the way in which 

sample mean and variance stabilize as NMC increases. Figure 4.6 illustrates the 

convergence rates of sample head mean /I'^Cx) and variance 5"^" (x) at the pumping well 

(.V, = 4.0, X, = 2), and flux means ((x), (x)) and variances ((x), (x)) at a point 

very near the pumping well ( ,y, = 3.9, .xr, = 1.9) at different time steps up to 2000 

realizations for unconditional o",^ = 1, / = 1. Analogous plots after 2500 realizations for 

unconditional = 4, / = 1 are shown in Figure 4.7. Convergence of sample mean and 

variance of head is diagnosed at point x, = 3.8,x, =1.8. Convergence rates differ for 

different moments. The first moment (mean) converges faster than the second moment 

(variance-covariance). Bellin et al. [1992] pointed out that more than 1,000 realizations 

are required for the second moment to stabilize even for relatively mild heterogeneity. 

However, for comparison purposes, I do not require that MC simulations stabilize 

completely, only partially, as suggested by Guadagnini and Neuman (1999a and b). 

4.3 Solution of Nonlocal Moment Equations 

Nonlocal moment equations are solved with FELT according to the following 

steps: 
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1. Compute the conditional geometric mean AT^Cx^) and variance cry(x^) of hydraulic 

conductivity in each element e and the covariance Cj.(x^,x^) of y(x) between 

elements e and e across the grid as described in Chapter 3. 

-(0) 

2. Compute the zero-order mean Green's function < G (x, y, A) by solving (F14) -

(F16) for a unit source at each interior and Neumann boundary node on the grid. 

_(0 )  

3. Compute the zero-order mean head < h (x,/i) by solving (3.1) - (3.5) and use 

numerical Laplace inversion to obtain < . Compute the zero-order mean 

flux fi-om <q'^°\x,i)>^=-K(;{x)V < A'°'(x,r) >^. 

4. Compute the second-order residual flux rf'"'(x'',/l) at the center of each element e 

by using (3.13) and (3.14). Invert numerically to obtain r/"'(x'',r). 

_ ( 2 )  

5. Compute the second-order mean head < h (X,A) by solving (3.9) - (3.12) and 

(3.15) - (3.16). Divert numerically to obtain < >^. Compute the second-order 

mean flux from 

<q*-'(x,r) >^=-K,;(x)\y <h^-\x,t) +-^^^V<Zz""(x,f) >J + rf'(x,0. 

6. Compute nonlocal mean head and flux approximations up to second order via 

< h(x,t)^-^ >^=< k^°\x,t) ><,-(-< A''^(x,f) 

<qix,tf-^ >^=<q'°'(x,0 -l- < q ^-^(x,0 >^. 
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-ii) 

7. Compute the second-order head and conductivity cross-covariance Mr (x,y,/l) using 

(3.27) and (3.28) for reference points spanning all interior and Neumann boundary 

nodes on the grid. Invert numerically to obtain ul'\\,y,s). 

-C) 
8. Compute the second-order head covariance Che (x,y, A,5) by solving (3.23)-(3.25). 

Invert numerically to obtain Cll\x,y,t,s). 

. (2) 
9. Compute the second-order head variance Che at each node using (3.31). 

Invert numerically to obtain Cll\x,x,t,i). 

_ 1 2 )  

10. Compute the second-order flux covariance tensor C,r (x,y,/l,5) using (3.32) and 

(3.33). Invert numerically to obtain C'^^'(x,y,r,5). 

_ ( 2 )  

11. Compute the second-order tensor of flux covariance C,c (x, x, A, 5) using (3.34) -

(3.36). Invert numerically to obtain C^^J{x,x,t,t). 

4.4 Solution of localized Moment Equations 

Localized moment equations are solved with FELT according to the following 

steps: 

1. Compute K(y{x^) the same way as in step 1 of the nonlocal case. 

-(0) 

2. Compute < G (x, y, /i) >_. the same way as in step 2 of the nonlocal case. 

3. Compute the conditional second-order apparent hydraulic conductivity approximation 

-UI 
Kc.app(x,yl) via (3.18) and (3.19). 
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4. Compute the corresponding localized mean head < by solving equations 

(2.56) - (2.58) and localized mean flux via (2.54). 

Localized solutions provide no information about predictive uncertainty. 

Nonlocal and localized equations are solved for parameters listed in Table 4.1 and 

the results are compared with MC solutions. Solutions corresponding to cTy =0.1 are 

virtually indistinguishable from each other and therefore not shown. Nonlocal and 

localized ME solutions agree remarkably well with MC solutions even for = 4, / = I. I 

present complete conditional solutions for cases <7^ = 1, / = I and = 4,/ = I. Several 

results corresponding to other parameters are shown for comparison. 

4.5 Zero-Order Mean Green's Function 

I start by computing numerically the Green's function associated with transient 

flow in homogeneous media using FELT and comparing it with the known analytical 

solution to evaluate the accuracy of FELT. I then compute the Green's function for 

heterogeneous media. 

The analytical form of a Green's function satisfying equations (CI) - (C4) in a 

homogeneous domain such as that in Figure 4.1, with hydraulic diffiisivity or = — = 1, is 

[Beck, 1984] 

G(x.y.f-r) = -=^ye nrrx. 
a a 

(4.4) 
I . riTCx, . rtTTVy /n;r.T, niTry-, 
sm i-sm i-cos ^cos—— 

a a b b 
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where a = 8 and 6 = 4 are the length and width of the grid and and (>»,, y,) are 

coordinates of source and response points. A Laplace transformed Green's function 

G(x,y, A) is obtained by solving equations (2.1) - (2.3) upon placing an instantaneous 

unit source at each interior and Neumarm boundary node on the grid. Numerical inversion 

is then used to obtain G(x,y,r- r) in the time domain. 

Figure 4.8 shows three-dimensional views of analytical and numerical solutions 

for G(x, y, r - t) at time i-r = 0.1 with source at the center of the grid 

(.r, = 4.0,.r, = 2.0). Figure 4.9 compares profiles of analytical (solid) and numerical 

(dashed) solutions along sections .r, = 2.0 and .r, = 4.0 at tiiree different time intervals 

f-r = 0.1, r-r = 1.0,and /-r = 10.0. The numerical solution coincides with the 

analytical solution at these time intervals. Figures 4.9 a-b show that, at early time, the 

influence of instantaneous injection spreads symmetrically in a homogeneous domain. 

However, due to boundary effects, G(x,y,!- r) along section x, = 4.0 becomes greater 

than along section .r, = 2.0 as time increases. Figure 4.10 depicts the time variation of 

G(x, y, r — r) at three different points A ( x, = 4.0, .r, = 2.0), B (.r, = 2.0,.r^ = 2.0), and C 

(X, = 4.0, x, = 0.0, on Neumann boundary). The numerical solution coincides with the 

analytical solution in all three cases over the entire simulation period, indicating that 

FELT is accurate. Figure 4.10 shows that the influence of injection spreads very fast prior 

to r — r = 1 and then the rate of spread slows down. Even though points B and C are at the 

same distance from point A, due to boundary effects, G(x,y,t-r) is greater at point C 

than at point B during the entire simulation period. 
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In a heterogeneous domain, the behavior of G(x,y,r- r) is affected by the 

hydrauUc parameters K and as well as by boundaries. For simplicity, I use the 

conditional geometric mean K^jCx) obtained for =1,/ = 1 to replace K(x). 

Boundary configuration and S'jCx) are the same as those in the homogeneous case. A 

three-dimensional view of G(x, y,t — T) at time interval r - r = 0.1 (Figure 4.11) shows 

±at influence of injection spreads wider and faster than in a homogeneous domain 

(Figure 4.8b). Figure 4.13 show that the rate of spread is faster in a heterogeneous 

domain than in a homogeneous domain. Due to the heterogeneity of the domain, profiles 

of G(x,y,r —r) become asymmetric (Figure 4.12). 

4.6 Conditional Moments of Hydraulic head 

4.6.1 Conditional Mean Head 

Figure 4.14 depicts contours of conditional mean head at time t = 5 obtained by 

NMC = 2000 Monte Carlo simulations and nonlocal (Figure 4.14a) or localized (Figure 

4.14b) Moment Equation (ME) solutions for = 1, / = 1. Figure 4.15 shows profiles of 

mean head and second-order mean head corrections at time t =5 along two sections 

marked in Figure 4.14: A-A (.r, = 2) and B-B (.r, = 4). Contours and profiles at time 

r = 10 (Figures 4.16 and 4.17) display similar patterns to those at time r = 5. So do 

contours and profiles at other times, which are not shown. The second-order mean head 

correction < h^~\x,t) is zero on the deterministic Dirichlet boundary and its profiles 

are asymmetric. Nonlocal and localized solutions agree extremely well with MC 
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solutions. Nonlocal solutions are a little closer to MC solutions than their localized 

versions near the pumping well. 

I investigate variations of mean head and second-order mean head corrections 

with time by plotting them versus time at four points: A (.v, = 4.0,.r, = 2.0, the pumping 

well), B (.r, = 2.0, x, = 2.0, upstream), C (.v, = 6.0, x, = 2.0, downstream), and D 

(.Y, = 4.0,.V, = 0.0, on Neumann boundary). Figure 4.18 shows that, at these points, 

conditional mean head initially increases with time till it reaches steady state after r = 10. 

Nonlocal and localized conditional mean head solutions coincide with MC solutions at 

points B, C, and D during entire simulation time (Figure 4.18 b, c, and d). At point A, 

local solutions e.xceed nonlocal and MC solutions during the entire simulation time. The 

second-order mean head correction < initially decreases with time and then 

increase very slowly. Absolute values of < at point A are much greater than 

at other points, as shown in Figures 4.18e and f. < /i*"'(x,r) at each time is of the same 

orders of magnitude and thus plays equal role in affecting mean head and flux during the 

entire simulation time. 

Similar contours and profiles at times t = 5 and f = 10 for cr^ = 4, / = 1 are 

presented in Figures 4.19 — 4.22. Nonlocal and localized solutions agree remarkably well 

with MC solutions. Contour maps (Figures 4.19b and 4.21b) exaggerate the difference 

between localized and MC solutions in areas where profiles are relatively flat. Near the 

pumping well, nonlocal solutions are much closer to MC solutions than localized 

solutions. Comparing Figures 4.20 and 4.22 shows that, at time t = 5, hydraulic head at 
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the pumping well decreases from 4.4 for = \ J = \ to 3.4 (less than initial head) for 

crp =4,/ = l. 

Variations of mean head and the second-order mean head corrections with time 

for al=A,l = \ are shown in Figure 4.23. Variation patterns are similar to those for 

cTy =1,1 = 1. During the entire simulation period, nonlocal and localized solutions agree 

remarkably well with MC solutions (except at point A, the pumping well). 

4.6.2 Conditional Variance of Hydraulic Heads 

Figure 4.24a depicts contours of conditional head variance at r = 5 obtained by 

NMC = 2000 Monte Carlo (solid) and nonlocal ME (dashed) method for = 1,/ = 1. 

Figures 4.24b-e show how head variance at r = 5 varies along four sections marked in 

Figure4.24a: A-A (x, =2), B-B (.r^ =3 ), A'-A' (.r, =4), and B'-B' (x, =3). Although 

nonlocal results represent the lowest possible order of approximating second moments, 

they compare very well with MC results except at the pumping well, where the 

conditional head variance exhibits a maximum. Conditional head variance is zero at the 

upstream (left) and downstream (right) Dirichlet boundaries and increases toward the 

center part of the domain. At the vicinity of the pumping well, the head variance obtained 

by nonlocal ME is smaller than that obtained by MC (Figure 4.24b, d). The same was 

reported for the steady state case by Riva et al. [2001] (see their Figure 10). 

Figure 4.25 depicts profiles of conditional head variance along sections A-A 

(x, = 4) and B-B (x, = 3) at times f = 1,3,5,10 . The profiles do not change visually with 
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time after / = 10, where the mean head reaches steady state (Figure 4.18). Agreement 

between nonlocal ME and MC solutions becomes better as time increases. 

Figure 4.26 investigates variations of conditional head variance with time at three 

points B (.Y, = 2.0,.V, = 2.0, upstream), C (.v, = 6.0,.r, = 2.0, downstream), and D 

(X, = 4.0, .r, = 0.0, on Neumann boundary) for = 1, / = 1. Nonlocal solutions agree 

very well with MC solutions during the entire simulation period. Variation patterns are 

different at different points. At point C, the head variance increases monotonically with 

time till it reaches steady state. At point C, nonlocal ME and MC solutions coincide 

together during the entire simulation period. At point B, conditional head variance 

decreases monotonically with time and the difference between nonlocal solutions and 

MC solutions diminishes after ^ = 5 . At point D, the head variance first increases and 

then decreases after reaching a maximum at time t = 3 and nonlocal solutions coincide 

with MC solutions after r = 10. The conditional head variance is greater at point B 

(upstream) than at point C (downstream) over the entire simulation period. Analogous 

contours and profiles for =4,/ = 1 are shown in Figure 4.27. Nonlocal solutions agree 

remarkably well with MC solutions except at the pumping well, where conditional head 

variance obtained by MC is much larger than that obtained by the nonlocal ME method. 

Figure 4.28 shows how conditional head variance along sections B-B (.r, = 3) and 

B'-B' (.r, = 3) varies with time for cr^ = 4,/ = 1. The variation of conditional head 

variance with time at various points is depicted in Figures 4.29 for <t^ = 4, / = 1. The 

variation pattern is similar to that for <t^ = 1,/ = 1. Nonlocal solutions agree remarkably 
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well with MC solutions during the entire simulation period except at the pumping well. In 

particular, at point D, nonlocal solutions coincide with MC solutions after r = 10. 

4.6.3 Conditional Covariance of Hydraulic Heads 

For simplicity, I only discuss two cases of conditional head covariance: 

Q^(x,y,r  = 5) and C ,,,(x = y,t,s). The first describes the spatial relationship, at time 

[ = s, between heads at points x and y. The second describes the temporal relationship, 

at a given location x = y, between heads at time i and s. 

Figures 4.30 a, c, and e show contours of =s = 5) with reference points 

y, = 4.0, y, = 2.0 (pumping well), y, = 2.0, y, = 2.0 (upstream), and y, = 4.0, y, = 0.0 

(on Neuman boundary) for = 1,/ = 1. Figures 4.30 b, d, and f show profiles of 

C,,r(x, y,^ = 5 = 5) along sections A-A and A'-A', which pass through the reference point 

horizontally and vertically. In Figures 4.30b and d, conditional head covariance exhibits a 

maximum at the reference point. In Figure 4.30f, conditional head covariance along A-A 

profile exhibits a maximum at point (3.2,0.0) instead of at the reference point (4,0). The 

reason is that head covariance is proportional to head variance, which is greater at point 

(3.2,0.0) (0.4494) than at reference point (4,0) (0.3959). This effect offsets that of the 

head correlation diminishing with distance from the reference point (jOsnes, 1995). 

Conditional head covariance is zero at the deterministic Dirichlet boundary and greater 

than zero at the deterministic Neumann boundary. Conditional head covariance is 

nonhomogeneous in space due to conditioning points and deterministic boundary, initial, 

and pumping conditions. 
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Figure 4.31 depicts =4.0, ̂ , =2.0,r=j) along section A-A at times 

r = j  =  l ,  t = s = 3, [ = s = 5, and f = j = 10. Analogous profiles of 

Q^(x, V, = 2.0, Y, = 2.0,1 = s) are depicted in Figure 4.32. Profiles do not appear to 

change with time after r = 5 = 10 when the mean head reaches steady state (Figure 4.18). 

In Figure 4.31, maxima appear at the reference point (the pumping well) and there is a 

sharp decrease from the maximum to a small value (about 0.04). Figure 4.32 shows that a 

local minimum appears at the pumping well. Figure 4.32 also shows that, conditional 

head covariance decreases with time upstream of the pumping well. Due to the constant 

deterministic pumping rate, the variation of Q^(x,y, = 4.0,y, = 2.0,f = j) with time 

(Figure 4.31) is not as apparent as that of C,,^(x,y^ = 2.0,y, = 2.0,r = s) (Figure 4.32). 

One can see ±at the nonlocal ME solutions approach MC solutions as time increases 

(Figure 4.32). 

Figure 4.33 shows how conditional head covariances 

Qc(-^i =>'i =2,.r; =y, =2,t,s) and C,,^(.r, = }\ =4,x, = Vn =0,^,^) vary with time for 

different reference times 5 = 1, s = 5, and5 = 10. C^^{x = y,t,s) is seen to be 

nonstationary in time due to deterministic boundary, initial, and pumping conditions. For 

example, Q^(x = y,f = 5,j = 10) differs from Q^(x = y,r = 15,5 = 10) although both 

relate to time lag 1 r — 51= 5. One can see that nonlocal ME solution captures the overall 

behavior of the MC solution. Nonlocal ME solution does not appear to approach MC 

solution as time increases. 
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Figure 4.34 shows contours and profiles of conditional head covariance at time 

[ = s = 5 for cr^ = 4, / = 1. Note that Figures 4.32a and b are for 

Q^(\,y, =3.8,y3 =1.8,/ =5) instead of C,,^(x,y, =4.0,y, =2.0,r =5). Contours and 

profiles exhibit similar patterns to those for <T^ =1, / = 1 but with larger values. Figure 

4.35 depicts Q^(x, Vj =3.8,y, =1.8,: =^) along section A-A at times: r=5 = l, t = s = 3, 

t = s = 5, and r = 5 = 10 for cr3 = 4,/ = 1. Analogous profiles for 

QrCX'V, =2.0,y, =2.0,r = 5) are depicted in Figure 4.36, which shows that the 

agreement between nonlocal and MC solutions, like in the case for Cy = 1, / = 1, improves 

as time increases. Figure 4.37 shows how = y, = 2,X; = y, = 2,t,s) and 

Qr(-^i = >"1 = ^'-^2 ~ >'2 = 0,r,5) vary with time for different reference times 5 = 1, s = 5, 

and 5 = 10 for cTj^ = 4, / = 1. Variation patterns with time are similar to those for 

= 1, / = 1. The nonlocal solutions agree reasonably well with MC solutions. 

4.7 Conditional Moments of Flux 

4.7.1 Conditional Mean Flux 

Figure 4.38 depicts contours of the conditional longitudinal mean flux at time 

[ = 5 obtained with NMC = 2500 MC simulations and nonlocal (Figure 4.38a) or 

localized (Figure 4.38b) ME methods for =1,/ = l. Profiles of longitudinal mean flux, 

second-order mean flux correction and residual flux at f = 5 along sections A-A 

(.r, = 1 -9), B-B {x2= 0.7), and A'-A' (x, = 3.9) are shown in Figure 4.39. Analogous 

contours and profiles for transverse flux are depicted in Figures 4.40 and 4.41. Nonlocal 
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and localized solutions coincide with MC solutions. Peaks appear at the pumping well, 

the transverse mean flux vanishes on both the Dirichlet and Neumann boundaries due to 

the uniform deterministic boundary conditions that prevail there. 

Figures 4.39a-c show that the second-order longitude mean flux correction is 

almost uniformly zero along the section and the second-order longitude residual flux 

exhibits opposite pattern to the longitudinal mean flux. So does transverse flux (Figure 

4.4la-c). Figures 4.39d-f exhibits conditioning effects. The longitudinal mean flux 

exhibits a maximum at conditioning point (3.1,0.7) (.r, /Z,, = 0.3875) (Figure 4.39d), 

where the log-conductivity (1.7457) is the largest among conditioning values (Table 4.2). 

Figure 4.39e shows that the conditional second-order longitudinal mean flux has local 

minima at conditioning points (marked by circles), where the conditional longitudinal 

second-order residual flux is by definition zero (Figure 4.390-

Figure 4.42 shows how conditional longitudinal mean flux, second-order mean 

flux correction and residual flux vary with time at four points: A (.r, = 3.9,.xr, = 1.9, near 

pumping well), B (.r, = 1.9, x, = 1.9, upstream), C ( x, = 5.9, x, = 1.9, downstream), and D 

(X, =3.9, .r, = 1.9, near Neumann boundary) for <T^ = I, / = I. Figure 4.43 does so for 

transverse flux. Variation patterns are different at different points. During the entire 

simulation period, nonlocal and localized ME solutions agree very well with MC 

solution. Near the pumping well, nonlocal solutions are closer to MC solutions than 

localized ME solutions (Figure 4.42a and 4.43 a). 

Contours and profiles of longitudinal flux at t = 5 are depicted in Figures 4.44 

and 4.45 for =4, / =1. Figures 4.46 and 4.47 do so for transverse flux. Nonlocal and 
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localized ME solutions agree remarkably well with MC solutions for cr^ = 4, / = 1. 

Nonlocal solutions are closer to MC solutions than localized solutions. Contours and 

profiles exhibit similar patterns to those for = 1, / = 1. Note that the second-order 

residual flux correction exceeds the mean flux (e.g.. Figures 4.45a and c). Figures 4.48 

and 4.49 show how conditional mean flux, the second-order mean flux correction and 

residual flux vary with time at various points for = 4, / = 1. Residual flux is similar in 

magnitude to mean flux at all simulation times (Figures 4.48c, f, i, 1) and must not be 

ignored in calculating mean head or flux. 

4.7.2 Conditional Variance Tensor of Flux 

The components of the conditional variance tensor of flux are designated by 

C,^^,,(x,x,?,r) (longitudinal flux variance), C^^„(x,x,:,r) (transverse flux variance), 

C,/^,2(x,x,r,:) = C^^,,(x,x,r,r) (cross-covariance between longitudinal and transverse 

fluxes at zero lag). Figures 4.50 - 4.52 depict contours and profiles of components of the 

conditional variance tensor of flux at time t =5 obtained with NMC = 2000 MC 

simulations and the nonlocal ME method for CTJ. = 1, / = 1. Each figure includes a contour 

map and four profiles along sections: A-A (x, = 1.9) (passing through four conditioning 

points), B-B (X, = 2.5), A'-A' (x^ = 3.9), and B'-B' (x, = 3.1) (passing through three 

conditioning points). Conditioning points are marked with circles. Although nonlocal 

results represent the lowest possible order of approximating second moments, they 

compare very well with MC results. 
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Figures 4.50b and 4.51b show that flux variances exhibit maxima in the vicinity 

of the pumping well. Figure 4.51b also shows that C^^,,(x,x,r,r) upstream of the well is 

greater than that downstream of the well. Figures 4.51 and 4.52 show that 

and are very close to zero near deterministic boundaries (where transverse 

flux is very small due to uniform deterministic boimdary conditions). Profiles of 

C,^^,2(x,x,r,r) along sections passing through the pumping well (Figures 4.52b and d) are 

more or less anti-symmetric about it; Profiles of C^^i2(x,x,;,/) along two other sections 

are more or less uniform (Figures 4.52b and d). 

Profiles of C,^^,,(x,x, r , /)  exhibit  local minima at conditioning points (Figures 

4.50b and e). This is not necessarily true for C,,^„(x,x,r,f). For example, in Figure 4.51e, 

a maximum appears at conditioning point x, = 3.1,.r, = 0.7 . Recalling that log-

conductivity is large at this point, flux near this point changes dramatically, which 

decreases the predictability of flux and thus the variance is large. 

Figure 4.53 depicts profiles of , (x, x,r , t )  along sections A-A (= 1.9) and 

B-B (.r, =2.5) at time f =1,3,5,10. Figures 4.54 and4.55 do so for C^^„(x,x,/,f) and 

C^^,2(x, x,r,r). Variation with time after f = 10 is negligible. Nonlocal ME solutions 

agree very well with MC solutions, somewhat better at late than at early time. 

Conditional variances of flux decrease with time, implying the reduction of uncertainties 

of the flux predictions. For example, along section B-B, a maximum of C^^,i(x,x,r,r) 

appears at the left deterministic Dirichlet boundary and the maximiun decreases quickly 
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from 0.52 at r = 1 to 0.24 at r = 3. Figures 4.53b, d, f, and g show that 

upstream is greater than downstream at these times. As shown later, this happens over the 

entire simulation period. The time variation pattern of is similar to that of 

head variance (Figure 4.25). Figure 4.55 shows diat profiles of C,,^,2(x,x,f,r) gradually 

flatten about zero, implying that correlation between longitudinal and transverse flux 

diminishes with time. It however persists due to the effect of pumping well. 

Figure 4.56 shows how components of the variance tensor of flux vary with time 

at points A (.v, = 3.9, .r, =1.9, near pumping well), B (x, =1.9, -v, =1.9, upstream), and C 

(.v'l = 5.9, .r^ = 1.9, downstream) for = 1, / = 1. Although nonlocal solutions represent 

the lowest possible order (second) of approximation, the agreement between nonlocal ME 

and MC solutions is very good over the entire simulation period. Figure 4.56a shows that 

C,^^,,(x,x,/,/) at point B (upstream) is greater than at C (downstream) during the entire 

simulation period. At early time { t  <  2 ) ,  C,,^,, (x, at point B (upstream) is greater 

than at A (near the pumping well). Components of the variance tensor of flux at point A 

(near pumping well) exceed those at points B and C except at early time (Figure 4.56a). 

Figures 4.57 — 4.59 show contours and profiles of components of the conditional 

variance tensor of flux at time t = 5 for = 4, / = 1. Figures 4.60 — 4.62 depict profiles 

of components of the conditional variance tensor of flux along sections A-A (= 1.9) 

and B-B (x, = 2.5) at time r = 1,3,5,10 for = 4, / = 1. Figure 4.63 shows how 

components of the variance tensor of flux vary with time at various points for 
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crp = 4, / = 1. Contours and profiles exhibit similar pattems to those for crj; = 1, / = 1. 

Nonlocal solutions agree reasonably well with MC solutions during the entire simulation 

period. 

4.7.3 Conditional Covariance Tensor of Flux 

For simplicity, I discuss only two cases of flux covariance: C,,^(x,y,r = s) and 

= y,!,s). The first describes the spatial relationship, at time r = s, between fluxes 

at points x and y; the latter describes the temporal relationship, at point x = y, between 

fluxes at time r and 5. In the dissertation, the four components of the flux covariance are 

designated by (longitudinal flux covariance), C^^„(x,y,f,5) (transverse 

flux covariance), C^p,,(x,y,r,5) (cross-covariance between longitudinal and transverse 

fluxes), and Q^2i(x,y,r,5) (cross-covariance between transverse and longitudinal 

f l u x e s ) .  Q ^ , , ( x , y , / , i r )  i s  g e n e r a l l y  n o t  e q u a l  t o  C , , ^ , i ( x , y , r , 5 )  w h e n  x * y  a n d  i ^ s .  

Figures 4.64 - 4.67 show components of C,^^(x,_v, = 3.9,y, = 1.9,r = 5) at time 

t = s = 5 obtained with NMC=2000 MC (solid) and by the nonlocal ME (dashed) method 

for <Tj. = 1, / = 1. Each figure contains a contour map and two profiles along sections 

(.r, = 3.9 and x, = L9) passing through the reference point horizontally and vertically. 

Analogous contours and profiles for C^p(x,y, =1.9,7; =1.9,r = 5) are depicted in Figures 

4.68 — 4.71. Although nonlocal results represent the lowest possible order of 

approximating second moments, they agree very well with MC results. The components 
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of covariance tensor of flux are seen to be nonhomogeneous in space due to conditioning 

points and deterministic boundary, initial, and pumping conditions. 

Figures 4.64 — 4.67 show that components of conditional covariance exhibit 

positive peaks at reference point v, =3.9, ^2 =1-9 (very close to pumping well) and 

decrease rapidly in an asymmetric manner toward boundaries. Figures 4.65b, c and 4.67b, 

c show that the conditional covariance is zero at Dirichlet and Neumann boundaries, 

where the transverse fluxes is zero because of uniform deterministic boundary conditions 

prevail there. Due to the effect of pumping well, maxima of the components of 

= 3.9,y, = 1.9,r = s) are greater than those of C,,^(x,y, = 1.9,y, = l.9,t = s) 

(Figures 4.68 - 4.71). Peaks appear at conditioning points in Figures 4.68 and 4.69. 

Profiles in Figures 4.70 and 4.71 are more or less uniform around zero, implying that 

transverse (longitudinal) flux at the reference point is poorly correlated with longitudinal 

(transverse) flux at other points, except near the pumping well. 

Figure 4.72 shows how components of the conditional flux covariance 

C,,^(.r, = _v, =3.9,X2 = Vj =1.9,r,ir) vary with time for reference times 5 = 1,5,10 for 

CTy =1,/ = 1. Figure 4.73 does so for = y, =1.9, at, =y, =1.9,r,5). These two 

figures show that nonlocal ME solution captures overall behavior of the MC solutions 

during the entire simulation period. The agreement between nonlocal solutions and MC 

solutions is better at point .r, = y, = 1 .9,Xt = y, = 1 -9 than at point 

x, = Vf = 3.9,.r3 = y2 = 1 -9 (very close to the pumping well). Figure 4.73 shows that, for 

fixed 5, the components of the covariance tensor of flux decrease with f, implying that 
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flux at early time has strong correlation with flux at reference times. Due to deterministic 

boundary, initial, and pumping conditions, the components of the covariance tensor of 

flux are nonstationary in time. 

Figures 4.74 - 4.77 show contours and profiles of the components of 

=3.9,^2 =1.9,r =5) at time t =s = 5 for =4, / = 1. Figures 4.78-4.81 do so 

for components of C,^^(x, Vi =1.9,>';, =l.9,r =5). Figures 4.82 and 4.83 show how 

components of the conditional covariance tensor of flux vary with time at points 

x, = y, = 3.9, .r, = y, = 1.9 and .t, = y, = 1.9, .r, = y, = 1.9 with reference times 

5 = 5,10,20 for crp = 4, / = 1. These contours and profiles have similar patterns to those 

for ay = \J = \ except that the nonlocal solution for = y,t,s) at point 

x^ = y, = 3.9, .r, = y, = 1 -9 does not capture the behavior of corresponding MC solution at 

early time. 

4.8 Evaluation of Parallel Codes 

The parallel finite element algorithm discussed in Chapter 3 was implemented on 

an SGI Origin 2000 supercomputer installed at the Center for Computing and Information 

Technology (CCIT) at the University of Arizona. This supercomputer is a distributed 

memory MIMD system with 88 processors. However, only 2,4, or 8 processors were 

available without special request. I generally used 4 or 8 processors for parallel 

computing. The general performance of MPI (Message Passing Interface) on the 

supercomputer is send/receive latency of 8 //sec and peak bandwidth of 150 

Mbytes I sec. 
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Parallel computing is used for both nonlocal ME method and MC simulation. For 

nonlocal ME method, the Laplace parameter X was discretized into 48 Af. 

(^' = 0,1,2,...,47 ), which were distributed evenly into processors (n^ being 4 or 8) 

with the MPl function MPI_SCATTER. Consequently, each processor dealt with 48 / 

Laplace parameters . Preconditioned Biconjugate Gradient Method (PBCG) discussed 

in Chapter 3 can be used to solve linear algebraic equation corresponding to each . 

This indirect method could result in a load-balancing problem between processors 

because the number of iterations could be different for each . However, numerical tests 

have shown that convergence speed for each was fairly uniform (Figure 4.84), as 

reported also by Pini and Putti [1997]. Thus, the simpler static loading strategy can be 

used instead of the dynamic one. In my research for the dissertation, the linear solver 

used is the subroutine DLSLZG in the numerical library IMSL 

{www.vni.com/products/imsl/). For MC simulations, parallel computing is implemented 

among realizations, which are independent to each other. For example, 2000 realizations 

can be distributed evenly into rip (being 4 or 8) processors. Note that numerical inverse 

transform of each realization still run in the serial code. 

I used parallel computing to compute the following variables of nonlocal moment 

- CO) _(2) 

equation method: zero-order mean Green's function <G >^, residual flux TC , cross-

_(2) _(2) 

covariance between head and conductivity Uc , head covariance Che , head variance 

- 2 ( 2 )  _ ( 2 )  _ 2 ( 2 )  

cTh , flux covariance Cqc , and flux variance Cq . Calculations of other variables 

http://www.vni.com/products/imsl/
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(zero-order head < /i'°* , second-order head < , zero-order flux < q'°' , and 

second-order flux < q''' ) and the inverse Laplace transform were fast enough with 

serial codes and were therefore not implemented in parallel. For Monte Carlo 

simulations, realizations are computed using parallel computing, while sample means and 

covariance-variances are computed using serial codes. 

Speedup and efficiency, defined in Chapter 3, are used to evaluate performance of 

parallel codes. The runtimes (wall time) 7(1) and T{p) are measured when a code runs 

as a batch job in a dedicated queue submitted to the supercomputer. However, for the 

multiple-user Unix machine, the runtime cannot be measured accurately with one run 

even in an isolated queue. I thus ran codes ten times and took average run time for the 

p u r p o s e  o f  e v a l u a t i o n .  N o t e  t h a t ,  f o r  p a r a l l e l  c o d e ,  t h e  l o n g e s t  r u n t i m e  i s  t a k e n  a s  T { p ) .  

Thus, the larger the Overhead (caused by communication between processors, idling and 

extra computation needed for the collective communication mechanism), the worse the 

performance is. 

Runtimes, speedups and efficiencies of the parallel codes using 4 and 8 processors 

are listed in Table 4.3, showing that the parallel codes have satisfactory performance 

when using 4 processors (except for the calculation of flux variance). In my case, the 

master-slave style I/O operation does not affect performance. For instance, for the most 

output demanding calculation of the zero-order mean Green's fimction (39312 files are 

generated), its efficiency is still above 90% when using 4 processors. The reason is that 

my data set is small (each file is 13784 bytes) compared with the peak bandwidth of 150 

Mbytes / sec. When using 8 processors, performance deteriorates because overhead 
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increases. Performance for second order covariance of flux is the worst because requiring 

a large fraction of system calls. According to measurements by the UNIX based 

performance tool, SSRUN, 90.6% runtime is used for three system calls: _open, _sginap, 

_&stat, which are used to open files and memory administration. Performance of the 

parallel code for MC simulations is lower than the average performance of the parallel 

codes for nonlocal ME method. One of possible reasons is tliat the former is not 

synchronized as well as the latter and large overhead is arisen. 

Based on my experience of writing codes, since Monte Carlo method is 

theoretically straightforward, there is little room for code optimization, while there is still 

a lot of room to optimize serial and parallel codes for ME method. However, to what 

extent the optimization affect the performance need to be explored. 

4.9 Comparison of MC and ME Runtimes 

The nonlocal ME method is compared with serial MC simulations in terms of 

runtime required to compute the mean and variance of head and flux for two cases: with 

and without parallel computing. I consider the case = 1, / = 1 where MC simulations 

for these two moments stabilize in about 2000 realizations. Runtime of nonlocal ME 

method is not sensitive to cr^, while runtime ofMC simulations increases if increases 

because more reahzations are needed to decrease sampling error. 

Runtimes of serial and parallel codes to compute 2000 realizations for MC 

simulations and transformed variables for ME method are listed in Table 4.3. Inverse 

Laplace transform is not implemented in parallel and thus corresponding nmtime is not 

listed in Table 4.3 for the convenience of comparison. This does not affect the result of 
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comparison since runtimes of inverse transform is much smaller than those for 

transformed variables and thus can be ignored. Table 4.4 lists runtimes of serial codes to 

compute sample statistics for MC simulations and zero- and second-order mean head and 

flux for nonlocal ME method. One can see that these runtime are also much smaller than 

those listed in Table 4.3.1 thus conclude that comparison of MC and ME nmtime is still 

meaningful even most of codes are in parallel and some of codes are in serial. 

Table 4.5 lists final serial runtimes to obtain mean and variance of head and flux. 

_ (0) 

Calculation of <h>^ includes calculations of < G >,., < , and < A'"' . 

_ (0) 

Calculation of <q includes calculations of < G , r^'"', < A'"' , 

_  (0 )  

>^, and <q'" '  >^. Calculation of C ,'^'(x,x, r ,r)  includes calculations of <G >^, 

< and C/,^'(x,x, r ,r) .  Calculation of Cq^'(x,x,r,r) includes calculations of 

_  (0 )  

< G >r, , "e*' and x,t,t). It is seen that the nonlocal ME method 

is more efficient than MC simulation using 1, 4, and 8 processors. For example, runtime 

of ME method to obtain mean head and flux is about one fourth of corresponding MC 

runtime when using 1 processor; when using 8 processors, the former becomes one fifth 

of the latter since the efficiency of the latter decreases. 

Although the ME method is superior to MC simulations, the former does not 

provide individual realization or higher moments. A few MC realizations may be useful 

to generate realistic-looking (non-smooth) solutions. 
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MC Nonlocal ME Method 

Variables NMC 
2000 A 

o 
V 

_(2) 
tc 

_(2) 
lie 

_(2) 
Che 

_ 2(2) 
CTh 

_(2) 
Cqc 

-2(2) 
<Tq 

r(l) (sec) 49900 12523 171 11235 7052 5854 2844 22135 

r(4) (sec) 15537 3265 55 3092 2288 1719 2029 6338 

5(4) 3.21 3.84 3.13 3.63 3.08 3.40 1.40 3.49 
^(4) (%) 80.29 95.89 78.14 90.85 77.06 85.12 35.03 87.31 

r(8) (sec) 9454 1921 38 2006 1325 863.19 1401 3258 

5(8) 5.28 6.52 4.58 5.60 5.32 6.78 2.03 6.79 
£(8) (%) 65.98 81.49 57.20 70.02 66.53 84.77 25.38 84.94 

Table 4. 3. Performance of parallel codes using 4 and 8 processors for = 1,/ = 1. 

MCS Stat, of <h>^ Stat, of <q Stat, of a; Stat, of £Tq 

Runtime 
(sec) 

14 115 14 110 

Nonlocal A o V >c + <q'"' >c 

Runtime 
(sec) 

45.31 30.33 1.10 

Table 4. 4. Runtimes to compute sample mean, variance of head and flux for 2000 Monte 
Carlo realizations and runtime to compute zero- and second-order mean head and flux 
using serial codes. 

Number of 
processor(s) 

Runtime 
(min) 

<h>^ <q>c t 

P-l MC 831.90 833.58 831.90 833.50 P-l 
ME 212.83 212.85 494.30 768.51 

P=4 MC 259.20 260.88 259.20 260.80 P=4 
ME 56.59 56.61 135.36 213.25 

P=8 MC 157.80 159.49 157.80 159.40 P=8 
ME 33.90 99.92 80.59 121.12 

Table 4. 5. MC and nonlocal ME runtimes for solutions of mean and variance of head and 
flux computed using 1, 4, and 8 processors. 
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Figure 4. 2. Images of (a) a single conditional realization of y(x), conditional sample (b) 

mean K(x), and (c) variance 5^(x) obtained with NMC = 2000 generated by SGSIM for 

unconditional variance a], =1 and correlation scale / = 1. S^ix) along sections (d) 
Xj = 2.5, (e) J:, = 1.9, and (f) x, = 3.1. 
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Figure 4. 8. (a) Analytical and (b) numerical solutions of Green's fionction G(x,y,r -r) 
K at time r — r = 0.1 for a homogeneous domain with hydraulic difflisivity a = — = 1 and 

source at grid center (x, = 4.0, = 2.0). 
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Figure 4. 14. Contours of conditional mean head at time t  =  5  obtained with NMC=2000 
MC simulations (solid) and (a) nonlocal (dashed) or (b) localized (dashed) ME solutions 
for =1,/ = 1. 
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Figure 4. 17. Conditional mean head (a-b) and second-order head corrections (e-f) at time 
r = 10 along longitudinal section A-A (.v, = 2) and transverse section B-B (.r, = 4) for 
crp =1,/ = 1. 
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Figure 4. 18. Conditional mean head versus time at points (a) A (.x, = 4, XT = 2 ), (b) B 
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Figure 4. 19. Contours of conditional mean head at time t  = 5 obtained with 
NMC = 2500 MC simulations (solid) and (a) nonlocal (dashed) or (b) localized (dashed) 
ME solutions for = A,l = \. 
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Figure 4.20. Conditional mean head (a-b) and second-order head corrections (c-d) at 
time f = 5 along longitudinal section A-A {xn=2) and transverse section B-B (x, = 4) 
for ay =4J = 1. 
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Figure 4. 21. Contours of conditional mean head at time r = 10 for CTJ^ = 4, / = 1 obtained 
with NMC = 2500 MC simulations (solid) and (a) nonlocal (dashed) or (b) localized 
(dashed) ME solutions. 
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Figure 4.22. Conditional mean head (a-b) and second-order head corrections (c-d) at 
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Figure 4. 37. Conditional head covariance for various reference time s at points (a) 
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Figure 4. 38. Contour of conditional longitudinal mean flux at time t = 5 obtained by 
NMC=2000 MC simulations (solid) and (a) nonlocal (dashed) or (b) localized (dashed) 
ME method for = 1, / = 1. 
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Figure 4. 39. Profiles of conditional longitudinal mean flux, second-order longitudinal 
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Figure 4. 40. Contour of conditional transverse mean flux at time t = 5 obtained by 
NMC=2000 MC simulations (solid) and (a) nonlocal (dashed) or (b) localized (dashed) 
ME method for <TV = I, / = 1 -
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CHAPTERS 

IMPLEMENTATION FOR MEAN UNIFORM AND CONVERGENT FLOWS IN 

TWO SPATIAL DIMENSIONS WITHOUT CONDITIOING 

The effect of eliminating the conditioning points is examined using the example 

discussed in Chapter 3. All other aspects of the problem remain the same as in the 

conditional case. The procedures of calculating moments of head and flux by Monte 

Carlo (MC), nonlocal and localized Moment Equation (ME) methods are adopted in the 

unconditional case. The apparent hydraulic conductivity is approximated by the 

geometric mean of hydraulic conductivity. This is equivalent to adopting a zero-order 

approximation for unconditional mean flow. Complete solutions are shown for the 

strongly heterogeneous unconditional case of cr^ = 4, / = 1. 

The random fields are generated without conditioning points. Figure 5.1 depicts 

images of a single unconditional F(x) realization, unconditional sample mean K(x) and 

variance Sy obtained with NMC=2500 realizations for fields characterized by 

unconditional mean < y >= 0, variance cr^ = 4 and correlation scale / = I. Unconditional 

log-conductivity may vary significantly in one realization (Figure 5.1a). However, the 

sample mean (Figure 5.1b) and variance (Figure 5.1c) are close to specified values. 

Unconditional sample mean and variance range from -0.08 to 0.08 and from 3.79 to 4.31, 

respectively. Figure 5.1 also includes two longitudinal and one transverse profiles of 

unconditional sample variance, which show that unconditional sample variance is close to 

4. 
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5.1 Unconditional Moments ofHydraulic Head 

5.1.1 Unconditional Mean Head 

Figure 5.2 depicts contours of unconditional mean head at time / = 5 obtained 

with NMC=2500 Monte Carlo (MC) and nonlocal (Figure 5.2a) or localized (Figure 

5.2b) Moment Equation (ME) solutions. Figure 5.3 shows profiles of unconditional mean 

head and second-order mean head corrections < > at time i = 5 along two 

sections (marked in Figure 5.2) A-A ( .y^ = 2) and B-B ( x, = 4). Contours and profiles at 

time r = 10 (Figures 5.4 and 5.5) display similar patterns to those at time f = 5. So do 

contours and profiles at other times, which are not shown. Comparing Figures 5.2 and 5.4 

with Figures 4.17 and 4.19 (conditional case) shows that unconditional mean head varies 

more uniformly than does conditional mean head across the domain. Without 

conditioning, profiles of < /J'"'(X,/) > are symmetric about the pumping well. 

Figure 5.6 shows time variations of unconditional mean head and second-order 

mean head correction < > at four points: A (-v, = 4.0, x, = 2.0, the pumping 

well), B (.Y, = 2.0, = 2.0, upstream), C (x, = 6.0, .r, = 2.0, downstream), and D 

(.r, = 4.0, A", = 0.0, on Neumann boundary). Figure 5.6f shows that < A*"'(x,f) > at points 

B, C, and D are close to each other, indicating ±at the unconditional random field is 

more or less uniform. In addition, the second-order correction < > at points B, 

C, and D approach zero at late time, which explains why nonlocal and localized solutions 

coincide at late time (they also coincide with MC solutions). 
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5.1.2 Unconditional Variance of Hydraulic Heads 

Figure 5.7a depicts contours of unconditional head variance at r = 5 obtained with 

NMC=2500 Monte Carlo (solid) and by nonlocal ME (dashed) method. Figures 5.7b-e 

show how head variance at r = 5 varies along four sections (marked in Figure 5.7a) A-A 

(-v, =2), B-B (.r, = 3), A'-A' (-r, = 4), and B'-B' (.v, = 3 ). A comparison between 

Figure 5.7 and Figure 4.27 (conditional case) shows that conditioning reduces head 

variance and improves the quality of the nonlocal ME solutions by bring them closer to 

MC solutions. 

Figure 5.8 depicts profiles of unconditional head variance along sections A-A and 

B-B at times r = 1,3,5,10. Without conditioning, profile along A-A becomes smoother 

and the maximum on the profiles is seen to move rightward (from upstream to 

downstream of the well) as time increases; profile along B-B becomes more uniform than 

in the conditional case (Figure 4.29), indicating that the impermeable boundary has no 

impact on the unconditional head covariance. 

Figure 5.9 investigates variations in unconditional head variance with time at four 

points A (.r, = 4.0,x, = 2.0, pumping well), B (x, = 2.0, x, = 2.0, upstream), C 

( X, = 6.0,X, = 2.0, downstream), and D (.r, = 4.0,x, = 0.0, on Neumarm boundary). A 

comparison with Figure 4.30 (conditional case) shows that conditioning reduces head 

variance during the entire simulation period and agreement between nonlocal ME and 

MC solutions deteriorates in the unconditional case. 
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5.1.3 Unconditional Covariance of Hydraulic Heads 

Figures 5.10 a, c, and e show contours of unconditional head covariance 

Q (x, y, f = 5 = 5) with reference points y, =3.8,>', =1.8 (near pumping well), 

y, =2.0, ^2 =2.0 (upstream), and y, =4.0,y, =0.0 (on Neuman boundary). Figures 5.10 

b, d and f show their profiles along sections A-A and A'-A', which pass through the 

reference point horizontally and vertically. A comparison with Figure 4.35 shows that 

conditioning reduces head covariances. Note that, in Figure 5.1 Of, a maximum does not 

appear at reference point (4,0), but at points (3.8,0.0) for MC solutions and (3.6,0.0) 

for nonlocal ME solutions. This shift is related to head variance, as discussed in Section 

4.63. Without conditioning, due to deterministic boimdary and pumping conditions, head 

covariance is still nonhomogeneous in space. 

Figure 5.11 depicts unconditional head covariance Q(x,y( =3.8,.v, =1.8,r =^) 

along section A-A at times r = 5 = l, [ = s  =  3 ,  t  = s  =  5 ,  and / = j = 10 for a y  = 4,/ = 1. 

Analogous profiles of Q(x, y, =2.0,y, =2.0,r = 5) are depicted in Figure 5.12, which 

shows that nonlocal ME solution approaches MC solution as time increases. Figure 5.13 

illustrates how Q(x, =y, =2,^, =y2 =2,i,s) and C^{x^ =y, =4,.r2 =y, =0,r,j) vary 

with time for different reference times 5 = 1, ^ = 5, and j = 10. Nonlocal ME solution 

captures the overall behavior of the MC solution during the entire simulation period. 

Without conditioning, due to deterministic boundary, initial, and pumping conditions, 

head covariance is still nonstationary in time. 
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5.2 Conditional Moments of Flux 

5.2.1 Unconditional Mean Flux 

Figure 5.14 depicts contours of the unconditional longitudinal mean flux at time 

t = 5 obtained with NMC=2500 MC simulations and nonlocal (Figure 5.14a) or localized 

(Figure 5.14b) ME methods. Profiles of unconditional longitudinal mean flux, second-

order mean flux correction and residual flux at r = 5 along sections (marked in Figure 

5.14a) A-A (X; =1.9), B-B (,Y, = 0.7), and A'-A' (,Y, =3.9 ) are shown in Figure 5.15. 

Analogous contours and profiles for transverse flux are depicted in Figures 5.16 and 5.17. 

Figure 5.18 shows how unconditional longitudinal mean flux, second-order mean flux 

correction and residual flux vary with time at four points: A (.r, = 3.9,x, = 1.9, near 

pumping well), B (Xj =1.9, x, =1.9, upstream), C (x, = 5.9, x^ = 1.9. downstream), and D 

(,r, = 3.9,x, = 1.9, near Neumann boundary). Figure 5.19 does so for unconditional 

transverse flux. 

The mean flux and its second order correction are impacted largely by 

conditioning. Comparing Figures 5.14 and 4.45 shows that, in the conditional case, mean 

longitudinal flux converges to conditioning points as well as to the pumping well, while, 

in the unconditional case, mean longitudinal flux converges to the pumpmg well only. 

This is also true for transverse flux. A comparison between Figures 5.15d and 4.46d 

shows that a peak appears at a conditioning point (3.1, 0.7) (x, /£, = 0.3875). Without 

conditioning, no local minima are seen for longitudinal second-order flux correction 

along section A-A (Figure 5.15e). 
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5.2.2 Unconditional Variance Tensor of Flux 

Figures 5.20 - 5.22 depict contours and profiles of components of the 

unconditional variance tensor of flux at time r = 5 obtained with NMC=2500 MC 

simulations and the nonlocal ME method. Each figure includes a contour map and four 

profiles along sections: A-A (.r, = 1.9), B-B (.r, = 2.5), A'-A' (,r, = 3.9), and B'-B' 

(,v, =3.1). Comparing them with Figures 4.60 - 4.62 (conditional case) shows that 

conditioning improves the quality of nonlocal solutions by bring them closer to the MC 

solutions. Conditioning does not change the overall pattern but reduce the variances of 

flux, i.e., the uncertainties of the flux predictions. Reduction of the longitudinal flux 

variance is greater than those of transverse flux variance and cross-covariance between 

longitudinal flux and transverse flux at a zero lag. However, Figures 4.60e, 4.6 le show 

that, near conditioning point .r, =3.1,.i:, =0.7 , the conditional variances of longitudinal 

and transverse fluxes are greater than unconditional ones. This is caused by the large log-

conductivity at the conditioning point, as discussed in Section 4.7.2. 

Figures 5.23 - 5.25 depict profiles of the components of unconditional variance 

tensor of flux along sections A-A (x, = 1.9) and B-B (= 2.5) at time r = 1,3,5,10 . 

Nonlocal ME solutions in Figures 5.23 and 5.24 show that unconditional longitudinal and 

transverse flux variances upstream of the pumping well decrease with time, while those 

downstream of the pumping well increase with time. Variations of the cross-covariance 

between longitudinal and transverse flux at zero lag with time is not seen apparently 

(Figure 5.25). This is also seen in Figure 5.26, which shows how components of the 

variance tensor of flux vary with time at points A (.r, = 3.9, .r, = 1.9, near pumping well). 
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B (X, = 1.9,x, = 1.9, upstream), and C (.r, = 5.9, x, = 1.9, downstream). Components of 

the variance tensor of flux at point B decrease with time, while ±ose at point C increase 

with time. 

5.2.3 Unconditional Covariance Tensor of Flux 

Figures 5.27 - 5.30 depict components of unconditional covariance of flux 

C,,(x,y,/ = 5) with a reference point y, = 3.9,y, = 1.9 at time t=s = 5 obtained with 

NMC=2500 MC (solid) and nonlocal ME (dashed) method. Each figure contains a 

contour map and two profiles along sections Xi =3.9 and .r, = 1.9, which pass through 

the reference point horizontally and vertically. Analogous contours and profiles for 

C„(x,y, =1.9.>', =1.9,r =5) are depicted in Figures 5.31 - 5.34. Although without 

conditioning, components of covariance tensor of flux are seen to be nonhomogeneous in 

space due to deterministic boundary and pumping conditions. Comparing Figures 5.27 -

5.34 with Figures 4.77 - 4.84 (conditional case) shows that conditioning reduces largely 

the auto-covariances of longitudinal flux and transverse flux but not the cross-

covariances between longitudinal flux and transverse flux. With a reference point 

y^ = 1.9, y, = 1 -9, profiles of nonlocal ME solutions of auto-covariance along section A'-

A' (Figures 5.3 Ic and 5.32c) are symmetric about the reference point. Comparing Figures 

5.3 Ic and 5.32c with Figures 5.31b and 5.32b shows that the correlation scale along 

vertical direction is almost the same as that along horizontal direction recalling that 

A  = 2 A -
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Figure 5.35 shows how components of C^(.v, =y, =3.9,.Y , = y, =I.9,r, 5 )  vary 

with time for reference times 5 = 1,5,10. Figure 5.36 depicts the similar time variations of 

=y, =1.9,.V;, =y2 =1 .9 , t , s ) .  Comparing Figures 5.35 and 5.36 with Figures 4.85 

and 4.86 (conditional case) shows that conditioning reduces largely the auto-co variances 

of longitudinal flux and transverse flux (but not the cross-covariances between 

longitudinal flux and transverse flux) during the entire simulation period. Due to 

deterministic boundary, initial, and pumping conditions, the components of the 

covariance tensor of flux are nonstationary in time. 
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Cy=4,1= 1 NMC=2500 Section at x,=2.5 

Oy=4,1=1 NMC=2500 Section at x,=1.9 

o:.=4.1=1 NMC=2500 Section at x,=3.1 

Figure 5. 1. Images of (a) a single unconditional realization of K(x), unconditional 

sample (b) mean y(x) and (c) variance Sy{x )  obtained with NMC = 2500  generated by 
SGSIM for unconditional variance =4 and correlation scale / = 1. 5y^(x) along 
sections (d) .r, = 2.5, (e) x, = 1.9, and (f) x^ = 3.1. 
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Figure 5. 2. Contours of unconditional mean head at time t = 5 obtained with 
NMC = 2500 MC (solid) and (a) nonlocal (dashed) or (b) localized (dashed) ME 
solutions for =4,1 = 1. 
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o-p=4,/ = l. 
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Figure 5. 4. Contours of unconditional mean head at time r = 10 obtained with 
NMC = 2500 MC simulations (solid) and (a) nonlocal (dashed) or (b) localized (dashed) 
ME solutions for cr^ = 4, / = 1. 
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Figure 5.14. Contour of unconditional longitudinal mean flux at time t  =  5  obtained with 
NMC=2500 MC simulations (solid) and (a) nonlocal (dashed) or (b) localized (dashed) 
ME method for = 4,/ = 1. 
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Figure 5. 16. Contour of unconditional transverse mean flux at time t  =  5  obtained with 
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ME method for = 4,/ = I. 
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CHAPTER6 

CONCLUSIONS 

My work leads to the following major conclusions: 

L It is possible and computationally feasible to render optimum unbiased 

predictions of transient groundwater flow in bounded, randomly nonuniform 

porous media in the presence of uncertain initial, boundary, and source terms 

deterministically, without Monte Carlo simulation and upscaling, by means of a 

recursive nonlocal Finite Element Laplace Transform Method (FELT). It is 

likewise possible and computationally feasible to quantify the associated 

prediction errors of head and flux in terms of their variance and covariance in 

space and time. Although the nonlocal finite element analysis accounts for 

uncertainty in initial, boundary and source terms, I have not accounted for such 

uncertainty in my numerical examples. 

2. Major advantages of using Laplace transform are that: (a) only a fixed number of 

linear systems have to be solved for a full time-dependent simulation, (b) the 

method is well suited for parallel computing, and (c) the method yields more 

accurate numerical solutions than does classical time-marching schemes. 

3. In a maimer analogous to that of Tartakovsky and Neuntan [1999], I derived exact 

nonlocal and localized moment equations for the first two moments of hydraulic 

head and flux in the Laplace domain. The kernels of the transformed residual flux 

are similar to those at steady state {Neiiman and On-, 1993) except that they 
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include the Laplace parameter. These kernels render the residual flux and the 

conditional mean flux nonlocal and thus non-Darcian in space. 

Mean head and flux equations are localized in space via the ad-hoc assumption 

that the mean head gradient and residual flux vary slowly in space. Localization in 

time is achieved without any assumption through the application of Laplace 

transform. Localization in space introduces an apparent hydraulic conductivity, 

which can be estimated either by inverse method against measured values of head 

and flux or by recursive approximation. In this dissertation, it was approximated 

by its second-order approximation in the conditional case and the geometric mean 

conductivity in the unconditional case (equivalent to adopting a zero-order 

approximation for unconditional mean flow). Computationally, it is more efficient 

to solve localized mean flow equations than nonlocal equations. However, the 

localized solution is less accurate than the nonlocal solution in highly 

heterogeneous media, especially near the pumping well where the ad-hoc 

assumption is violated. Furthermore, a localized solution does not provide 

information about prediction uncertainty. 

The nonlocal finite element method is based on a closure approximation of exact 

nonlocal moment equations and is therefore normally restricted to mildly 

heterogeneous or well-conditioned strongly heterogeneous media with <Ty <scl 

where is a measure of the standard deviation of log hydraulic conductivity. 

For two-dimensional superimposed mean-uniform and convergent flows, nonlocal 

moments of head and flux obtained by FELT agree very well with those obtained 
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by Monte Carlo (MC) solution for heterogeneous media with unconditional 

ay =1. The agreement between nonlocal and MC solutions is remarkably good 

for well-conditioned strongly heterogeneous media with unconditional as high 

as 4. However, without conditioning, nonlocal variance-co variances of head and 

flux differ largely from MC solutions, implying that they are not accurate in this 

case. 

6. Conditioning renders the log-conductivity field statistically nonhomogeneous. 

Conditioning does not change the overall patterns of space-time variations in head 

and flux moments, which are controlled primarily by initial, boundary, and source 

terms. Conditioning does, however, have a significant effect on the magnitude of 

these moments. It improves accuracy of predictions as measured against MC 

solutions and reduces the head variance (i.e., the uncertainty of head predictions) 

during the entire simulation period. Conditioning does not necessarily reduce the 

flux variance. In my examples, flux near a conditioning point with large 

conductivity causes the local flux variance to increases significantly. 

7. In my examples, mean head increases monotonically with time till it reaches 

steady state. The time variation pattern of zero-order mean head (main contributor 

to mean head) is similar to that of mean head. The second-order head correction 

< A'"'(x,r) initially decreases with time and then increases very slowly. During 

the entire simulation period, < A'*'(x,r) varies by less than one of magnitude. 

Head variance is zero at deterministic Dirichlet boundaries and increases toward 
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the center of the domain. A maximum appears at the pumping well. While 

patterns of head variation with time are different at different points, head variance 

at points upstream (downstream) of the pumping well decreases (increases) with 

time due to the initial and boundary conditions. Head variance differs from that 

obtained by MC solution less at late time than at early time. The head covariance 

shows pattems (in space and time) similar to those of the head variance. It is 

nonhomogeneous in space and nonstationary in time due to conditioning and the 

presence of deterministic boundary, initial, and pumping conditions. 

8. In my examples, transverse mean flux is zero on Dirichlet and Neumann 

boundaries where uniform deterministic boundary conditions prevail. At 

conditioning points, the second-order flux correction exhibits local minima and 

the residual flux correction is zero. Time variation pattems of mean flux, second-

order flux and residual flux corrections differ from each other. The second-order 

residual flux correction is similar in magnitude to mean flux at all simulation 

times. Longitudinal flux variance upstream of the pumping well is larger than that 

downstream of the pumping well. The former decreases with time and the latter 

increases with time because the deterministic initial head is uniform. Transverse 

flux variance is very close to zero near boundaries due to uniform deterministic 

conditions that prevail there. The time variation pattern of transverse flux variance 

is similar to that of longitudinal flux variance. The auto-covariance of flux 

exhibits pattems (in space and time) similar to those of the flux variance. The 

cross-covariance between longitudinal and transverse flux is very small (except at 
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the pumping well), indicating a weak correlation. It is nonhomogeneous in space 

and nonstationary in time due to conditioning and deterministic boundary, initial, 

and pumping conditions. 

9. The pumping well renders flow statistically nonuniform in space and 

nonstationary in time. It has a significant effect on the mean and variance of head 

and flux. Second-order head correction displays a minimum and mean flow 

converges at the pumping well. The pumping well causes head and flux variances 

in its vicinity to increase. Due to the deterministic constant pumping rate, 

correlation between head (and flux) at the pumping well and that at other points 

changes slightly with time. 

10. Parallel computing saves considerable amount of computer time in calculating 

zero-order Green's function, second-order cross-covariance between hydraulic 

conductivity and head, second-order variance-covariance of head, and second-

order variance tensor of flux. However, it is not so for problems requiring short 

computing time (e.g., calculation of second-order residual flux) and those 

requiring large fraction of system calls (e.g., calculation of second-order 

CO variance tensor of flux). 

11. The nonlocal moment equation method has several advantages over Monte Carlo 

simulations. First, the nonlocal moment equation method is more efficient than 

Monte Carlo simulations with respect to computing time when calculating first 

two moments of head and flux. Second, computing time of the moment equation 

method is fixed (because moment equations are deterministic), while computing 
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time of Monte Carlo simulation required for convergence increases as the 

heterogeneity of the domains increases. More importantly, there is no guarantee 

that Monte Carlo solutions converge to the theoretical ensemble solutions. 

Finally, the moment equation method allows analyzing a variety of scenarios 

without re-computing the Green's function as long as the boundary configuration 

remains fixed; in contrast, Monte Carlo simulations have to be repeated whenever 

values of boundary or pumping rates change. 
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APPENDIX A 

LAPLACE TRANSFORM AND ITS NUMERICAL INVERSE 

AL Existence and Properties of Laplace Transform 

If f { t )  is a function of time, then its Laplace transform is 

L[nt ) ]=fa)= I  me ' -d i  (Al) 

where x. is a complex parameter whose real part is positive and large enough to make the 

integral convergent. According to Kuhfittig [1978, pi5], 

I f  f i t )  IS  o f  exponent ia l  order  e" '  for  some a  and  sec t ional ly  con t inuous  for  t>0 ,  i t s  

Laplace  t rans form ex i s t s  for  X>a.  

A function f{t) is said to be of exponential order e°' if there exist real constants M >0 

and IV >0 such that for all t > N 

A function f{t) is said to be sectionally continuous fort >Oif it has at most a finite 

number  o f f in i te  d i scont inu i t i es  in  the  in terva l  0<t<b for  b>0.  

Obviously, the hydraulic head h{x , t )  defined by the equations (LI) - (1.5) is sectionally 

continuous in the time domain. In addition, for flow systems, we can always find a 

maximum value M so that h{x,t) <M for all t> M with or = 0. Therefore, the Laplace 

transform of hydraulic head h{x,t) exists for r > 0 and Z>a = 0. 

There are two useful properties of the Laplace transform. The first one is known 

as the derivative theorem 

e"" f{ t )  \<M or  \  f i t )  |<  Me '"  (A2) 
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I f  f { t )  i s  con t inuous  for  t>0  and  o f  exponent ia l  order  e" '  and  i f  d f { t ) /d t  i s  sec t ional ly  

continuous for r > 0, then 

LW(.t)ldt] = AI[/(/)] - /(0+) (/I > a) (A3) 

I f  f i t )  i s  con t inuous  for t  > 0. /(0+) = /(O), the equation above reduces to 

L[df{t)ldt-\ = /lI[/(/)]-/(0) (A > a) (A4) 

In our application, (A4) is used to eliminate the temporal derivative from the transient 

flow equation. The second one is known as the convolution theorem 

If f {t) and g{t) are sectionally continuous and of exponential order e"', then 

L[f*g] = Lmt)]L[g{t)] U>or) (A5) 

where the convolution is defined as 

r (A6) 

This property can be used to transfer the integro-differential equations from time domain 

to Laplace domain. 

A2. Laplace Transform of Equations (1.1) - (1.5) 

Taking the Laplace transform (Al) of (1.1) leads to 

jjq(x,0e~'"^^^ = - Ar(x)V/z(x,r)e"'^'rfr xeQ (A7) 

Thus, (1.7) is obtained directly. Applying (Al) to equation (1.2) leads to 

I 5,(x)—e " t/r = - f V-q(x,r)e ''''dt+ T f (^x,t)e"^'dt xeQ (A8) 
Jo 0^ Jo Jo 

Applying the derivative theorem (A4) and substituting initial condition (1.3) lead to 

5,(x)>l/j(x,A)-5',(x)Ho(x) = -V-q(x,A)+/(x,;i) (A9) 
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Rearranging (A9) by moving the unknown terms to the left hand side and known terms to 

the right hand side leads to equation (1.8). Applying (Al) to the Dirichlet boundary 

condition (1.4) leads to (1.9). Applying (Al) to the Neuman boundary condition (1.5) 

leads to 

which yields (1.10) directly. 

A3. Numerical Inverse Laplace Transform 

The inverse Laplace transform of (Al) can be obtained analytically by applying a 

partial fraction expansion or integration along some contour in the complex A plane. 

However, when this proves to be too difficult or impossible due to the complexity of the 

formula of /(A), or when /(A) is known only in terms of its numerical values in the 

complex plane, the numerical methods become necessary. One of the methods employs 

only real values of A {Bellman, 1966; Stehfest, 1970), whose transformed function is not 

smooth and unstable for highly oscillated fimctions. I prefer the algorithm of Crump 

[1976] and De Hoog et al. [1982] which uses the complex Laplace parameter. This 

algorithm is widely used in conjimction with the Finite Element Laplace Transform 

method {Liggett and Liu, 1983; Sudicky, 1989; Xu and Brusseau, 1995; Pini and Putti, 

1997; Farrell et al., 1998; Gambolati et aL, 1997; and Gallo et al., 1998). The following 

introduction is modified from Cnmip and De Hoog et al.'s papers. 

Substituting the Laplace parameter A = a+ib  ( /  =  ,  a>a and b are the real 

and imaginary part of X, respectively) into (Al) leads to 

xe r , v  (AlO) 
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/(A) = f(t)e~'" cos{bt)dt -i f{t)e"" s\n{bt)dt (All) 

Re/C-i)  lm/(A) 

Starting with (Al), the inverse transform f { t )  is given by (Butkov, 1968, p209) 

(A12) 
2m 

Using the residue theorem (Butkov, 1968, p84) and substituting yl = a + ib into (A12) 

gives 

fo )=—[mfuy '"}db  

la. . . 

= — [Re {/(A)}cos(6r)-Im{/(/.)}sin(A/)]£/6 
7t 

Equation (All) and (A 12) can be replaced by the cosine transform pair [Crump, 1976] 

R-e[/(^)] = f /(Oe""' cos{bc)dt 
^ . (A14) 

/(O f Re{/(/l)}cos(60^/6 

or by the sine transform pair [Crump, 1976] 

Im[/(^)] = - jf fiOe"" sin{bt)dt 
. (A15) 

Im{/(A)}sin(Z>r)i/Z> 

Using the trapezoidal nde with step size TC I T  { T > t )  and cosine series, Dubner and 

Abate [1968] developed the numerical approximation of (A14) as 

fiit)=^c^(,at)l^~f{a) + '^{RQ{f{a^kjtiiri}cos{k7nlT)] (AI6) 
^ - t=i 
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The associated discretization error { t )  (incurred when the integral is approximated by 

the Fourier series) is 

f,(0 = /(0-/;(0 = |;exp(-2a^'^)[/(2^-^+0+exp(2ar)7(2^'^-0] (A17) 

Using the exponential function, Crwnp [1976] developed an approximation of (A13) as 

/: (0 = :|:exp(a/)[^ /(^^) + 2 exp(//:;r/ / T)} ] (A18) 
- *=i 

where T is the half period of the periodic function /. The associated discretization 

error £,(0 is 

^:(0 =/(0-/3(0 = ^t\V^-lakT)'f{2kT +r) (A19) 
*=i 

By taking one half of each side of (A18) and subtracting it from (A16), then multiplying 

the results by 2, Crump [1976] obtained a numerical approximation of (A15) using sine 

series as 

f ^ i r )  = —exp(ar)^ Im{ /(a+At/Tz / T)}  sin(^/Tr /  T )  (A20) 
T *=1 

The associated discretization error E^{t) is 

E,(.t) = f{t)-Mt) = '^exp(-2akT)[fi2kT+t)-cxpi2at)fi2kT-t)] (A21) 
t=i 

All the approximations , and f^{t) can be used for numerical inverse 

transform. However, Crump [1976] pointed out that ^ (the average of and is the 

most useful approximation in practice because it does not contain the exponentially 

increasing term exp(2ar) in its discretization error. Thus, is selected for numerical 
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inverse transform. The discretization error £, is controlled by the parameter aT as 

approaches zero when ar is large. According to Crump, the discretization error can be 

minimized by discretizing the Laplace parameter as 

A^=A^+ ikTt  IT ,  /t = 0,1,2,2M +1 (A22) 

where =-ln(£) / (2T) , £ being a discretization error in the range 10"" < £ < 10"^ and 

^ ' ^nax being the simulation period. 

Two other sources of numerical error in approximating /(t) with are: (1) 

truncation error caused by taking only a finite (instead of infinite) number of terms in the 

Fourier series; and (2) roundoff error governed by the properties of the computer. The 

latter is negligibly small in modem computers. To minimize the truncation error, it is 

necessary to accelerate convergence of the infinite series. For this purpose, Cnimp [1976] 

used the epsilon algorithm and De Hoog et al. [1982] developed a quotient difference (q-

d) algorithm. By comparing the results obtained by the q-d algorithm with those by 

Crump's epsilon one, De Hoog et al. [1982] concluded that their algorithm results in a 

significant improvement over that of Crump in convergence rate and accuracy. I outline 

briefly the q-d scheme: 

a o  

Given a power series ^ , we generate a sequence of quotient differences ^ 
msO 

as successive approximations to the power series. ^4, „ and are evaluated by the 

following recurrence algorithm, 

=\, ..., 2M 
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with initial values A_, = 0, = 0, AQ=d^, and 5,, = 1. In (A23), is constant. Upon 

defining 

and the initial values e)p = 0 for / = 0, • • 2M and q\'^ = a,.,, / a- for / = 0, • • 2M 

are given by 

A disadvantage of this inverse algorithm is that discretization and truncation 

errors cannot be controlled simultaneously at r <sc and t due to the Gibbs 

phenomenon of Fourier series. For example, when M is infinite, reducing the 

discretization error to zero introduces a large truncation error and vice versa (see also 

Gallo et al., 1996; Gambolati et al., 1997; Xii and Brusseau, 1997). Gambolati et al. 

[1997] suggested that M should be 15-25 to cope for many applications. On one hand, 

taking M to exceed 40 leads to little improvement; on the other hand, a large M 

requires long computation time to evaluate /(/.). They also suggested that one solves the 

transformed equation for different sets of Laplace parameters and T if the 

simulation spans a large time interval. 

A4. Numerical Example 

(A24) 

(A25) 

(A26) 
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I use a numerical example to illustrate that the numerical inverse algorithm of 

Cnimp [1976] and De Hoog [192] can provide accurate results for solving partial 

differential equations. Given a transient flow equation 

|^ = -V^/2(x,y,0 (A27) 
dt 

subject to initial and boundary conditions 

h{x ,y ,Q)  =  h^  (A28) 

h{Q,y j )  =  h{a ,y , i )  =  Q (A29) 

dy 
= 0 (A30) 

ysO 

its analytical solution is 

h{x,yJ) = -^^^—icosn;r-\)e (A31) 
n^l 

Setting a = 8.0, b= 4.0, = 1.0 and discretizing the domain into 40 x 20 cells of size 

0.2 X 0.2, we solve this problem with the finite difference, finite element, and finite 

element Laplace transform (FELT) (see Chapter 3 for detail) methods. The finite 

difference solution is obtained using the software MODFLOW-96 {Harbaugh and 

McDonald, 1996). Comparisons between these solutions and the analytical one are shown 

in Figure A. I and A.2. These graphs show that whereas FELT solution virtually coincides 

with the analytical solution over the entire time interval, the same is not true for the finite 

difference and finite element solutions. 
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Comparison between analytical and FELT solutions at point xs4, y=2 

analytical solution 

- - -X - -FELT solution 

25 30 35 

—K 
40 

Figure A. 1. Comparison between analytical and FELT solutions at center .v = 4,y = 2 of 
domain. 

Comparison tietween analytical, finite difference, and finite element solutions at 
point x=4, y=2 

analytical solution 

o Finite Element solution 

^ Finite Difference(MODFLOW) 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

time 

Figure A. 2. Comparison between analytical, the finite difference, and finite difference 
solutions at center x = 4, y = 2 of domain. 
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APPENDIX B 

INTRODUCTION TO MPI 

MPI is a public library developed by the MPI Forum (see the website 

http://www.mpi-forum.org/). It provides portable source codes that can be compiled and 

run on any platforms, allowing efficient implementation across a range of architectures. 

The MPI-1 standard was defined in 1994, specifying the names, calling sequences, and 

results of subroutines and fimctions to be called from Fortran 77 and C. All 

implementations of MPI must follow these rules to ensure portability. The recently 

developed MPI-2 standard provides additional features not presented in MPI-1. including 

tools for parallel I/O, C++ and Fortran 90 bindings, and dynamic process management. 

At present, some MPI implementations include portions of the MPI-2 standard but the 

full MPI-2 standard is not yet available. This appendix introduces only a small subset of 

the features of MPI to help the reader understand the implementations of the parallel 

finite element algorithm. All syntaxes of MPI functions are adopted from the MPI-1 

standard with binding language Fortran 77. 

B1. Getting Started with MPI 

A t>'pical MPI program has the following layout: 

INCLUDE -MPIF-H' 

CALL MPI_INIT (lERROR) 

CALL MPI_COMM_SIZE (MPI_COMM_WORLD, NP, ERROR) 

http://www.mpi-forum.org/
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The preprocessor file, MPIFJI, contains definitions, macros and fimction prototypes that 

are necessary for compiling an MPI program. Before calling any MPI fimctions, the 

function MPI_INIT must be called once. The argument lERROR contains error codes 

defined in the file MPIF.H. After successful completion of all the communications within 

the program, the function MPI_FINIALIZE must be called and tlien no other MPI 

functions should be called. 

Three most important variables -communicator, number and rank of processors -

are obtained by MPI functions: MPI_COMM_SIZE and MPI_COMM_RANK. We 

introduce them as follows: 

1. The syntax of MPI_COMM_SIZE is 

CALL MPI_COMM_SIZE (MPI_COMM_WORLD, NP, lERROR) 

INTEGER MPI_COMM_WORLD, NP, lERROR 

The first argument is a communicator, a collection of processes that send 

messages to each other. The constant MPI_COMM_WORLD is a predefined 

communicator consisting of all processors launched when program execution 

begins. The argument NP is a user defined variable, returning the number of 

processors used in the program. 

2. The syntax of MPI_COMM_RANK is 

CALL MPI_COMM_RANK (MPI_COMM_WORLD, MY_RANK, lERROR) 

INTEGER MPI_COMM_WORLD, MY_RANK, ERROR 

This function returns the rank of the processors firom zero to NP - 1 through the 

second argument MY_RANK, which is a user defined variable. 
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In practice, the orders of these two functions can be switched. However, they should be 

called before other MPI functions. In the MP I-1 standard, the I/O operation is performed 

sequentially (i.e., in a master-slave style) on a single processor with rank 0. 

B2. Point-to-point Communication and Collective Communication 

To transfer copies of data (messages) between processors, MPI provides two 

communication mechanisms: point-to-point commimication and collective 

communication. The former is performed by MPI functions: MPI_SEND and 

MPI_RECV, sending and receiving data between only two processors (I don not use this 

mechanism). The latter involves all processors in a communicator and is performed by 

the MPI functions: MPI_BCAST, MPI_REDUCE, MPI_ALLREDUCE, 

MPI_SCATTER, MPI_GATHER, and MPI_ALLGATHER, illustrated in Figure B1.1 

introduce briefly those most often I use: MPI_BCAST, MPI_SCATTER, and 

MPI_GATHER. 

1. MPI_BCAST 

This function sends a copy of the data from one processor to all processors in the 

communicator. Its syntax is 

MPI_BCAST (BUFFER, COUNT, DATATYPE, ROOT, COMM, TERROR) 

INTEGER COUNT, DATATYPE, ROOT, COMM, lERROR 

The argument BUFFER is the starting address of the memory location where the 

data being broadcasted are stored; the argument COUNT is the number of data 

items being broadcasted; the argument DATATYPE defined in the head file 

MPIF.H is the data type of each item of the data being broadcasted; the argument 



ROOT is the rank of the processor within the communicator doing the 

broadcasting; and the argument COMM is the communicator across which the 

broadcast is to be made. In my appUcation, for example, grid information (e.g., 

number of elements, number of nodes, node number of each element) is 

broadcasted to all processor, including the root processor. 

MPI_SCATTER 

This function distributes a data structure stored in a single processor across the 

processors in the communicator. Its syntax is 

MPI_SCATTER (SENDBUF, SENDCOUNT, SENDTYPE, RECVBUF, 

RECVCOUNT, RECVTYPE, ROOT, COMM, ERROR) 

INTEGER SENDCOUNT, SENDTYPE, RECVCOUNT, RECVTYPE, ROOT, 

COMM, ERROR 

It splits the data referenced by SENDBUF on the ROOT processor into NP 

segments, each of which consists of SENDCOUNT elements of type 

SENDTYPE. The first segment is sent to the processor with rank zero, the second 

segment to the processor with rank 1, etc. The send parameters are significant 

only on the processor with rank ROOT. In most cases, SENDCOUNT is the same 

as RECVCOUNT and SENDTYPE is the same as RECVTYPE. In my 

application, the root processor (with rank zero) reads the discretized Laplace 

parameters, divides them into NP segments, and sends these segments across the 

processors within the communicator. 

MPI GATHER 



This function, in contrast to MPI SCATTER, collects the distributed data 

structure onto a single processor. Its syntax is 

MPI_GATHER (SENDBUF, SENDCOUNT, SENDTYPE, RECVBUF, 

RECVCOUNT, RECVTYPE, ROOT, COMM, ERROR) 

INTEGER SENDCOUNT, SENDTYPE, RECVCOUNT, RECVTYPE, ROOT, 

COMM, DERROR 

It collects data referenced by SENDBUF firom each processor in the 

communicator COMM and stores them in the processor with rank ROOT in the 

memory referenced by RECVBUFF. Thus, data from processor 0 are followed by 

data from processor 1, which are followed by data from processor 2, etc. The data 

referenced by SENDBUF on each processor consist of SENDCOUNT elements of 

type SENDTYPE. The parameters SENDCOUNT and SENDTYPE are, in most 

cases, the same as RECVCOUNT and RECVTYPE, respectively. The RECEIVE 

parameters are only significant on the root processor. In my application, the root 

processor (with rank 0) collects mean heads from other processors corresponding 

to discretized Laplace parameters. 

As the parallel programs become more and more sophisticated, a wider variety of 

MPI functions are likely to be used. Therefore, it is worth ending this introduction with 

some useful websites: 

1 Argonne National lab: httD://www-unix.mcs.anl.gov/mpi/ 

2 Mississippi State University: http://w^^.erc.msstate.edu/misc/mpi/ 
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The book Parallel Programming with MPI hy Peter Pacheco: 

http://nexus.cs.usfca.edu/mpi/ 

The Book MPI: The Complete Reference by Snir et al: 

hrtp://\\'ww.netlib.org/utk/papers/mpi-book/mpi-book.html 

The MPT (MPI Tool Kit) of SGI: http://www.sgi.com/software/mpt/ 
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Figure B. 1. A diagram of the collective commimication mechanism. 
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APPENDLX C 

GREENS' FUNCTION 

C1. Random Green's Function in Time and Laplace Domains 

Following Tartakovsky [1996], the Green's function associated with equations 

(1.1) -(1.5) is defined as 

5 , (y )  [A: (y )V^G(y ,x , /  - r ) ]  +  ̂ (y  -x )S{ t - r )  r  >  r  (CI)  
d{ i -T)  ^  ^  

subject to the homogeneous initial and boundary conditions 

G(y,x,0)=0 ysQ (C2) 

G(y,.\,/-r) = 0 yer^ (C3) 

V,G(y,x,r-r)-n(y)=0 yeT^ (C4) 

where S is the Dirac Delta function, and G{y, \ , t  < r) =0 is given by the causality 

principle implicitly. The physical meaning of G(y, x,r — r) is the hydraulic head at 

x(.r, ,x,,.t3) and time t due to an instantaneous point source of strength unity generated 

at point y(>'i,>'i,>'3) at time r with the initial head distribution being zero, the hydraulic 

head on Dirichlet boundary and Darcian flux on Neuman boundary being zero. 

I define a time variable T = t — T and replace t — r in (CI) — (C4) with T. 

Applying Laplace transform with respect to T to (CI) — (C4), utilizing derivative 

theorem (A3), and remembering that the Laplace transform of 5{T) with respect to T is 

unity, we obtain equivalently equations (2.1) - (2.3) satisfied by the transformed Green's 

function G(y, x, X ) .  
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C2. Green's Function is Symmetric in the Laplace domain 

Equation (2.1) shows that the linear operator associated with G(y ,  x,>l) is 

L=-S7{KV) + S,1 (C5) 

so that Z, G(y,x,/I) = ̂ (y-x). For arbitrary functions u and v satisfying homogeneous 

Dirichlet and Neuman boundary conditions, we define 

(£»,v) = —|^V-(ArVM)v<ix+ |^5,AMVi/x (C6) 

where (,) denotes iiuier product. Applying Green's first identity twice to the first domain 

integral, recalling homogeneous boundary conditions satisfied by u (i.e., u |p^ = 0 and 

Vu-n Ir^ = 0) gives 

(Z,z<,v) = —J^[V-(/CVv) + 5,Av]z<f/x+ATVv-nzif/x-^Vu-nvc/x (C7) 

Recalling homogeneous boundary conditions satisfied by v (i.e., v = 0, and 

Vv • n |p^, = 0) yields {Lu ,  W = - • (^^Vv) + 5,/lv]i/i/x = (u ,  l l v ) . We thus define the 

self-adjoint operator of L d& ll =-V-(/r(x)V) +5, (x)/?., which shows that L is self-

adjoint. 

The Green's function G(y,x,/l) associated with L satisfies the formal relation 

Z.G(y,x,A) = «5^(y-x). WedenoteanotherGreen's function by G (y,z,A) which 

satisfies the relation L G (y,z,/l) = S{y—z). At this point, there is no assxmied, or 

implied, relationship between G and G . The letters x and z are used merely to 
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distinguish between the (arbitrary) "influence" points in each case. As both functions 

• • 

satisfy homogeneous boundary conditions, we have {LG,G )  =  {G,LG ). The defining 

equations Z:G(y,x,/l) = J(y-x) and LG (y,z,A) = J(y-z) imply that 

• • 
££5^(y-x)G {y,z,X)dY= |^G(y,x,/l)^(y-z)i/y and so G (x,z,A) = G(2,x,A). As both 

functions satisfy homogeneous conditions, they are identical and thus 

G(x,z, A) = G(z,x, A). This proves that the Green's function for self-adjoint operators is 

symmetric. Physically, this means that, in the Laplace domain, interchanging the point 

positions of source and response does not alter the response. 

C3. Perturbation of The mean Green's Function < G(y, x. A) 

Taking conditional ensemble mean on both sides of (2.1) gives 

-V,. •[< A:(y)Vj. G(y,x,A) >J+5,(y)/l < G(y,x,>i) >^= J(y-x) (C8) 

We formally expand G(y,x,A) in an asymptotic sequence as 

- ( 0 )  _ (1 )  . ( 2 )  

G(y ,x ,A)  =  G (y ,x ,A)  +  G (y ,x ,A)  +  G (y,x,A) + ... (C9) 

where the conditional mean of each term in (C9) forms an asymptotic sequence with 

_(0 _(0) 

respect to CTj,, i.e., < G >^=0((T 'y ) ,  G  being deterministic. Applying gradient 

operator V on both sides of (C9), multiplying by K, and taking conditional ensemble 

mean gives 

_(0)  _(1)  _ (2)  

<KVG>^=<K(^G +VG +VG 4-...)>^ (CIO) 
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By the definition K = In AT, we have K = e^ + K' + Y ' +...) where 

Kc = is the conditional geometric mean of Y. Substituting this expression of K 

into (CIO) gives 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( I )  i Y''~" -<"> 

<KVG>=Ka<{\  + Y  +. . . ) {SG +VG +-.) >c= <Z7—T7^<^ >.= 
(/-")'• (CI I) 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( ! )  _ ( ! )  _ ( l )  2  _ ( 0 )  

AR,.(V<G >.+V<G >^+V<G > +<Y'VG >.+—V<G >.+. . . )  
C .  C  C C ^ C '  

which is an expansion in powers of ay. Substituting (C9) and (CI 1) into (C8) leads to 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( 1 )  _ ( 2 )  _ ( l )  

-V{Kc '^<G >^+Kcy<G >,+A'cV<G >,+/Cc<rVG >, + 
2 _(0) _(0) _(l) .C) (C12) 

K,.^V<G >,+...]+S,/l(<G >,+<G >.+<G >,+...) = <J(y-x) 

Collecting terms of same order in , we obtain a recursive system of equations 

_(0) _(0) 
-V-[ /C^V<G >J + 5,a<G >,= ̂ (y-x) 

_(i)  -(I)  
-V[A:^V<G >J + 5, /L<G >,= 0 (C13) 

, •  _ ( n )  _ ( l )  

-VG >J+S,A<G >.= 0 />2 

subject to homogeneous boundary conditions 

_(0)  _ (1)  _ (2 )  

<G >^+<G >^+<G >^+... = 0 yefo (C14) 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( I )  _ ( 2 )  

V(<G >^+<G >^+<G >^+...)-n = 0 y^ R ^  ( C 1 5 )  

-(0) 

Accordingly, the zero-order mean Green's function < G satisfies the equation 

-(0) _(0) 

-V,.-[A:c(y)Vy <G (y,x,/l)>J-(-5,(y)A<G (y,x,A) >^= J(y-x) ysQ (C16) 
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subject to boundary conditions 

_ (0) 

<G (y,x,/l)>^=0 yer^ (C17) 

-  (0)  

Vy<G (y,x,/l)>, •n(y) = 0 yeTy (CIS) 

_ ( i )  

Similarly, the first-order mean Green's function <G satisfies the homogeneous 

equation 

_(i)  -(I)  
-'^y-[^G(y)^y (y,x,/t)>J + 5,(y)A<G (y,x,/l)>^=0 ysQ (C19) 

subject to homogeneous boundary conditions 

- (1) 
<G (y,x,/l)>,= 0 yeTfl (C20) 

_ (I)  
V, <G (y,x,/l)>, •ii(y) = 0 yeT,, (C21) 

_(i)  -C) 
Obviously, < G (y, x, /.) 0. The second-order mean Green's function <G 

satisfies the equation 

-Vy <G (y,x,A) >J + 5,(y)A <G (y,x,A) >^= 
_ ( I )  _ 2  _ ( 0 )  

V,-[/j:,;(y)<r(y)VG (y,x,;L)>,.+/^^.(y)^V<G >,] 

subject to boundary conditions 

_ { 2 )  

<G (y,x,/l)>^=0 yeTo (C23) 

_ ( 2 )  

V^. < G (y, X, 1) -n(y) = 0 y e T„ (C24) 

Higher order approximations can be obtained in the same way. 

yeQ (C22) 
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C4. Deterministic Green's Function in the Laplace Domain 

Define a deterministic Green's function Gc(y,x,/l) associated with (2.19) -

(2.21) according to 

-V, [< / i:(y)>^ VyGe(y,x,/l)] + 5,(y)/lGr(y,x,/l) = J(y-x) ysQ (C25) 

subject to 

Gr (y, X, /t) = 0 y € To (C26) 

V,G.(y,x,A)n(y) = 0 yeT, (C27) 

We formally expand Gf(y,x,/l) in powers of ay as 

_(0) _(1) _(2) 
Gr(z,y,/l) = Gc (y,x,A) + G^ {y , \ ,A)  +  Gc (y,.x,/l) + ... (C28) 

• I Taking conditional ensemble mean of K(x) = Kf;(l + V yields an expansion 

of < K{x)  in powers of , 

<Kix)>=K^X^)<e'^ >=K,,(x)il+^^+...) (C29) 

Substituting (C28) and (C29) into (C22) gives 

-Vv-[A:c;(y)(l+-^+.-)V,(Gc (y,x,A)+G. (y,x,/l)+Gc (y,x,A)+...)] 
^ (C30) _(0) _(I)  _(2) 

+5,(y)/l(Gc (y,x,A) + Gc (y,x,A) + Gc (y,x,/l) + ...) = J(y-x) 

Collecting terms of same order in <jy yields the following recursive equations 
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_ (0)  _  (0)  

-Vv[^c;(y)^y (y,x,/l)]+5,(y);iGc (y,x,;L) = J(y-x) 
_(i)  _(i)  

-Vv[^a(y)V,a (y,x,/l)] + 5,(yUG. (y,x,A) = 0 (C31) 

-V,[/C,;(y)X gI"' (y, x, A)] + S, (y)A (y, x, A) = 0 / > 2 
,1=0 

_ (0)  

Accordingly, the zero-order approximation Gc (y,x,/i) satisfies the equation 

_ ( 0 )  _ 1 0 )  

-Vy-[^c(y)^yGc (y,x,A)] + S,(y)^Gc (y,x,A) = J(y-x) (C32) 

_  ( 0 )  

G. (y,x,/L) = 0 y€r^ (C33) 

-  10) 

Vj.Gr (y,x,/l).n(y) = 0 yeTv (C34) 

_(0) _(0) 

Comparing (C32) - (C34) widi (CI6) - (CI8) gives Gc (y,x,i) =< G (y,x,y^.) >^. The 

_ (1) 
first-order approximation Gc (y,x,/i) satisfies the homogeneous equation 

_ (I)  _ (1) 
-'^y[''^c(y)'^y (y,x,/l)] + 5,(yUGc (y,x,;i) = 0 (C35) 

subject to homogeneous boundary conditions 

_ (I)  
Gc (y,x,/l) = 0 yer^ (C36) 

-(I)  
VyG. (y,x,A).n(y)=0 yeT^v (C37) 

- ( I )  _ ( 2 )  

ObWousIy, G c  (y, x, A ) = 0. The second-order approximation G c  (y,x,A) satisfies the 

equation 

-a) 1,  .  _(0) _(2) 
-Vv[^c(y)VyG. (y,x,2) + ̂ ^(y)^i:;^V^Gc (y,xa)]+5:,(y);LGc (y,x,/l)=0 (C38) 
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subject to homogeneous boundary conditions 

_ (2) 

Gc (y,x,/L)=0 yeTo (C39) 

_ C) 
V^ Gc Cy,x,;i) .D(y) = 0 (C40) 

Higher order approximations can be obtained in the same way. 
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APPENDIX D 

EXPLICIT AND IMPLICIT FORMS OF RESIDUAL FLUX 

D1. Decomposition of the Linear Stochastic Operator 

Substituting equation (1.7) into (1.8) yields 

V-(^(X)VKX,A))-S, (X)AMX ,;1) + 7(X ,A) + S,(X)//„(X)=0 (Dl) 

Similar to Neuman et al. [1996], we write (Dl) as 

(D2) 
I, ̂  / / (X,  A) + /(X, X) + S, (x)//o(x) = 0 

D^ . /z(x,/l) + /?, ^ A(x,/l) + 7(x,/l) + 5,(x)//o(x) = 0 

where 

I,., = V. (^(x)V) - S, (X)A D,., = V • (< ii:(x) >, V) - S, (X)A 

A.A =<^X .X >,= V-(</r(x)>, V)-5,(x)A (D3) 

^, . ,=V.(r(x)V) >,= 0 

We can see that the deterministic head h c { x , X )  (the solution of equations (2.19) - (2.21)) 

satisfies the equation ^ hc{\,X)+< f{x,A) > +S,(x) < //^(x) > = 0 subject to 

deterministic conditions hc{x,X) =< H{x,X) > on the Dirichlet boundary and 

< Ar(x) V Ac(x,/l) •n(x) =< Q{x,X) > on the Neuman boundary. The associated 

deterministic Green's function G<-(y, x,/l) is given by (C22) - (C24) in Appendix C. We 

use Gc(y,x,/.) to derive a solution of equations (1.7)-(1.10). Expressing (1.7) —(1.10) 
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in terms of y and X, substituting (1.7) into (1.8), multiplying (1.8) by Gc(y,x,A), and 

integrating over the domain Q gives 

~ L ^ '^)) ' X' +IJ  (y)''- (y. g- (y. ^)dy 

= |j/(y,/l)Gc(y,x,/l)t/y + J[^S,(x)//o(x)Gc(y,x,/l)i/y x€Q(D4) 

+V^, • (A: (y)V7j(y,  A))Gc{y ,x,X)dy  

Applying Green's first identity twice to the first domain integral and considering the 

boundary conditions satisfied by /j(y,/l)and Gr(y,.x,/l) gives 

/j(x,/l)= J[^5,(y)i/o(y)Gc(y,x,/l)c/y 

+ _[j7(y,^)^^(y,x,/l)i/y 

+ •(/: (y)V,. /z(y,/l))Gc(y,x,/l)i/y (D5) 

- |^^^(y,;i)</:(y) Vy Gc (y,x, A) •n(y)i/y 

+  <K{y)>^  K- '  (y)  Q(y,  X)  Gc(y ,  x ,  X)dy  

which can be written symbolically as 

i i ( x ,X)  =  -D:̂  [S, (X)H,(X) + 7(x, X)]  -  MX ,  X)  +  [H{X,  X)  +  Q{x ,  X)]  (D6) 

where the inverse operator D~\ is defined as 

A'.U'S', (x)//o (X) + 7(x, >1)] = -  Gciy ,  X, /l)[5, i y )H^  (y)+/(y,  X)]dy  (D7) 
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so that h \  = +S^H q] is the solution of h \  = f + S ^ H ^ ,  subject to 

homogeneous boundary conditions H  =  Q  =  0 ,  and the nonhomogeneous boundary 

integral 5^ is defined as 

5o[//(x, A) + 0(x, A)] = - f H (y, /I) < A:(y) >^ V^, G c { y ,  x, /I) • n(y)i/y 
« /) 

+ <^(y) >c /^•'(y)0(y,/5.)Gr(y,x,x)i/y 
(D8) 

Analogous to (D6), we write the expression for A(x,/^.) (2.5) as 

/7(x,A) = -£;',[7(x,/l) + 5,(x)//o(x)] + 5,[^(x,;i) + g(x,/l)] CD9) 

where the inverse operator is defined as 

[/(X, x) + 5, (x)//o (X)] = - £ C(y, X, /l)[7(y, /I) + 5, {y)H^  (y )]i/y (D10) 

so that hz is the solution of L^j^hz+=0,subject to 

homogeneous boundary conditions H  =  0  =  Q ,  and the boundary integral is defined 

as 

5«[//(x,A) + Q(x,A)] = 

f - - f - --Jl //(y,A)/i:(y) V ^ ,G(y,x,;i ) - D (y)rfy+ J l  Q { y , X ) G { y , x , k ) d y  
^ n ' ^.v 

For an arbitrary random function in the Laplace domain /(x,/l), using the 

definitions of and L~[^ yields 
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= -[VA:(X) V - 5, (x)/l] G(y, x, A) /(x, /l)^/y 

= - |j[V^/i:(x)V^ G(y, X, A) - S ,  (x)/l C(y, x, A)] / (y ,A)c /y  (D12) 

= J[^^(y-x)/(y,/lMy = //(x,/l) 

where / is ±e identity operator. In addition, because generates a fimction satisfying 

homogeneous boundary conditions, we have ^ • Similarly, for any 

deterministic function in the Laplace domain m{x,X) , using the definitions of and 

Dl\ yields 

A.XAa rn{x ,X)  =  -{S l •{<K{x)>^W)-S , (x)/l]£Gc (y,x,a )m(y,A)dy  

= -£[V,-(</:(x)>, V, Gc(y,x,A))-S,(x)/ia(y,x,/l)]/w(y,/iyy(D13) 

Thus, we have the relationship I = . Premul tip lying by and recalling that 

Aa =^xa-^x . A  yields 

With (D14), it is easy to check that 

(D15) 

which will be used to derive explicit and implicit expressions for residual flux. 

D2. Derivation of Explicit Expression for Residual Flux 
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Defining ^o(x,/l) as the solution of + /(x,/l) + 5'^(x)//o(x) = 0 

subject to random nonhomogeneous boundary conditions, we have 

-V-<A:(X)>^ V;ZO(x,/L) + S,(x)/L^O(x,YL) = /(x,/L) + S,(x)<FTRO(x) xsQ (D16) 

subject to boundary conditions 

ho(\ ,?.)-H{\,X) xefo (D17) 

/C(x)V/zo(x,A)-n(x) = Q(x,A) xefv (D18) 

In a manner analogous to the derivation of (2.5), the solution of (D16) — (D18) is given 

by 

Ao(x,/l) = £5,(y)//o(y)Gr(y,x, A)c?y 

, - - (D19) 
-  L H{y,k)< K{y) Gr(y, x, ;L) •n(y)rfy 

+ < K{y) >, K-\y)Q{y,X)Gciy,K,^)dy 

which can be written symbolically as 

ho (X, A) = -Dl\  [5, (X)//O (X)+7 (x, A)] + A) + Q(\ ,  A)] (D20) 

Substituting (D20) into (D6) gives h{\.  A.)  = Ao(x, A) -Kx, A), or alternatively 

( / + =  h o i x , A ) .  Premultiplying the latter by / - and applying 

equation (D15) yields 

A(x,a) = (/-£;^/?^^)Ao(X,A) (D21) 
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Multiplying 0^21) by the operator ^ (x)V and taking conditional ensemble mean gives 

< A) >,=< r(x)V Ao(x,/l) >, - < K\x)VLl\R^ .  fio{x,Z) >, (D22) 

In a manner analogous to the derivation of (2.5), the solution of (2.19) -(2.21) is 

^r(x, / l )=  > Gc{y,\ ,^)dy 

- J[. <H(y,A)><Kiy)>^ V^.Gciy,x,A) aiy)dy 
" . . (023) 

+ I <Qiy, '^)>Gc(y,x,A)dy 

+ j^S^iy)<Hoiy)>Gciy,\ ,^)dy 

Subtracting (D23) from (D19) and utilizing <Q{y,A) >=Q(y, ' l)-Q (y,A) gives 

/zo(x. A) = / ic(x,  ''-)+£/ (y, ̂ ) Gc(y,  x,A)dy 

-[  ^  (y,A)</^(y)>c'^yGc(y,x,A) a(y)dy 
•To 

+ J[.^(y,'^^)<^c(y,x,A)i/y (D24) 

+ J[s,(y)//o(y)Gr(y,x,/l)f/y 

+ [< -^(y) >r (y) -1] Q(y. <^^(y. x,A)dy 

Substituting (D24) into the first term on the right hand side of (D22), exchanging orders 

of integral and conditional mean gives 
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< A:'(x)v/7o(X,A)>^ 

=< K\\) V/ir(x,A) 

+ ̂ </C'(x)/(y,A) V ,Gc(y,x,A)c^y 

-f <A:(y)>,</:(x)/f (y,/l)>, VxGr(y,x,A)-n(y)^/y (D25) 

+ J^ < A: (x)Q(y,A)>^ V xGr(y,x,x)f/y 

+ £5,(y)<A:'(x)/ /o(y) >, V ^Gc(y,x,X)dy 

+ 1, </i: (x)[< A:(y)>^ Ar''(y)-l]>^<Q(y,/l) > V.Gf(y,x,/l)>, dy 

Since the driving forces are statistically uncorrelated with each other and the hydraulic 

conductivity, all terms vanish except part of the last Neuman boundary integral and thus 

< Ar'(x)VAo(x./t)>^ 

= 1^ </C'(x)[<A:(y)>^ A:''(y)-l]>^<0(y,/t)>V,Gc(y,x,A)>^c/y (D26) 

= | .  < K\x)K~^ (y) >^< /r(y) >^< 0(y, A) > V, Gc{y,  x, X) dy 

Considering the definitions of and in (D3), the second term on the right hand 

side of (D22) becomes 

- < K {xWL-^^R^^ /̂ o(x,/L) >,= l< K\x)V^ G(y,x,/l)V, -[/C (y)V^, /2o(y,A)] >^dy (D27) 

Expressing ho{x,A) in terms of y and A, substituting it into (D27) gives 
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-  <  h o ( x , A )  >^= |^< K ' i x ) V ^  G(y,x,/l)Vy •[K'(y)V^.  /ic(y,/l)] >,dy 

+ £< A: (x)V, G(y,x,/l)V^, -[/: (y)V^, [</<:(z) >. /C-'(z)-l]Q(z,A)a(2,y,A) >,dzdy 

+ 1, ^</ (Z,/1)A: '(X)V^ G(y,x,/l)Vy •[/: (y)Vj. Gc(z,y,A)] >^dzdy 

-£ ^ (z ,^)K\\)V^ G(y,x,A)Vy •[A: (y)Vj,V^ Gc(z,y,/l)] >^< K^z) n(z)dzdy 

•^L G(y,x,/l)Vj, •[A: (y)Vy Gciz,y,A)] >^dzdy 

^JL ^ •^o(z)^ (x)^. G(y,x,/l)Vy •[A:'(y)Vy Gc(.z,y,A)] >/lzdy 

(D28) 

Recognizing that the driving forces are statistically uncorrelated with each other, the 

hydraulic conductivity and hence Green's function, only the first two integrals remained 

and thus (D28) becomes 

- < r(x)Vi;'.^ . 72O(X,/1) >,= £</C (x)V, G(y,x,/l)V, -[/: (y)V,. hc{y,X)] >^dy 

+ £< A: (x)V, G(y,x,A)V^. •[A: (y)V^ [>c K-\z)-\]Q{z,^.)Gc{z,y,A) >^dzdy 

(D29) 

Substituting (D26) and (D29) into (D22) gives 

<r(x)VA(x,A) >,= 

Jj. < K \ x )K{y)- '  >,< K{y) >,< Q{y,A.)  > V, Gc(y, x ,X)dy 

+ G(y,x,/l)Vy -[A: (y)Vj. hciy, / . )]  >,  dy 

+ |^</C(x)V,G(y,x,A)V,-[/C(y)V^.Ji. [</C(z)>,/s:-^(z)-l]e(z,A)a(z,y,AMz>,f/y 

(D30) 
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Applying Green's identity to the first domain integral, considering the boundary 

conditions satisfied byand G<-(y,x, A), and substituting 

< Q(y,A) >= Q(y,A.)-0 (y,/t) into the second domain integral, we have 

< Ar'(x)V h(\ ,X) >^= 

K\x)K'{y)VG(y,x,A) V, f jr(y,A)dy 

+ f [< K (x)K (y)V^ G(y,x, A) >,< K(y) >;'  + 
(D31) 

+ </C'(x) /C(yr '  >c<K{y)  V, Gr(y,x,A)] <Q(y,A) >f/y 

-U. < A: (X)V^ C(y,x,/l)Vy •[A:'(y)Vy Gr(z,y,A)] 

[< K{z) A:"'(Z)-1] >^< Q{z,^) >, dzdy 

By virtue of (2.14) rc(x,y^.) = - < AT (x)V h (x,/.) >^ = - < ^'(x)V h{x,X) , we have 

(2.15) - (2.18) directly. 

D3. Derivation of Implicit Expression for Residual Flux 

Substituting (1.7) and (2.7) - (2.9) into (1.8) and expressing the initial condition 

and source in terms of their mean and fluctuation around the mean gives 

-V-[(</i:(x) +/C'(x))V(<^(x,/l) +~h (x,A))] + 5,(x)A(<A(x,A) +~h (x,x)) 

= 5,(x)(<//o(x) > +//o(x)) + (<7(x,A) > + / (x,/l)) 

Taking the ensemble mean of (D32) yields 

-V-[< K{x) >, V < A(x,/l) >J-V-[< K\x)Vh (x,A) >J + 5,(x);i <^(x,A) >, 

= 5,(x) < /fo(x) > + < f ix ,A) > 

Subtracting (D33) from (D32) and rearranging gives 
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V •[A:(X)V ~h (X, A)] + V •[^•(X)V < ~h{\,X) >J 

-V-<^ (x)V/j (x,;.) >, -5,(x)/l/i (x,>i) = -5,(x)//o(x)-/(x,A) 

which is the governing equation of h (x,/l). The corresponding boundary conditions are 

h{\ ,X)  = H(x,X) xeTo (D35) 

[/:(x)V/J (X,/1) + A: '(X)V <h(x,A) -<K'(x)Vh (x,/L) >J-n(x) = 0 (x,/L) xe RV(D36) 

Expressing (D34) in terms of y and A , multiplying by G(y, x, A), and integrating over 

Q yields 

£Vv •[/C(y)V/, (y,/l)]G(y,xa¥y+ •[K (y )V<k y ,A) >JG(y,x,/l>/y 

- •[< K\y)V ~h (y, A) >, ] C(y, x, A)dy - £5, (y);i ~h (y. A) G(y, x, A)dy (D37) 

= - (y, <^(y, X, '^^y - -5, (y)^o (y) ̂ {y,  x ,  X)dy 

Applying Green's first identity twice to the first integral and considering boundary 

conditions satisfied by /i(y,/l)and G(y,x,/.) leads to 

h A' (y)Vy h (y,A) -V, G(y,x,A)dy 

- J[j ^"(y)Vv < My, A) -Vy G(y,x,A)dy 

+ L/ (y,yi)G(y,x,A)dy 
(D38) 

(y,/l)/s:(y)VyG(y,x,/l)n(y)i/y 

+ Q (y,  /t)  G(y,  X, A) dy 
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Applying the operator AT (x)V to (D38), taking conditional ensemble mean, and 

recognizing the driving forces are statistically uncorrelated with hydraulic conductivity, 

and hence the random Green's function, we have 

< K\x)V 'h( \ , /t) >^= f < A:'(x)V^V^ G(y,x. A) >^< K\y)VIt  (y, A) >, dy 
^ • (D39) 

- J[^< r (x)/C'(y)VX G(y,x,/l) >, V, hciy ,A)dy 

As rc(x,/l) = -< AT (x)V/j (x,A) >^=-< AT (x)V/2(x,/l) >^, the implicit residual flux 

(2.22) and (2.23) are obtained immediately. Equation (D3S) is later used to derive 

expressions for the second moments of hydraulic head and flux. 

D4. Perturbation of Parameter Sanctions 

Based on the definition K(x) = In /C(x), we have 

K{x) = e''''' = A:,;(x)e'''" =/C^-(x)(l + r(x) + ̂ r(x)'...) (D40) 

where A'j;(x) is the conditional geometric mean of K(x). Taking conditional 

ensemble mean of (D40) yields 

< Kix)  >^= A:,;(X) < > .= A:^(X)(1 < r"(x)- >. +...) (D41) 

Subtracting (D41) fi-om (D40) gives 

K\x) = K(_\)-  < Kix) >^= WW" +--:^o'r(x) --] (D42) 

where cry(x) =< Y (x)~ is the conditional variance of y(x). If F (x) is Gaussian, 

(D41) and (D42) can be written as (Gelhar, 1993, pl9) 
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</C(X)>=/CG(X) >=/C^.(x)e ^ (D43) 

gr(x) 
K{\) = K(^x)-<Kix)>^-Kaix)[e - (D44) 

D5. Perturbation of Kernels 

To approximate the kernel ac(y,x,/l), we substitute the expansion of K (D44), 

G (C9), and ar in (2.29) into the expression for ac(y,x,A) (2.16) 

-(0» _(1) .(2) gytx) gf (y) 
a. +a. +a. . . .=< K,,{x)[e ^ 

_  ( 0 )  .  ( 1 )  .  C )  

V,Vj[G (y,x,A) + G (y,x,A) + G (y,x,A) + ...] >, 

= A'„.(x)/C„.(y)<[H^+£l^+...-r(!t)--L^-,„] (D45) 

_ (0) _ (I) _ (Z) 
(y,x,/l) + c (y,x,A)+G (y, x,/I) + ...] >, 

It is easy to check that the leading term of a^ is of second order in ay. Collecting 

second-order terms leads directly to (2.31). Prior to pertiurbing the kernel bc(y, x, X ) ,  

using the above expressions, we obtain 

0"l'(x) 1 

(D46) 
Kciy) 

rW . i_ 
K^XY) ^ 8 2 KJJ ^ \JJ I C 

and 
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Substituting the perturbation expressions for Ar'(x) (D44), < Ar'(x)A'"'(y) (D46), 

< K(\) >"' (D47), be in (2.29), and Gc (C28) into the expression for b<-(y,x,/l) (2.17) 

leads to 

br(y,x,/l) = 

K,.(\)  rCTy(x) . y (x)" i/V x ^ x"- i c,v / rv / +_-y (x) ——...l[l-y (x)+—Y(x) -...]> 
A'o(y) 2 2 V ^ 2 ' ' ^ ^ 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( I )  _ ( 2 )  rr-(\ \  
VJGc (y,x,/l)+Gc (y,.x,A)+Gc (y,x,/l)+...]/:c(y)[l+ ^ '*'•••] (D48) 

_(0) _(1) .C) 
•v.x.yl') + ...l > 1 

km' 
VJG (y.x.A) + G (y,x,A)+G (y,xa)+...]>,]—?—[1--^^+...] 

K.IVl I  

Collecting terms of same order in ay up to second, we have 

_(0)  _(1)  

bf =bf =0 
_(2) _(0) _(0) 

b. =-A:c(x)<r (x)r (x)>JV, <G (y,x,/l) -V^ Gc (y,x, A) 

(D49) 

_(0) _(0) 

As < G (y,x,/l) >^= Gc (y,x, a) (Appendix C), (2.32) is obtained directly. The kernel 

Cc(z,y, X,/I) (2.18) can be written in the form of 

Cr(2 ,y,x,A )= -< / i : (x)V, G(y,x,A)V^. •[A:(y)V^. G c(z ,y , A ) ] K~\z) >,<K(z) 
(D50) 

+ <K\x)V^ G(y,x,A)V, •[K\y)V^.  Gc(z,y,/l)] >, 

Perturbation of its first part gives 
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- < r (X)V, G(y,x,/l)V„ •[A: (y)V^ Gc(z,y,/l)]/C-'(z) >,< K{z) > 

8 
_(0) _(i) _c:) 

V^(G (y,x,A) + G (y,x,A) + G (y,x,A) + .. .)  

- ( 0 )  . ( I )  _ ( 2 )  

Vy(Gr (y,x,/l) + Gf (y,x,A) + Gc (y,x,/I)+ ...)] 

- (l-r (2) + ir(z)'-...)>, 
K„.(z) — 2 ^ ' 2 8 

The leading term is of second order in cTy 

- ( 0 )  _ 1 0 )  

-fCc(x)V^G (y,x,/l)Vj. •[A:^,(y)<y '(x)r '(y)>, V,Gc (y,x,/l) (D52) 

Perturbation of the second part of (D50) leads to 

<K'(x)V^ G(y,x,/l)V,. •[/C'(y)V, Gc(z,y,/l)] >,= 

<K,(x)[-^ + ...-y (X)—Y— 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( I )  _ ( 2 )  

V^[G (y,x,/l) + G (y,x,;i) + G (y,x,/l) + ...] (D53) 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( I )  _ ( 2 )  

VjiGc (y,x,A) + Gc (y,x,/l) + Gr (y,x,A)+...] 

The leading term is of second order in cr^ 

_ < 0 )  _ ( 0 )  

(y,x ,A )V^- [K^(y ) < r ' (x ) r ' (y )>^V^Gc  (y,x,A) (D54) 

Substituting (D52) and (D54) into (D50) leads to (2.33) directly. Perturbation of 

df(y,x,yl) (2.23) gives 
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aiQO ^ q'r(x) ^ _ J 

(D55) 
_ ( 0 )  _ ( l )  _ t 2 )  

(y,x,/l) + G (y,x,/l) + G (y,x,/l) + ...] 

< r(x)V,Vj G(y,xa) >,= -/:a(x) 

Its leading terms are given in (2.36). 

D6. Perturbation of Deterministic Hydraulic Head in the Laplace domain 

We formally expand the deterministic hydraulic head hc[x ,X)  in powers of ay  as 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( I )  _ ( 2 )  

hc{ \ ,X )  =  hc  {x ,X)  +  hc  { \ ,^ , )  +  hc  (x,A) + ... (D56) 

Substituting (D56) and the perturbation expression for < Ar(x) (D41) into (2.19) -

(2.21) gives 

<y'(\)-> 
-^ • [^ ( ; (x ) ( l" '  —+. . . )V{hc  (x .A )  + hc  {\ ,A)  + hc  (x,x) + ...)] 

2 (D57) 
_10) _(1) _(l) 

+5,(X)A(^F (X,/L) + AF {X,X) + HC (X,A)+...)=</(X,A)>+5,(X)<//O(X)> 

subject to boundary conditions 

- ( 0 )  _ ( l )  _ ( 2 )  

he (X,A) + /2C {\ ,X)  + hc (X,/1) + -..=<//(X,A) > xeTfl (D58) 

<r'(x)'> 
[A:f;(x)(l+ +...)V(;ic (x ,A.)  + hc  (x,/l)+...)]•n(x)=<0(x,A) > 

X e r V (D59) 

_(0)  

Therefore, he (x,yl) satisfies the equation 

_ ( Q )  _ ( 0 )  

-V-[A:c;(x)V^c  (x,A)] + 5,(x)y?.^c  (x,A)=</(x,A)>+5,(x)<//o(x)> xeQ (D60) 

subject to 
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_(0) 

Ju (x ,A)=<H(x,A)> xer^  (D61) 

- ( 0 )  

< A:(X)>^ V//c (x,A) - n (x)=<0(x,A)> xeTv (D62) 

The associated Green's function is the solution of equations (C32) - (C34). Comparing 

_(0) _(0) 

(D60) - (D62) with (2.44) - (2.46) leads to </i  (x,/l) >^= he (x, A) . Similarly, 

-ii) 
/jc (x,A) satisfies the homogeneous equation 

_(i) _(i) 
-V-[Kc(x)V/ir (x,A)] + S^(x)A/ir (x,A)=0 (D63) 

subject to homogeneous boundary conditions 

-d) 
/ic (x,A) = 0 (D64) 

_ ( i )  

Ar(;(x)V/j<. (x,/l) - n (x) =0 (D65) 

-d) _{/•) 
Obviously, /?r (x,/i) = 0. The u/i 0'^2) order approximation Ac (x,A) satisfies 

I  - yVv'j" > -(•) 
-V-[K^(x)y ^—^V/Jc (x,A)] + 5,(x)/i;jc (x,A)=0 xeQ (D66) 

^ n! 

subject to 

_(i) 
f ic  (x ,A)  = 0 xeF^ (D67) 

(x,;i)-ii(x) = 0 xeFy (D68) 
rt=0 nl 
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APPENDIX E 

SECOND ORDER MOMENT EQUATIONS 

E1. Derivation of Exact Expression of Second Moment Equations 

Multiplying equations (P34) - (D36) (satisfied by h (x,/?.)) by h iy,s)  and taking 

conditional ensemble mean gives 

•[<Kix)V^h{x,A)h\y,s)>^] + S/^-[<K\x)h\y,s)>^.  V, </;(x,A)>J 
(El) 

-S,{x)A<h (x,A)h\y,s)  >^=-5,(x) <//o(x)/i'(y,5)>, -< / (x,A)/; (y,^) 

< 'h{x,JL)h\y,s)>^=<H ix,A.)h'{y,s)>^ xsT^ (E2) 

[<K{x)V^hix,A)h' iy,s)>^ + <K\x)h\y,s)>^ </j(x,/l) >J-a(x) 
X e r V (E3) 

=<0(x,/l)/j(y,5)>. 

Substituting K{x) =<K{x) +K (x) into (El) and (E3) and defining 

Pr(x,y,/l,5)=<A:(x)V^/j(x,A)/i(y,j)>^ and u^ix,y,s)=<K\x)h\y,s)>^ leads 

directly to equations (2.61) - (2.63). To derive expressions for Pc(x,y,/l, j), we use an 

expression for h (x,f) given by Tartakovsky and Netmian [1998a] (see their equation 

(B5)) and express it in terms of y and s, 
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h'(y,s)= J[ j^<K'(z)S7^h\z,T) -V -T)dzdt 

-  J[ £/: ' (z)V^ <h{z,T) •Vj3{z,y,s-T)dzdr 

+ ̂ S^{t)H'^{j .)G{z,y,s)dz 

r r • + { £/ (z,r)G(z,y,^-r)f/zi/r 

- f i „  Ar(z)V^G(z,y,5 - r) • ii(z)//'(z, T )dzdT 

+ I" Q{z,r)G{z,y,s-Tr)dzdT 

Premultiplying (E4) by K\\)V^ h (x. A) and taking conditional ensemble mean gives 

Pr(x,y,;L,j) =< A:'(X)V^ h (x,/l)|' j^< K'(z)V.^h\z,T) -V f i{z,y,s-T)dzdt>^ 

-<A: (X)V^/I(X,A)J[ |^/: (Z)V^ <A(z,R) •V^G(z,Y,5-R)JZRFR>^ 

+ < A: (X)V, h (x,/l) f 5,(z)//o(z)G(z,y,^)Jz 
(E5) 

+ < A:  (X)V,  h (x,.L) J[  ̂  f  '{z,T)G{z,y,s-T)dzdT 

-<A: '(X)V, A(x,/l)J[ K{z)Vfi(:i ,y ,s-T)-n{z)H\z,T)dzdt>^ 

+ < AT (x)V^ h (x,/l) fL Q{z, r)G(z, y, 5 - r) dzdz 

which leads directly to (2.64). Similarly, multiplying (E4) by , taking conditional 

ensemble mean, and rearranging gives 
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<Haix)h' iy,s)  >,= f  j^<K\z)V^h\z,T) •<//o(x)V^G(z,y,5-r)>, dzdr 

- f  <h{z ,T)  >^ <H\,{x)K\z)Vfi{z,y , s -T)  >^dzdr 

+ f S , (z)  </ / ' (x) / / ' (z)G(z ,y , j )  dz 
(E6a) 

+ J[ >r dzdr 
-J[ J[. <//o(x)A:(z)//(z,r)V^G(z,y,5-r)>^ •n(z)f/zrfr 

+  J[  ^  </ /o(x)Q (z ,r)G(z ,y ,5-r)>^ dzdr 

Recognizing that initial head is statistically uncorrelated with other driving forces, the 

hydraulic conductivity and hence the Green's function leads to (2.66) directly. Similarly, 

multiplying (E4) by / (x,/l), taking conditional ensemble mean, and rearranging gives 

</(x,A)/j'(y,5) >^= J[ |^<A: (z)V^/2 (z,r) >^ • </(x,/l)V^C(z,y,j-r)>^ dzdr 

- J[ <h{z,T)>^ • < f  { \ ,X)K '  {Z )V  f i (z ,y,s-T)  dzdr 

+ f  5 , (z)  <7  (x, / l ) / /o(z)C(z ,y , j )  dz 
(E6b) 

+ J[ < / (X, /l)/(z, r)C(z, y,s-t)  dzdr 

- [ [ .</(x,/l) / i^(z)//(z,r)V^G(z,y,j-r)>^ n{z)dzdT 

< /  (x, /l)Q' (z, r)C(z, y,s-T)>^dzdT 

which leads directly to (2.67). Multiplying (E4) by H (x,>l), taking conditional ensemble 

mean, and rearranging gives 
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<H ix,A)h\y,s)  >^= J[ j ^<K \ z )V^h ' ( z , T )  >^-<H ix,X)V f i ( z ,y ,s- t )>^ didv 

- J[£v^ <^(z,r)>^ -  KH {x,X)K{zy7fi{z,y,s-T) >^dzdT 

+ f 5,(z)  <;/•  (x, / l) / / ' (z)G(z,y,5) dz 
(E6c) 

+ J[ ̂ <H (x,X)f  \z , T )G{z,y,s - T )  dzdr 

-J[|. <H ix,A)K(z)H\z,r)V^Giz,y,s-r)>^-niz )dzdT 

+ £!,</:/•  (x,Z)Q\z ,T)G(z,y,s-T)>^ dzdr 

which leads directly to (2.68). Multiplying (E4) by Q (x, A), taking conditional ensemble 

mean, and rearranging gives 

<0(x,/l)/z'(y,5) >^= J[ j^<K\z)V^h\z,T) - <0 (x,/l)V^C(z,y,.s-r)>^ dzdr 

-  £  < h {z , T )  •<Q{\,k)K'{zy7fi{z,y , s - T )  dzdr 

+ \S^{Z) <Q{x,l)H'^{z)G{z,y,s)  dz 
(E6d) 

+ f j[^<Q(x,yl)/'(z,r)G(z,y,5-r) dzdr 

~f i <2(*'''-)^(z)^ (z,r)V^G(z,y,j-r)>^ •n(z)Jzt/r 

<Q(x,Z)Q'(z,T)G(z,y,s - T ) > ^  dzdr 

which leads directly to (2.69). To derive the covariance Chc{x,x,X,s) , multiply h (x,A) 

(D38) by h {x,s) and take conditional ensemble mean to obtain 
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<hix,X)h(x,s)>^=< £<A: (y)Vy A (y,/t)>^ -V^. G(y,x,A)dy/i ' (x,s)  

-< £^'(y)Vy <h(y,A) -Vj, G(y,x,A)Jy/j'(x,5) >, 

+ < L7 (y,^)G(y,x,A)dy /7' (x ,s)  
(E7) 

+ < J[j'S,(y)//'o (y)G(y,x,/l)i/y/2'(x,5) 

-<L^ (yU)^(y)V, G(y,x,A) •n(y)dyh'(x,s)  
JT p  

+ <Jj. Q{y,Z)G(^y,x,A)ciyh\x,s)>^ 

Taking h ix,s)  inside the integral and exchanging orders of integral and conditional 

mean leads directly to (2.70). 

To derive Cqc(x,y,yl,s) =<q (x,yi)q^(y,j) >p, substitute (2.7) -(2.9) into (1.7) to 

obtain 

q (x,/l) =-rf(x,yl)-< A:(x) >^VH (X,A)-K'(X)V </7(x ,A) -AT (x)V^ (x,A) (E8) 

Expressing q (x,f) given by Tartakovsky and Neiiman [1998a] (equation B13) in terms 

of y and s yields 

q'(y,5) = -r^iy,s)-  < Kiy) >, Vh{y,s)-K\y)V < hiy,s)  -K\y)Vh\y,s)  (E9) 

Premultiplying (E9) by (E8) and taking conditional ensemble mean gives 
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C.,r(x,y,/l,5)=<q (x,/l)q'^(y,^)>^ 

= r<-(x,;i)rj"(y,^) + rc(x, A) < A:(y) Vj; < h\y,s)  

+ r. (X, /I) < K\y) Vl < h{,y,s)  + tr(x. A) < K'(y)V^h'(y,s)  >, 

+ <A:(X) >, V^</i(x,A) rj(y,s)  

+ < KCx) >,V^</i  (x,/l)Vj;/j'(y,5) >^< A:(y) 

+ < A:(X) >,< ̂ :'(Y)V, /? (X,A) vj; < /i(Y,S) >, 

+ < K(x) >,< A:"(y)V, /i (x,A)V^/!'(y,s) >^ + < ̂ '(x) < / i (x,A) >, rf  (y,s)  

+V^ < /i(x,A) >^< /C'(x)Vli i ' (y,s)  >,<K(y) >, 

+V^ </t(x,Z)>^<K'(x)K'(y) Vj; </z(y,5) 

+V^ < /i(x,A) >^< K'(x)K'(y)V^/i ' (y,s)  

+ < K'(x)V^ h (X, A) rj"(y,s)+ < K\x)V^ h {x,A)Vlh\y,s)  >^< K{y) >, (ElO) 

+ < /!: (x)A: (y)V^ h (X, A) Vl <h{y,s)  >,+< K\x)V^ h {x,A)K\y)Vlh {y,s)  

which leads directly to (2.71). Equation (2.73) can be obtained in the same way upon 

expressing (E9) in terms of x and s. To derive an expression for i/c(x,y, A), express 

h (X,A) (D38) in terms of y, multiply by K\x), and take ensemble mean to yield 
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«^(x,y,/l) =< /C'(x) J[^</C'(z)V^ ~h {z,A) G{z,y,X)dz 

-< A:'(X)£/C'(Z)V^ <h{z,A.)>^ •V.G(Z,Y,AYZ>^ 

+  < K \ \ ) { f  (z. A) G(z, y, A)dz 
. (Ell) 

+ < /:' (x) S, (z)//o (z) G(z, y, A)i/z >, 

-<A:'(x)f H (Z,/1)A:(Z)V^ G(z,y,A) ii(z)F/z 

+ <A:'(X)|^ Q(z,/i)G(z,y,/l)i/z>^ 

which leads directly to (2.72). 

E2. Perturbation of Second Moment Equations 

We formally expand the variables C/.c(x,y,/l,^), Pf(x,y,/l,^), and «^(x,y,5) in 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( I )  . C )  _  _ ( 0 )  _ ( 1 )  _ ( 2 )  

powers of <Ty as Che = Che + Che + Che +..., P<- = Pc + Pc + Pr +..., and 

+.... Substituting these and equations (2.66) and (2.67) into the 

governing equation (2.61) gives 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( 1 )  - 1 2 )  _ ( 0 )  _ ( I )  _ ( 2 )  

—^^•[K(;(l+—^ + ...)V^(Chc+Chc + Chc+...)+(Pc +Pc +Pc ...) 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( l )  _ ( 2 )  

+(«'"'+«':'* +£4^*' +...)V(< A > +</j > +</2 >.+...)] 
C C  ' * >  C  C  C ' J  y - r ^  1  

.(0, .(U .,2, (E12) 
+5, (X) A(Che + Che + Che + -) = < KK >< + <^'" + G'" + - >, c/Z 

+ £ f f X G*"' +G'" +G*"' +...>^ dzdt 

Prior to proceeding, I formally expand h  a s  h  =  f t ^  + ..., whose mean forms an 

asymptotic sequence with respect to ay (i.e., < /z"' is of itli order in cTy with 
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< > J <  h ' ' ' ^  • 0 as cr^ —• 0). By the same token, h can be expanded as 

_ ' (1)  - ' (2 )  

h =h +h +.... The conditional covariance of head is thus 

- • ( I )  - ' O  

C„^=<h h '>=<ih +h +/?•'-'+...)>,= 0(crp) (E13) 

which means that the leading term is of second order in <jy. Substituting the permrbation 

expressions of AT (x) (D42) and above expansions for h and h into expression 

P^(x,y,y l ,^)  =< K\\)V^ h (x,/l)/z (y,j) gives 

P^(x,y,/l,ir) = 

1 (E14) 
K,,ix)<[Y\x)^^Y\xf +...]VJ/z +A +...] >=Oi,al) 

which is at least of third order in ay, yielding (2.74). Assuming that the mean of Hq {x) 

and / (x,/l) is each of order ay as is that of K (x), collecting second order terms in 

(E12) gives (2.76). Substituting (2.68) into the Dirichlet boundary condition (2.62) allows 

writing 

-10) _(1) _(Z) 
Che +C/ic + C/tc + ... = 

1 (E15) 
- £ [ < / / / / • > , <  + . . . ) V ^ ( G < ° '  + G ^ "  + G < - ' )  > ,  - n c h d v  

Assuming that the means of H and H are of order ay and collecting second order 

terms leads directly to (2.77). Substimting (2.69) into the Neuman boundary condition 

(2.63) allows writing 
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2  _ ( 0 )  _ ( 1 )  _ ( 2 )  _ ( 0 )  _ { I )  _ ( 2 )  

;;^ + ...)V^(Cac +0/^+C/1C +...)+• (Pc +Pc +Pc ...) + 

- ( 0 )  _ ( l )  _ ( 2 )  
, (0 )  .  , , ( I )  ,  . , (2 )  +"r +—)Vx(<^ >^+</2 >^+<h >^+„.) ] -n= (E16) 

J[ 1- /^2 Q > (< >c "•" < >r >r +—)dzdT 

Assuming that the means of Q and Q are of order ay and collecting second order terms 

leads directly to (2.78). Perturbation of (2.70) gives 

_ { 0 )  _ ( 1 )  _ ( 2 )  

Che +C/ir + C/if +...= 
_ ( 0 )  _ ( l )  _ ( 2 )  _ ( 0 )  _ ( l )  _ ( 2 )  

-£(rr +rr +rf +...)-<Vy(G +G -i-G +...)(/?'"'+A'"*+...) >^ <r/y 

_(0)  . ( I )  _(0)  

>,+<h >,+...)• [(«^"+...)V, <G 

_ ( 1 )  

+ <Ka{Y+.. .)S/^.{G +.. .)( / ,<" + .. .)]>^ dy 
_ ( 0 )  _ •  _ • _ ( ! )  

+ £<G >^<7(/?•'"+...) >^ + <7(G +...)(/2''"+...)>^i/y 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( 1 )  

_(0) 

JTI X  

_ ( 1 )  

+ K^<H{Y +...)V^.(G +...)(//'"+...)>J- n ^/y 
_ ( « )  - •  _ • _ ( ! )  

+ [ <G >,<Q(/7'^"+...)>,+<Q(G +...)(A''"+...)>,rfy 

If the mean flucmation of driving force is of order ay, the cross covariances 

</(y,/l)A"'(x,5) >^, <//o(y)A''"(x,5)>^, <H (y,/l)^''"(x,j) >^, and 

<Q >c are all O(cr^). Thus, leading terms of Q^(x,x,A,5) are 

(E17) 
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_ ( 0 )  _ ( I )  

CHE (X,X,A,5) = C/,C(X, x,/L,J) = 0 

_ ( 2 )  

Che (x,x,/l,^) = 
_ ( 0 )  _ ( 0 )  

(y,x,5)Vj. <h (y,/l) -V,. <G (y,x,A) dy 

_ ( 0 )  

(y'X"^)>c^y (eis) 

_(0) 

+ |j5,(y) < //o'(y)/i"'(x,5) >^<G (y,x,/l) dy 

. ( 0 )  

-t /:c(y)<//(y,A)/i'"'(x,^)>^ V^. <G (y,x,/l)>^ •n(y)c/y 
^  t )  

_(0) 

+ J[. < 0 (y,/i)/j"'(x,5) >,< G (y,x,/l) >, t/y 

Expressing (E4) in terms of x and s and assuming that the mean of random fluctuations 

of driving forces is of order ay, perturbation gives /i"'(x,5): 

/i"'(x,j) = -J||' |^Ar£;(z)y (z)V^ </i'°'(2,r) •W^G''°\z,\,s-T)dzdT 

+ £5,(z)//o(z)G""(z,x,j)i/z 

+ £ /  (z, r)G^'" (z,  X, 5 - T)dzd r (E19) 

-£1.  H {z,T)KcizW,,G^°\z,x,s-r)-n{z)dzdT 

4 - £  Q (z,T)G^°^(z,x,s-T)dzdT 

Substituting (El9) into (El8) and recalling that driving forces are uncorrelated with each 

other, hydraulic conductivity, and hence the Green's flmction gives 
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_ ( 0 )  _ ( 1 )  

Che (x, X, A, s)  = Chc (x, X, 5) = 0 
_ ( 2 )  

Che (x,x,/l,^) = 
_(0) _(0) 

-J[j"f'(y,x,5)V, <h iy,A) -Vy <G iy,x,A) d\  
. ( 0 )  

„ -(") (E20) 
+ -S, (y) 5, (z) < //(, (y)//„ (z) >< G' ' (z, \ ,s)>^dz<G (y, x, A)  dy 

_ (0)  

+ f KciyW, < G (y,x,A) -nCy) 
^ P 

£ Ji. <H {y,X)H'{z,T)> <G''°\z , \ ,s-T)>^-n{z)dzdTdy 

_ (0) 

+ Ji. l[ .  <Q{yA)Q[ij ' ,T)><G^°\z,x,s-T)>^dzdT<G (y,x,A)>^dy 

which leads directly to (2.80). 

Examining ±e covariance tensor of flux (2.71) shows that the first term is at least 

of fourth order in ay because the residual flux is at least of second order in ay as shown 

- ( 0 )  _ ( 1 )  

before. Considering that C/,c =CAC = 0, perturbation of the second term gives 

< K(x) CAC(x,y,/L,^) < A'(y) 

= /c^.(x)(i+^^+...)vX(C/.c +c,e^c, .  +.„)/:c(y)a+^^+-) (E2I) 

= A:c(x)/<:c(y)V^Vj; Chc+0(ay) 

_(0) _(l)  

Considering that Uc =Uc = 0, perturbation of the third term gives 
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<A:(X) >, V^Z/^(Y,X,/I)V^ <Ky,s) >, 

2^ >> _ (0)  _(I) _(2) 
= ^,;(x)(l+-^^+...)V,(u. +iu +Uc +...)Vli<h'°' >, +<;!<" >, +...) (E22) 

= ̂ ^(X)V.M1"'V;:</,'°' >, +0(o-;) 

Perturbation of the fourth term gives 

<  K i x )  >,< A: (y)V, h  (X, /L)V:/r(y,5) 
2 , , _•{!) _'(2) 

= A:„.A-<,.(l + -^ + ...)<[r'+^r+...]V,(/z +h +...)VUh''^+h-'-'+...)>, (E23) 

= Oi(7l.) 

Considering that i4°' = u^' = 0, perturbation of the fifth term gives 

V, </2(x,/t) >, Vlti^(\ ,y,s)<Kiy) 

-(0) -(1) rr-Cv1 
= V^(</i >^+<h >,(y)(l+ +...) (E24) 

- ( 0 )  

= K^{y)V^<h +0(0-;) 

Perturbation of the sixth term gives 

_ ( 0 )  - ( I )  

</i(x,/l)>,<A: (x)A:'(y)>^ </2(y,5)>^=V^(<// >^+<h >^+...) 

Ka{T^)K,;(.y)<iY\x) + ̂ +...)(Y\y)+^+...) >. Vj;(</7"" >. >. +„.) (E25) 

_(0 )  

= K^WK^iy) < Y\x)Y\y) >, V,  < /,  +0(o-^) 

Perturbation of the seventh terms gives 

- (0)  _(I)  

V^<h{\,A) >^<K\x)K'{y)Vlh\y,s)  >^=V^{<h >^+<h +.„) 
J.. (E26) 

<(r (x)+—+-.-Xr'(y)+i;^+„0(/2'"' +-.)> =0(cr^.) 
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By the same token, perturbation of the last three terms gives 

< A: (x)V^ ~h (x,A)V^/j'(y,^) >,< ATCy) >=0{al)  (Ell)  

<K{x)K\y)V^h(x,?.)>^V]. <h{y,s)>=0{cTl) (E28) 

< A:  (x)V,  h {x,X)K\y)Vl.h\y,s)  >= 0{al)  (E29) 

Substituting equations (E21) - (E29) into (2.71) leads directly to equation (2.81). 

Perturbation of i<c(y,x,A) (2.72) gives 

_(0) -U) .(2) 
Uc +I<r +Mc + . . .=  

_(0) _(1) _(2) _(0) _(1) _(2) ^-2 
-£(rr  +rc+rc +. ..)-V.<(G +G +G +...)K^(Y'(\) + ——h...)>^.i& 

_10)  y '2  y-Z _(0)  . ( I )  

-£v!"(</7 >.+.„)/C„./5:,,<(r(x)+—+...)(r(y)+—+...)V_.(G +G +.. .)>^.dx 

(E30) 

which leads to (2.82) directly. 

Applying the operator to (D38) yields 

V, h (x,A) = G(y,x,;L) < K\y)W^. h (y,/l) dy 

- £ K\y)Vy[. G(y,x,A)V ,̂ < 'h{y,l)  dy 

(y,/l)V^ G{y,\ ,A)dy 

+ JL'^x(y)-^^o (y)^x G{y,x,X)dy 

-[ ̂ (y,>J-)-^(y)V^vyG(y,x,A)n(y)c/y 
D 

+ 1-2 (y> G(y, x,yl) dy 

(E31) 
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Replacing < K\y)V^.  h (y,A) in the first integral with -rc(y,/l), post-multiplying 

(E31) with Vlh\x,s) and taking conditional ensemble mean gives 

<v/h{x,A)^lh' ix,s)> = 

-£< G(y,x, / l)rc(y,2)V^;2'(x, j)  >,  dy 

-J[J <A: (y)V^VJ'G(y,x,/L)VY < 'h{y,X) V[/;'(x,5) >, dy 

+ £</(y,/L)V,G(y,x,;I)V^/? (x,5)>, dy (E32) 

+ 5, (y) < //o (Y)^x G{y, X, A)V["/2'(X,^) dy 

-Ji^ <'^(y)V,Vj;G{y,x,A)n(y)H (y,A)V^/2'(x, j)  >,  dy 

+ _[. < Q (y,/?-)V, G(y,x, A)V[/I'(X,5) rfy 

Since the residual flux is at least of second order in cTy, perturbation of the first term 

gives 

-£<V,Vy G(y,x,A)rc(y,A)V^^'(x,^)>^ dy = 0{al) (E33) 

Perturbation of the second term gives 

~L ̂  G{y,x,k)^,  < A(y,A) v;^/2 (x,5) dy = 

_(0) _(0) 

- L Vy < G >, V, <h ^ + .. .)dy 

_ ( I )  _ { l )  

-(0) _(0) 

-J[,VX<G >,V^.</a >.V[«f'rfy + 0(o^,) 

Perturbation of the last four terms gives 

(E34) 



I,<7 G(y,x,A)V[/2'(x,5) dy = 

_ { 0 )  

<G (y,x,A)>^V[ </(y,A)/j<"(x,5)>^ dy + 0(ay) 

l^S^(y) < ̂ o (y)^. x,A)V^k'(x,s) >, dy = 

_ ( 0 )  

|,/.(y)^x <<^ (y,x,A)>^ <//o'(y)A'^"(x,s)>^dy + 0(<Ty) 

- f < // (y,/l)/i:(y)V,Vj; G(y,x,A)V^/i'(x,s) tt(y)dy = 
•T y 

- ( 0 )  _ •  

-J[^ KciyWx'^l <G (y,x,/l)>^n(y)V^ <H {y,X)h^^\x,s)>^ dy 

I  < Q C;(y,x, / i)V^/?'(x,5) dy = 

_(0) 

V^<G (y,x,A)>^ <2(y,/t)/2"*(x,5)>^£/y + 0(o-^) 

Substituting equations (E33) -(E38) into (E32) yields the leading terms 
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(E35) 

(E36) 

(E37) 

(E38) 

<[V/2 (x,/l)V/;'(x,5)f' >=<[Vh (X,A)V^/J'(X,5)]'" >^ = 0 

<[VA(x,A)V^/z"(x,5)f' >,= 
-(0) _(0) 

- < G (y, X, A)  Vj. < h (y, /I) (y, x, j)i/y 

-(0) 

+ <G (y,x,A)>, V['</(y,A)/i'^"(x,5)>, £/y (E39) 

+ £'^,(y)V,  <G (y,x,A)>^ V[ <H^{y)h'^ ' \x,s)>^dy 

-(0) 

- L ^aCyFx'^v <G (y,x,A)>^n(y)V[ <H {y,X)h^' \x,s)>^ dy 
« D 

-(0) 

+ i ̂ x<<^ (y,x,A)>^ V[ <e(y,A)ft'"(x,5)>^i/y 
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where the cross covariances between the driving forces and the hydraulic head 

</<//o(y)/'"'(x,s)>^, <H (y,/l)/j'^"(x,5)>^, and 

< 0 (y,/l)/j'"(x,5) are all 0{ay), provided that the mean of fluctuations of the driving 

forces is of order ay. Substituting (El 9) into (E39) yields 

<[VA (X,/l)V^/l (X,5)f' >,=<[V/i (X,A)V/I'(X,5)]'" >,= 0 

<[V/j(x,A)V^/j'(x,5)f' >,= 
-(0) _(0) 

-£V,V;;<G (y,x,/l)>, VJ, <// (y,/l)>^ V^Z/<-'(y,x,5)I/y 

- ( 0 )  

+ <G (y,x,/l)>^ J[ £</(y,'^-)/(z,r)>V[ <G^°\Z,\,S-T)>^ dzdrdy 

- (0) (E40) 
+ J[j5,(y)V, <G (y,x,A)>^ J[^5,(z)<//jy)//o(z)><G^°\z,\,s)>^ dzdy 

+ Jl ^x[^c(y)^v (y,x,/l)>^-n(y)] 

f <G""(z,x,5-r)>^ •n(z)]c/zJrf/y 

_ < 0 )  

+ J^ V^<C (y,x,/l)>^ J[ <Q(y,A)0(z,r)>V[ <G^'"(z,x,5-r)>^ c/zi/rc/y 

which leads directly to (2.84). 

The first term of Cqc(x,x,yl, j) (2.73) is at least of fourth order in because the 

residual flux is at least of second order in cry. Considering that 

< [V A \y 0' perturbation of the second term gives 
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• *> 

< K{x) >,< V A ix ,; i)V' 'h\x,s)  > < Kix) >,= /:^(l+^+...) 

+ ̂  + +[V^ V''/z'f>+[V^ V'Tz'f+...>^, (E41) 

^KaKa^^hVhT >r +0(cr;)  

_(0) _II) 
Considering that tc = TC = 0, perturbation of the third term gives 

-  < A'(x) rc(x,  A)V^ < hix,s)  
2 _(0 )  _ ( I )  . ( 2 )  

= -A:,;a + -^ + ...)(rr +rr +r. +...)V^ </7""+/j'-'+...>, (E42) 

-C) 
= -Kcrc V^</j"">^+0(o-;) 

Perturbation of the fourth term gives 

<K(\) >^<K'{x)Vh ix,X)V^h\x,s)  
_•(!) -•(:) 

= / : , ;(!<(r'+.„)V(/2 +h +...)>, (E43) 

Considering that = r^'' = 0, perturbation of the fifth term gives 

-V < hixU) r j"{x,s)  < K{x) 

" ( 0 )  - ( I )  - C )  _ 2  

= -V{<h >.+<;/ > + <h A:„(1+^+...) (E44) 

- (0) 

= -K^V<h >,r:^'^+0(o-;) 

Perturbation of the sixth term gives 
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_(Q) _(1) 

V<h{x,A)>^<K\\)K{x)>^V^<h{x,s)>^=V(<h >^ + <h >^+.. .)  

V^(</2"" + </j'" <{¥'+...){¥'+....) >, (E45) 

-<0)  

= K^K^ayixW <h < /2'° '  +0{al)  

Perturbation of last four terms gives 

V< A(x,/l) >^<K\X)K'(X)V^HL{X,S) >^=0{CJI) (E46) 

<K \X)Vh {X,Ay7^hi{X,s)  >^<K{x) >^=0(ay) (E47) 

<K'(x)K'(x)Vh (x,/l) <h(x,s)  >^=0(ay) (E48) 

<K'ix)K\x)Vh (x,A)V^h\x,s)>^=Oiay) (E49) 

Substituting equations (E41) - (E49) into (2.73) leads directly to equation (2.83). 
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APPENDIX F 

DERIVATION OF FINITE ELEMENT EQUATIONS 

F 1. Zero-order Mean Head 

_(0) 

The zero-order Laplace transformed mean head < h (x,/,) satisfies the 

equation 

_(0) _{0) 

-V-[/I:c(x)V</? (x,>l)>J + 5,(x)/l</i (X,/1)>^ -</(x,/L)>-5,(x)<//O(x) > = 0  

xeQ (Fl) 

subject to 

_(0) 

<h (x,A)>^=<H(x,A)> xeTfl (F2) 

_ ( 0 )  

-Kc(\W<h (x,A)>^ •n(x)=<Q(x,/.)> xeF^v (F3) 

To solve these equations numerically, I discretize the domain of interest Q into a grid of 

- (0 )  

M elements. Using bilinear Lagrange basis functions, < h (x. A) can be interpolated 

between nodes as 

_(0) ,v _(0) 
<H {\,A)>^^<H {Z)(P„{X) (F4) 

m=l 

• ( 0 )  

where < h (x,/l) is a trial function, N is the number of nodes in the grid, p„ix) is a 

_{0 )  - ( 0 )  

bilinear Lagrange basis function, and hm (A) is the value of <h (x,A) at node m .  

-(0) l"" 
Replacing < h (x, A) in (Fl) by < A (x,yl) , multiplying by the basis function and 
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integrating them over Q gives 

• ( 0 )  . ( 0 )  

-|^{V-[A:c(x)V<^ (X,/I.)>J + S,(XU</2 (X,A)>, 

- < 7(X, /I) > -5, (x) < //o (X) >}(p„ (x) = 0 n=l ,2,...N 

Apply Green's first identity to (F5) yields 

. ( 0 )  . ( 0 )  

£A:C(X)V<A (X, /L)>^-V«3„(XMX+|^5',(X)A</ J {x,X)>^(p„{\)dx= 

(x)97„(x)f/x + <7(x,A) >(p„{x)d\^S,{x)<H^{x)>(p„{\)d\  n=l,2,...N 

_(0)  

where (7„(x, A) = K^{x)V < h (x, A) -nCx) is the flux across F into Q. Substituting 

(F4) into (F6) gives 

•V - - -i°> 
Z t L (X) • L (X)<}!7„(x)rfx] /jm (A) = 
m=. ^ (F7) 

I<7„(x)<2'„(x)d\+^< 'f{x,A)>(p„{x)dx + (X) <//o(X) >(p„{x)dx n=l,2,...N 

which leads directly to (3.1) - (3.5). 

F 2. Zero-order Mean Green's Function and Second-order Residual Flux 

The Green's function associated with steady flow equations has been calculated 

numerically for heterogeneous media {Neuman and Orr, 1993; Choi and Nomura, 1998; 

Guadagnini and Neuman, 1999a). I calculated the Green's function (mainly the zero-

order approximation) associated with transient flow numerically for heterogeneous 

media. 
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_ (0) 

As the zero-order mean Green's function < G  (y, x, A) is symmetric in the 

_ (0) _ (0) 

Laplace domain (i.e., < G  (y,x,/l) >^=< G (x,y, A) >^), it satisfies equations (C16)-

(CIS): 

_ ( 0 )  _ ( 0 )  

-^y-[^c(y)^y (x,y,A)>J + S,(y)/l<G (x,y,A) -<y(y-x) = 0 yeQ (F8) 

_ (0)  

< G  (x,y,/l)>^=0 ye To (F9) 

-  l O )  

< G  (x,y,A) •n(y) =0 yer^ (FIO) 

_  ( 0 )  

<  G  (x,y,i.) is approximated as 

_ (0) 1  ;V .  (0) 

< G  (x,y,A)>,^<G (x,y,A)>^=^Gm (x,/l)^z>„(y) (Fll) 
m=l 

(0) 
- (0) _ (0) 

where < G (x,y,/l) is a trial function and Gm (x,y^.) is the value of < G (y, x,/l) 

at node m . Galerkin orthogonalization of(F8) yields 

•  (0)  -  (0)  

-|,{V.v-[A:c(y)V, <G (x,y,/L)>J + S,(y)/l<G (x,y,/L)>, (fi2) 

-J(y-x)}^3„(y)</y = 0 n=l,2, . . .M 

Applying Green's first identity to (F12), substituting the homogeneous boundary 

conditions, and recalling that |^<5"(y — x)^„(y)=97„(x) gives 

- (0) - (0) 

J[,(y)^y <G (X, y, X) -V,97„ (y)i/y + £ 5,(y);i < G (x, y, A) (p„ iy)dy = <p„(x) 

(F13) 
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Substituting (F11) into (F13) yields the finite element equations 

IK. {x.?.) = cp„ix) n = (F14) 
m=l 

where the coefficients and are defined as 

Anm = \^f^ciy)'^(Pniy)^(Pmiy)dy (F15) 

(F16) 

The zero-order conditional mean Green's function can also be approximate as 

' (0) _(0) - .V, -v, _(0) 
<G (y,x,>l) >^s:<G (y,x,/l)>, =ZI Gii (/lM.(x)^,(y) (F17) 

<=i j=\ 

-  (0)  

where G,> (A) is the zero-order conditional mean Green's function in the Laplace 

domain at node i  in \ -plane due to a source of unit strength at node j  in y -plane. Due 

_ (0)  _ (0)  _ (0)  _ (0)  

to symmetry, C,> (A) = Gji {A). If  node / is at  p osi t i on x, then Gy,- (a) = Gj (x, A) -

-(0) 

Therefore, G,y (A) can be computed by solving (F14) upon selecting x = x, . These 

values can be used to investigate a variety of flow scenarios subject to different source 

and boundary values for a given boundary configuration. 

Substituting the zero-order mean hydraulic head (F4) and Green's function (F17) 

into (F18) leads to 

rf'"'(x,/l)= 
.V iv _{0) -S _(0) (F18) 

|^^ax)ii:^(y)<r(x)r(y)>,i£G,j U)V^<p,ix)Vl<p.{y)^h, (/l)V,.^,(y>/y 
t=l JSL 
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F 3. Second-order Mean Head 

_(2 )  

I approximate < h (x,x) using bilinear Lagrange basis functions as 

<h {x,X)>^^<h (x,.i)>,= ̂ /im U)<3„(x) (F22) 
m=I 

- ( 2 )  
-C) -(2) 

where < h (x,/i) is a trial function and hm (A) is the value of < h (x,/i) at node 

m . Multiplying (3.6) by the basis function, integrating over Q and applying Green's first 

identity leads to 

2/ V .(0) 
£ K,; (x)V < h (X, X) >. • V(p„ ix)dx + (x) -i— V < /i (x. /I) >^ • {x)dx 

- ( 2 )  
- ( Z )  

(x,/l)-V^„(x)f/x+£s,(x)/l</i {x,X)>,(p„{x)dx= (F23) 

. ( 2 )  

f (p„{x)[K^j{x)^ < 'h (x,A) >. +KcXx) V < /i (x,/l) >, -fc (x,/l)]-n(x)£/x 
^ D 2 

where the boundary integral vanishes on the Neuman boundary by virtue of (3.8). 

- (0 )  _(2)  

Recalling that - < Q{x, A) >= < h (x, X) •D(X) (F3) and < h (x,X) is zero 

on the Dirichlet boundary, the right hand side of (F23) becomes 

_r a-y X ^ ^ - f Tc (x,/l) -ii(x)^!»„(x)Jx (F24) 
•T^) ^ VT r) 

Substituting (F22) and (F24) into (F23) leads directly to equations (3.9) - (3.12). 

Substituting (F20) into (3.11) gives 

_(0 )  _ (2 )  
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V 

, (F25) 
;V^ A^v ^{Q)ce _(0)e 

iA)/u (A)^: •V<p„ix)dx 
j=l k=\ 

Approximating the domain integral by a summation of integrals over the elements yields 

(3.15) and (3.16). 

The apparent effective conductivity tensor (2.60) at point x' inside element e is 

- [21 
Kc.flpp(x%/1) = 

rr-r (F26) 
^^,;U^)[0+^^)I-£A^a(y)<^U'^)J'(y)> VX <G (y,x^A)>.^/y] 

Substituting (F17) into (F26) gives 

o--fx^) 
Kc..,.(x%/1) = a:^(X')[(1 +^il^) 

.V, v, _ (Ojcc (F27) 
-J[, /^c;(y)<>''(x ')J '(y)>. Zv,<2,,(x ' ' )Xv>/y)G,y U)dy] 

Approximating the domain integral by a summation of integrals over the elements and 

defining 

= I;^y<(y)^y (F28) 

leads directly to (3.18). 

F 4. Second-order Covariance of Head 

Using bilinear Lagrange basis functions, I approximate the second-order 

_ ( 2 )  

covariance of head (x,y,>l,^) between nodes as 
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C '  V C) 

(x,y,/l,5)a=C^ (x,y,/l,5)= (F29) 
m=l 

- C) 
-(-) 

where (.v,y,/l,5) is a trial function and Cm.jX^->s) is the covariance between head at 

node j\. in the y -plane and transformed head at node m in the x -plane. Galerkin 

orthogonalization of (3.20) yields 

« (2) 

£s,(x)/lC^ (x,y,A,5)«9„(x)Jx + 

12)  
- ( 0 )  

-  (2)  
-(0) 

= |.[A:C(X)V^CAC (.v,y,;L,5) + i<'-'(x,y,5)V^ </i (x,A) >J-n(x)^9„(x)c/x 

By virtue of (3.22), the boundary integral vanishes on the Neuman boundary. By virtue of 

(3.21), the right hand side of (F30) becomes 

- ( 0 )  

Ji. «|-'(x,y,j)V, </i (x,/l)>^ •Ii(x)^!?„(x)f/x (F31) 

Substituting (F29) and (F31) into (F30) and replacing «|''(x,y,5) by (x,5) 

(representing the cross-covariance between hydraulic conductivity at point x and 

hydraulic head at node j\. in the y -plane) leads directly to (3.23) — (3.25). 

_(2 )  

To evaluate Ucj. (x, A) (3.26), I approximate the zero-order mean Green's 

function and mean head as 
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«  (0 )  
_ (0) _ N - (0) 

<G ( Z ,y,/l) >^=<G iz ,y,^)>^='^GLj,  {A)<p; {z)  

(F32) 
. ( 0 )  

. ( 0 )  _  N  _ ( 0 )  

(:=1 

_(0) _lO) 
where Gij^ (A) is  <G at node /, in the z -plane due to a source of unit strength at 

node j\. in the y -plane. Substituting (F32) into (3.26) yields 

-C) 
U c . i ,  (x,/l) = 

.V _(0) .V _(0) (F33) 
-/i:c(x)£/i:c(z) < r (z)y (x) >, ^Gij ,  (A)V^(p.  U)V^(p.  {z)cIz 

t.=l /.=1 

Replacing the domain integral in (F34) by a summation of integrals over all elements in 

the z -plane gives 

- ( 2 )  

Z / r . , \ ( X , A )  =  

A/. _ jV. AT. _ (Ojc* _(0)c' (F34) 
-K^ixi^K^iz')< y ( 2 ) r ' ( x ) ( ^ ) | j V z < ' ( z ) - v , ^ 9 ; " ( z ) i / z  

c'=l i.=\ /..=l 

where = 4 is the number of nodes in element e in the z -plane. Approximating 

< K'(z)y'(x) by a constant < Y'{z')!' (x^) (z" being the centroid of element e in 

the z -plane) and evaluating (F34) at x^ leads directly to (3.27) and (3.28). 

_ ( 2 )  

To evaluate the second-order covariance Che (x,x,A,j) (3.30), I approximate the 

zero-order mean head and Green's flmction as 

-(0) 
-(0) _ .V _(0) 

<h {y,A)>^^<h {y,A)>=^hm {X)(p„{y) (F35) 
m=l 
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»  (0 )  

_ ( 0 )  _  M  _ ( 0 )  

<G (y,x,/l)>^«<G (y,x,A)>^='^Gm (x,A)^„(y) (F36) 
/n=l 

Substituting (F32) and (F33) into (3.30) yields 

_ (2) .V _ (0) .V _(0) 

CAr (x,x,/l,5) = -f Mf'(y,x,5)^G,- (x,A)Vy(Z7.(y)-2]/iy (A)V^.^j(y)dy (F37) 
(=i j=i 

Approximating the domain integral by a summation of integrals over all elements leads 

directly to (3.31). 

F 5. Second-order Covariance of Flux 

To evaluate the second-order covariance tensor of flux (2.81), I make the following 

approximations 

-  ( 2 )  
_ (2) _ .V .V _ (2) 

GAC (x,y,A,s) =S GAC (x,y,A,s) - Zlc nm U,s)(p„{x)<pjy) 
nsl msl 

i/-'(x,y,^) ^ (x,y,s) = '^ull^ix,s)<p„{,y) 
m=l 

. ( 2 )  
- ( 2 )  .  M  . ( 2 )  

u. (y,x,A.)^u^ (y,x,A.)  = '^Ucn (y,A)<p„(x) (F38) 
n=I 

A (0) .V 

</i"' \y,s)  h (y,s)  >c=^hl^\s)<p„{y) 
m=t 

»(0) 
_(0) _ .V _(0) 

<h {x,/.)>^^<h (x,A)>^=^/j„ (/l)«9„(x) 
n=I 

_ ( 2 )  

where Cnmi/.,s) is the second order conditional covariance between transformed head at 

node n in the x -plane and head at node m in the y -plane, u^^{x,s) is the second order 

cross covariance between hydraulic conductivity in element e and head at node m in the 
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_(2 )  

y -plane, Um (y, A) is the second order cross-covariance between hydraulic conductivity 

in element e and transformed head at node n in the x-plane, is zero-order mean 

_(0)  

head at node m in the y -plane, and h„ (A) is zero-order transformed mean head at node 

n in the x -plane. Substituting (F38) into (2.81) yields 

_ ( 2 )  

Cqr (x,y,/l,^) 
. ( 2 )  

S iV _ (2) 

Kc{x)Kciy) nsl msl 

.V _(0) u 

+ < K(i)K(y) >, £ V,p,(x)A. 
/r«l m=l 

I .V .(0) ,v 

/f=I m=I 

+ ^ (y ' (^) 
^ Q ^ y )  rt=I m=l 

(F39) 

Rearranging (F39) gives 

_(2) 

C„r (x,y,/l,5) 
_(2) 

.V ,V _(2) _(0) 

Kc{ x )Kc{ y )  
= < J ' ( x ) i ' ( y )  > .  hn u)fC{s) 

(F40) 
1 _(0) 1 -12) 

+777-7^" (AK^'(X,5)+ u.N (y,A);zi°'(j)] 
K^{y) 

Denoting 

't'„m(x.y) = V,(Z'„(x)V;"<0„(y) (F41) 

-(2) ^ _(2) 

and evaluate Cq<- (x,y,/L,5), ^„„(x,y), «^*(x,5), and HC„ (y,/?.) atcentroids x^ and y" 

of elements e and e leads directly to equations (3.32) and (3.33). 
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_(0 )  

Substituting the approximations of < and < h (x,/l) in (F38) into 

(2.83) gives 

_ ( 2 )  

Cqr (X,X, / l ,5)  _  

K^{.x)K^ix) ~ 
IV N _(0) 

<[V/z (x,/l)V^^ (x,5)]'-' >, +crp(x)^^V<p„(x)V>„,(x)/!„ {X)h]°\s)  (F42) 

- - ( x a ) X v > , , ( x ) / j ; ° ' ( 5 ) - — ( X,A) 
n»l n»l t / TI 

Denoting 

4'„„(x,x) = V^r,„(x)V>„(x) (F43) 

_(2) .(2) _(2)r 
and evaluating Cqr (x,x,/t,5), "i'„„(x,x), rr (x,x), and Pr (x,/l) at the centroid x" of 

elements leads directly to equations (3.34) and (3.35). 

If driving forces are all deterministic, the second-order head gradient covariance 

(2.84) becomes 

< V/z (x,/1)V^A'(X,5) >^'^= 
_ (0) _(0) (F44) 

(y,x,/l) >, V, < h (y,!) (y,x,^)c/y 

Substituting the following approximations 
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. ( ° )  

-  (0) -  N N - (0) 

< G  (y,x,/l)>,~<G (y,x,/l)>,= 2X*^v (/'-M(x)«3,(y) 
;=1 /=l 

-(0) 
- (0) _ ,v _(0) 

</j (y,/l)>^^</2 {y,^)>,= ̂ hk W(Pti.y) (F45) 
t=I 

. (2 )  S  

u]-\y,x,s)  ̂  H, (y,x,5) = ̂ j/^;'(y,^)(0,(x) 
1=1 

into (F44) yields 

<VA(X,;1)V^/j'(X,5) = 
•V ,V _ (0) .V _(0) N (F46) 

1=1 /=! /=! 

Replacing the domain integral by a summation of integrals over all elements and evaluate 

at the centroid x'' of element e yields (3.36) directly. 
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